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Abstract 
A study is made oi* me impact of enhanced horizontal resoiution and cumulus para

meterization on the Simulation of precipitation by a numerical weather prediction (NWP) 
model. In particular theoretical, observational and modelling aspects related to a meso-ß-
scale NWP model are considered. In models of this scale precipitation is formaüy separated 
into an unresoived convective part and a grid-resolvable part, and there is a need for an ap
propriate method to parameterize the unresoived component. The study falls into three dis
tinct, but related parts. 

In the Rrst part the concept of convective adjustment parameterization is investigated 
in detail. Here the basic assumption is that a quasi-equilibrium thermodynamic structure -
the convectiveiy adjusted atmospheric state - exists and that this can be represented by a 
so-called deep-convection reference proßle. In this context the thermodynamic structure 
related to mid-latitude continental summer convection is examined for a set of upper air 
ascents of the sounding Station Payeme in Switzerland and examined in relation to the con
vective adjustment scheme proposed by Betts (1986) (- which was based primariiy on trop
ical data). It is shown that, given a proper set for the adjustable parameters derived from 
the observations, the deep-convection reference proßle of Betts characterizes well the con
vectiveiy adjusted atmosphere of the extra-tropical continental environment exemplißed 
by the Payerne data. In comparison with the reference proßle determined by Betts ahd Mill
er (1986) the derived temperature structure is found to be even more unstable below melt-
ing level. Also the humidity proßle exhibits some distinctive physicai characteristics. 
Given these characteristic features, the Standard reference proßles available for numerical 
experimentation are not entirely satisfactory. In addition the convective adjustment scheme 
is shown to be fundamentally different from the alternative so-called mass ßux approach. 
In general there is no mass ßux thät can produce the equivalent verticai heat and moisture 
transports and it is also impossible to determine condensation rates associated with the ad
justment process. 

In the second part the dependency of precipitation Simulation on horizontal resoiu
tion and on the specißcation of the deep-convection reference proßle and the adjustment 
time scale is systematically investigated. The original mesh width (-60km) of an existing 
hydrostatic meso-a-scale limited area model is successively reduced by a factor two and 
four. It is demonstrated that the resulting ßne-mesh model versions can improve the Simu
lation of precipitation events, particuiariy their temporal and spatial structure. The capabil-
ity of the high-resolution models to better represent external foreing (e.g. orography) is a 
crucial factor. In convectiveiy dominated weather situations the Simulation results are ex
tremely sensitive to the choice of the cumulus parameterization scheme with the precipita
tion amoünts ahd intensities systematically increasing with decreasing mesh width. 
Enhanced grid-scale precipitation due to intensißed verticai grid-scale circulation is iden-
tißed as a cause. A second result is that convective precipitation increases as a consequence 
of the required reduction of the adjustment time scale. However, due to interactions the two 
contributions can not in general be Hnearly combined. The parameterization of convection 
proves to be important for a timely initiatiön of precipitation events and furthermore it 
counteracts the occurrence of grid point storms. Weather radar data are utilized to provide 
a ßrst qualitative comparison of simulated and observed horizontal precipitation ßeld pat-
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tems. Thereafter quantitative assessment of model results is made by means of radar data 
and measurements of the automatic surface network. The two types of observations can 
yield substantially differing estimates and it is appropriate to use both sources of observa
tional data for model verißcation. Partitioning of precipitation into its parameterized con
vective and grid-scale parts and consideration of their horizontal structures and time 
Variation provide valuable insights into the Iife cycle of simulated convective precipitation 
events. 

In the third part a diagnostic tool is deveioped to evaluate the contributions to the ev
olution of the model atmosphere made by all processes represented in the model. The 
Standard förmalism for heat and moisture budgets, frequently used for diagnostic studies 
of observations, is carefully adapted to the governing equations of NWP models. One dif-
ßculty is that in the particular model considered condensation rates are never explicitly cal
culated. The condensation is treated as an internal process, since the prognostic 
thermodynamic and moisture variables are total enthalpy and total specific water content. 
These predicted values are inserted into temperature and water vapour equations and the 
condensation rates appear as residuals. Diagnosis of a simulated convective precipitation 
event reveals the predominanee of the convective tendencies in the early stage of develop
ment. In the mature stage grid-scale condensation and preeipitation-forming processes pro
vide the strongest foreing for the development of the model atmosphere. Since convective 
adjustment schemes take only static properties of the atmosphere into account the ampli
tudes of the associated tendencies primariiy depend on the adjustment time scale. In con
trast, grid-scale condensation and precipitation are largely determined by grid-scale 
verticai moisture transport and therefore corresponding tendencies strongly depend on the 
mesh size. Furthermore, a pronounced dependency is diagnosed of the verticai structure of 
the apparent heat source and the apparent moisture sink on the deep-convection reference 
proßle. 
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Zusammenfassung 
In dieser Studie wird der Einfluss von erhöhter horizontaler Auflösung und des Para-

metrisierungsverfahrens für die Konvektion auf die Niederschlagssimulation mit einem 
numerischen Wettervorhersage (NWV) Modell untersucht. Insbesondere werden Aspekte 
der Theorie, der Beobachtung und der Modellierung im Zusammenhang mit einem meso-
ß-skaligen NWV Modell betrachtet. In Modellen von dieser Auflösung wird der Nieder
schlag formal in einen subskaligen konvektiven und einen vom Modellgitter auflösbaren 
Anteil aufgetrennt. Eine geeignete Methode zur Parametrisierung des nicht aufgelösten 
Anteils ist notwendig. Die Arbeit ist in drei eigenständige, aber miteinander in Beziehung 
stehende Teile gegliedert. 

Im ersten Teil wird das Konzept der konvektiven Anpassung als Verfahren zur Para
metrisierung der Konvektion eingehend untersucht. Hier wird die grundlegende Annahme 
gemacht, dass ein Quasi-Gleichgewichtszustand der thermodynamischen Struktur der At
mosphäre existiert, nämlich der konvektiv angepasste Zustand der Atmosphäre, der durch 
ein sogenanntes Referenzprofil für hochreichende Konvektion dargestellt werden kann. 
Die thermodynämische Struktur der Atmosphäre im Zusammenhang mit sommerlicher 
Konvektion in kontinentalen Verhältnissen der mitüeren Breiten wird mittels einer Reihe 
von Radiosondenaufstiegen der Station Payeme in der Schweiz untersucht, und es wird die 
Beziehung zu dem von Betts (1986) vorgeschlagenen Anpassungsverfahren, das vorwie
gend auf tropischen Daten gründet, überprüft. Wenn ein geeigneter aus Beobachtungen ab
geleiteter Satz von Werten für die freien Parameter verwendet Wird, zeigt es sicĥ  dass das 
ReferenzprofH für hochreichende Konvektion nach Betts die extra-tropische, kontinentale, 
konvektiv angepasste Atmosphäre, hier am Beispiel der Payerne Daten, gut charakterisiert. 
Im Vergleich zu dem von Betts und Miller (1986) bestimmten Referenzprofil erweist sich 
die aus dem vorliegenden Datensatz abgeleitete Temperaturstruktur unterhalb der Nuü
gradgrenze als feuchtlabiler. Ausserdem zeigt das Feuchteprofil einige Besonderheiten von 
physikalischer Bedeutung. In Anbetracht dieser Charakteristika vermögen die für die nu
merischen Simulationen zur Verfügung stehenden Referenzprofile nicht vollständig zu be
friedigen. Zusätzlich wird gezeigt, dass sich Anpassungsverfahren zur Parametrisierung 
der Konvektion fundamental vom alternativen, sogenannten Massenftussansatz unterschei
den. Im allgemeinen existiert kein MassenAuss, der gleichwertige vertikale Wärme- und 
Feuchtetransporte bewirken kann. Ebenso ist es unmöglich, durch die konvektive Anpas
sung verursachte Kondensationsraten zu bestimmen. 

Im zweiten Teil wird die Abhängigkeit der Niederschlagssimulation von der Ma
schenweite und von der Spezifikation des Referenzprofils für die hochreichende Konvek
tion und der Anpassungszeit systematisch untersucht. Die ursprüngliche Maschenweite 
(-60km) eines existierenden hydrostatischen, meso-ct-skaligen Ausschnittmodells wird 
schrittweise um einen Faktor zwei und vier verkleinert. Es wird gezeigt, dass die feinma
schigen Modellversionen die Simulation von Niederschlagsereignissen, besonders deren 
räumliche und zeitliche Struktur, verbessern können. Die Möglichkeit der hochauflösenden 
Modelle zur detaillierteren Darstellung der externen Antriebe, zum Beispiel der Orogra
phie, ist ein ausschlaggebender Faktor. In konvektiven Wetterlagen erweisen sich die Si-
mulationsergebnisse als äusserst empfindlich auf die Wahl der Konvektionsparametrisie-
rung, wobei Niederschlagsmenge und -intensität mit kieiner werdender Mäschenweite 
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systematisch zunehmen. Verstärkte skalige Niederschlagsproduktion durch die Inten
sivierung der skaligen Vertikalzirkulation lässt sich als eine Ursache feststellen. Zweitens 
nimmt der konvektive Niederschlag durch die notwendige Verkürzung der Anpassungszeit 
zu, wobei sich die beiden Beiträge aufgrund der bestehenden Wechselwirkungen im allge
meinen nicht additiv verhalten. Die Parametrisierung der Konvektion erweist sich als wich
tig im Hinblick auf die zeitlich korrekte. Auslösung eines Niederschlagsereignisses, ausser
dem dämmt sie das Auftreten von Gitterpunktstürmen ein. Wetterradardaten werden 
benützt für einen ersten qualitativen Vergleich von simulierten und beobachteten Struktu
ren von Niederschlagsfeldern. Eine quantitative Einschätzung der Modellresultate wird mit 
Hilfe von Radardaten und Beobachtungen des automatischen Bodenmessnetzes gemacht. 
Die beiden Beobachtuhgsarten können stark divergierende Resultate liefern und es ist des
halb angezeigt, für die Verißkatiön von Modellresultaten beide Messdatenquellen beizu
ziehen. Die Betrachtung der horizontalen Strukturen und der zeitlichen Entwicklung von 
konvektiven und skaligen Modellniederschlagsanteilen liefert wertvolle Einsichten in den 
Lebenszyklus von simulierten konvektiven Niederschlagsereignissen. 

Im dritten Teil wird ein diagnostisches Werkzeug entwickelt, das die eingehende Un̂  
tersuchung der Beiträge zur Entwicklung der Modellatmosphäre aller im Modell darge
stellten Prozesse ermöglicht. Der übliche Budgetformalismus für Wärme und Feuchte, der 
häufig für diagnostische Studien mit Beobaehtuhgsdaten angewendet wird, wird sorgfältig 
auf die allgemeinen Grundgleichungen numerischer Wettervorhersagemodelle angepasst. 
Eine Schwierigkeit mit dem speziell betrachteten Modell besteht darin, dass die Konden
sationsrate nie explizit berechnet wird. Die Kondensation wird als interner Prozess behan
delt, da die prognostischen thermodynamischen und Feuchtegrössen die Enthalpie und der 
totale spezifische Wassergehalt sind. Diese vörhergesagten Werte werden in Gleichungen 
für die Temperatur und den spezißsehen Wässerdampfgehalt eingesetzt, in denen die Kon
densationsrate als Residuum erscheint. Die Diagnose eines simulierten konvektiven Nie
derschlagsereignisses zeigt die Dominanz der konvektiven Tendenzen im frühen Stadium 
der Entwicklung auf. Im voll entwickelten Stadium liefern die skaligen Niederschlagspro
zesse und die Kondensation die stärksten Antriebe für die Entwicklung der Modellatmo
sphäre. Da das konvektive Anpassungsverfahren nur die statischen Eigenschaften der 
Atmosphäre berücksichtigt, hängen die Amplituden der Quellterme vorwiegend von der 
gesetzten Anpassungszeit ab. Dagegen werden die Kondensation und die skaligen Nieder
schlagsprozesse wesentlich vom vertikalen Feuchtetransport bestimmt, woraus die vorwie
gende Abhängigkeit der Tendenzen von der Maschenweite folgt. Zudem zeigt sich, dass 
die vertikale Struktur der konvektiven Wärme- und Feuchtequellen stark vom gewählten 
Referenzproßl für die hochreichende Konvektion abhängt. 
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Resume 
Üne etude de fimpact d'une augmentation de la resoiution horizontale et de la para

metrisation de la convection sur la Simulation des prgcipitations par un modele numeriqüe 
de prevision du temps est r6alis6e dans ce travaii. En particulier des aspects lies ä la theorie, 
ä 1'Observation et ä la modelisation en relation avec un modele d'echelle meso-ß sont 6tu-
di6s. Pour un tei modele, les preeipitations sont formeUement decomposees en une partie 
convective dont l'dcheile caracteristique est inferieure ä celle de la maille du modele, et une 
partie r6soluble sur cette m6me grille; une methode appropride pour parametriser la com
posante non rdsoluble est alors necessaire. L'etude ici presentee est structuree en trois par
ties distincteŝ  mais reliees entre elles. 

Dans la premiere partie le concept d'ajustement convectif applique ä la parametrisa
tion de la convection est examine* en detail. L'hypothese fondamentale faite ici est celle de 
l'existence d'un etat en quasi-equilibre de la structure thermodynamique de l'atmosphere, 
appeie etat convectivement ajuste, qui peut etre represente par un "profii de reference de 
convection profonde". Dans ce contexte, la structure thermodynamique de ratmosphere 
aux latitudes moyennes pour des situations de convection estivales continentales est exa-
minge ä partir d'un ensembie de sondages aerologiques de la Station de Payeme en Suisse; 
au vu de ces sondages, le schema d'ajustement convectif propose par Betts (1986), base 
avant tout sur des donnees tropicales, est alors contröie. Pour autant que les parametres li
bres du modele soient ajustes convenablement ä partir des observations, on montre que le 
profii de reference de convection profonde de Betts caracterise bien l'etat convectivement 
ajuste de l'atmosphere extra-tropicale continentale, tei que represente par les donnees de 
Payeme. En comparaison avec le profii de reference determine par Betts et Miller (1986), 
il apparait cependant que la structure de la temperature determinee ä partir de ces donnees 
est encore plus instable en dessous de la limite du zero degre. En outre le profii d'humidite 
presente quelques particularites physiques remarquables. En consideration de ces caracte
ristiques, les profiis de reference ä disposition pour les experiences numeriques ne sont pas 
entierement satisfaisants. Eh outre on montre quele schema d'ajustement Convectif est fon-
damentalement different de l'approche basee sur le schema du flux de masse. En general il 
n'y a pas de Hux de masse qui puisse reproduire des transports vertieaux de chaleur et d'hu
midite equivalents. D'autre part il est impossible de determiner les taux de condensation 
associes au schema d'ajustement convectif. 

Dans la deuxieme partie on etudie de maniere systematique la dependance des preei
pitations sirnuiees par rapport ä la dimension horizontale de la maille du modele et par rap-̂  
port au choix du profii de reference de convection profonde et du temps d'ajustement. On 
considere un modele hydrostatique existant ä aire limitee et d'echelle meso-ct, dont la 
maille (-60km) est successivement reduite par un facteur deux, puis par un facteur quatre. 
On montre que les versions du modele ayant une maille plus üne peuvent ameiiorer la Si
mulation des evenements "precipitation", pärticulierement leurs structures temporelles et 
spatiäles. Le fait que les modeies ä haute resoiution ont la capacite de mieux representer les 
contraintes exterieures (p.ex. orographie) est un facteur crucial. Lors de situations meteo
rologiques convectives les resultats de la Simulation sont extr§mement sensibles au choix 
de la parametrisation de la convection, la quantite et l'intensite des preeipitations augmen
tant systematiquement avec la diminution de la maille du modele. Une premiere cause ä ce 
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comportement est l'aügmentation des preeipitations ä l'echelle de la maille due ä une in-
tensißcation de la circulation verticale ä cette meme echelle. Deuxiemement, du fait de la 
necessaire diminution du temps d'ajustement, les preeipitations convectives croissent. No
tons que ces deux contributions ne peuvent en general pas etre combinees lindairement de 
par l'existence d'interactions entre ces phdnomenes. La parametrisation de la convection 
se reveie etre importante par rapport ä l'horaire du dedenchement des evenements "preci
pitation", en outre eile diminue le dedenchement de tempetes Iiees ä un point de grille. Des 
donnees provenant d'un radar meteoroiogique sont utilisees pour faire une premiere com
paraison qualitative entre la structure simuMe et la structure observee du champ de preci
pitation. Une evaluation quantitative des resultats du modele est en suite obtenue ä l'aide 
des donnees provenant du radar et du reseau automatique d'observations au söl. Comme 
ces deux methodes d'observation peuvent fournir des estimations substantiellement diffe
rentes, il est judicieux de les utiliser paralieiement lors de la verißcation du modele. Lapar^ 
tition d'un evenement "precipitation" en uhe composante convective et une composante 
dont recheile est la maille du modele, puis retude de la structure horizontale et du deve
loppement temporel de chacune de ces deux composantes foumissent des informations de 
väleur sur le cycle de vie des preeipitations convectives simuiees. 

Dans la troisieme partie un outil diagnostique permettant d'evaluer la contribution de 
chacun des processus du modele ä Tevolution de l'atmosphere simuiee est developpe. Le 
formalisme Standard ässocie ä l'etude du budget du modele pour la chaleur et I'humidite, 
frequemment utilise lors d'etudes diagnostiques des observations, est soigneusement adap
te äux equations gouvernant les modeies de prevision numeriqüe du temps. Une difßculte 
rencontree est que le taux de Condensation n'est jamais explicitement caicuie dans le mô  
deie particulier utilise ici. Eh effet, la condensation est traitee comme un processus interne, 
les variables previsionnelles pour les processus thermodynamiques et humides etant l'en-
thalpie et le contenu speeißque total en eau; ces valeurs prevues sont inserees dans les equa
tions gouvernant la temperature et le contenu en vapeur d'eau, le taux de condensation 
apparaissant alors comme residu. Le diagnostique d'un evenement simuie "precipitation 
convective" reveie la predominanee de la tendance convective durant la phase initiale du 
developpement de la precipitation; par la suite les preeipitations ä l'echelle de la maille et 
les processus de condensation sont les facteurs dominant l'evolution de l'atmosphere. 
Comme le modele d'ajustement convectif ne prend en consideration que les proprietes sta-
tiques de l'atmosphere, 1'amplitude des tendances associees depend principalement du 
temps d'ajustement. Par contre, les preeipitations ä l'echelle de la maille et les processus 
de condensation sont principalement determines par le transport verticai d'humidite ä cette 
echelle, et, par consequent, les tendances correspöndantes dependent fortement de la taille 
de la maille du modele. Enßn, une forte dependance de la structure verticale des sources 
apparentes de chaleur et d'humidite par rapport au prohl de reference de convection pro
fonde est mise en evidence. 
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Riassunto 
La presente ricerca analizza 1'inHusso che una maggiore risoluzione orizzontale e un 

processo di parametrizzazione della convezione hanno sulla simulazione delle precipita
zioni per mezzo di un modello di previsione numerica (NWP). In particolare vengono con
siderati gli aspetti teorici, dell'osservazione e della modellizzazione in relazione a un 
modello numerico a mesoscala-ß. Nei modelli di questa risoluzione le precipitazioni ven
gono formalmente divise in una componente convettiva non risolta a subscala e in una parte 
risolvibile dalla maglia del modello. E cosi necessario un appropriato metodo di parame
trizzazione della componente non risolta. 11 Iavoro e suddiviso in tre parti distinte, ma in 
relazione tra di loro. 

Nella prima parte viene analizzato in dettaglio il concetto delTadattamento convetti-
vo come processo di parametrizzazione della convezione. A questopunto viene fatto il pre-
supposto fondamentale che esiste uno stato di quasi-equilibrio della struttura 
termodinamica deü'atmosfera, cioe lo stato deü'atmosfera adattato convettivamente, che 
puö essere rappresentato da un cosiddetto profilo di referenza di convezione profonda. Vie
ne poi analizzata Ia struttura termodinamica deü'atmosfera in relazione con la convezione 
estiva in condizioni continentali a medie latitudini, con Taiuto di una serie di radiosondaggi 
della stazione aerologica svizzera di Payeme e veriRcata la relazione con la procedura di 
adattamento proposta da Betts (1986), la quaie essenzialmente si basa su dati rilevati nei 
tropici. SuTesempio dei dati di Payerne si e potuto dimostrare che, quando viene usata una 
serie adeguata di valori derivati da osservazioni per i parametri variabili, il proRlo di refe
renza di convezione profonda secondo Betts caratterizza bene l'atmosfera extra-tropicale, 
continentale e adattata convettivamente. Paragonato al proRlo di referenza determinato da 
Betts e Miller (1986), l'andamento della temperatura derivato dalla serie di dati a disposi
zione e risultatö di labilitä satura al di sotto dell'isoterma di zero gradi. Inoltre l'andamento 
dell'umiditä presentä alcune particolaritä di importanza Rsica. Considerando queste carat
teristiche, i proRli di referenza a disposizione per le simulazioni numeriche non sembrano 
soddisfare completamente. Viene inoltre mostrato che la procedura di aggiustamento per la 
parametrizzazione della convezione differisce fondamentalmente dall'approccio alternati-
vo con i l cosiddetto Russo di massa. In generale non esiste nessun Russo di massa che puö 
produrre un trasporto verticale di calore e umiditä dello stesso tenore ed e pure impossibile 
determinare i tassi di condensazione provocati daU'adattamento della convezione. 

Nella seconda parte viene analizzata sistematicamente la dipendenza della simula
zione delle precipitazioni dalla distanza orizzontale dei punti di griglia, daüe speciRcazioni 
del proßlo di referenza per la convezione profonda e dal tempo di adattamento. La distanza 
originale dei punti di grigüa (60km) di un modeüo idrostatico a mesoscala-ct ad area limi-
tata giä esistente viene ridotta progressivamente di un fattore due e poi di quattro. Viene 
cosi mostrato che la versione del modello a maglie ravvicinate puö migliorare la simula
zione degü eventi di precipitazione, soprattutto per quanto conceme la loro distribuzione 
spaziaie e temporale. La possibilitä del modeüo ad alta risoluzione di riprodurre in modo 
dettagüato i propulsori estemi, come per esempio 1'orograRa, e un fattore determinante. In 
situazioni meteorologiche convettive, i risultati delle simulazioni si sono dimostraä estre
mamente sensibili rispetto alla scelta della parametrizzazione della convezione, con la 
quantitä e l'intensitä delle precipitazioni in sistematico aumento con la riduzione deüa di-
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stanza dei punti di griglia. Un primo motivo per T aumento della produzione delle precipi
tazioni a livello della griglia puö essere attribuito alTintensificazione della circolazione 
verticale a scala della griglia. Inoltre le precipitazioni convetüve aumentano a causa dell'i-
nevitabile riduzione del tempo di adattamento, anche se in generale i due contributi, a causa 
delle interazioni esistenti, non si sommano. La parametrizzazione della convezione si e di-
mostrata importante nelTottica di un corretto inizio nel tempo degli eventi di precipitazio
ne, oltre a mitigare Ia manifestazione di tempeste sui punti di griglia. I dati dei radar 
meteorologici vengono utilizzati per un primo paragone qualitativo della struttura dei cam
pi di precipitazioni simulati e osservati. Una vaiutazione quanütahva dei risultati dei mo
dello viene invece fatta, oltre che con i dati dei radar, con i dati fomiti dalle stazioni di 
riievamento al suolo della rete automatica. Dato che due sistemi di riievamento possono 
fornire risultati molto differenti tra di loro, per la verifica dei risultati del modello e perciö 
appropriato considerare entrambe le fonti di misure. L esame della struttura orizzontale e 
lo sviiuppo temporale delle componenti convetüve a liveüo dei punti di griglia deüe preci
pitazioni förnisce una preziosa visione del ciclo di vita degli evenü di precipitazione simu-
laü. 

Nella terza parte viene sviluppato uno strumento diagnosüco che permette di analiz-
zare in dettagüo i contributi airevoluzione del modeüo delT atmosfera di tutti i processi 
rappresentati nel modeüo. ü normale formahsmo del bilancio del calore e deü'umiditä, che 
spesso viene appücato negü studi diagnostici con daü misuraü, viene adattato accurata-
mente aüe equazioni di base generaü del modello numerico di previsioni meteorologiche. 
Una difficoltä del parücolare modeüo considerato consiste nel fatto che ü tasso di conden
sazione non viene mai esplicitamente calcolato. La condensazione viene trattata come un 
processo intemo, in quanto le grandezze termodinamiche e di umiditä sono rappresentate 
daü'entalpia e dal contenuto totale di umiditä specifica. Quesü valori previsü vengono in-
seriü neüe equazioni deüa temperatura e deü'umiditä specifica, nelle quali ü tasso di con
densazione appare come residuo. La diagnosi di un evento di precipitazioni convetüve 
simulate mostra una predominanza della tendenza convetüva negli stadi iniziali dello svi
iuppo. Nello stadio di pleno svüuppo, i processi di precipitazione a üvello dei punti di gri
glia e Ia condensazione forniscono gli impulsi piü forti per Tevoluzione delT atmosfera 
modeüata. Dal momento che la procedura di adattamento convetüvo considera solo le pro
prietä staüche deü'atmosfera, Tamplitudine delle sorgenti termiche dipende essenzialmen-
te dai tempi di adattamento stabiüü. La condensazione e le precipitazioni a üveüo dei punü 
di griglia vengono invece per lo piü determinaü dal trasporto verücale di umiditä, per cui 
la prevalehte dipendenza deüe tendenze segue la distanza dei punü di grigüa. Inoltre e di
mostrato che la struttura verticale deüe sorgenü di calore e di umiditä dipende fortemente 
dai proüü di referenza scelü per la convezione profonda. 
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1 Introduction 
Numerical weather prediction (NWP) is of paramount importance for modern oper

ational weather forecasting. This technique of mathematicälly modelling and numericälly 
predicting atmospheric processes provides valuable guidance for the eiaboration of short-
range weather forecasts describing the weather of "today and tomorrow" and appears in
dispensable for medium-range (3-7 days) weather prediction for the extra-tropical latitudes 
(Bengtsson, 1991). The present study is designed to contribute to the development of a 
/n'gn-rê o/Mrfon NWP model. The development of such models is motivated by the need to 
obtain more accurate weather forecasts for the increasing requirements of public and com
mercial interest. The specific objects ofthe present study will Rrst be placed in the broader 
contextof NWP. 

1.1 Key issues of numerical weather prediction 
Weather prediction was Rrst recognized to be an initial (and boundary) value probiem 

described by an appropriate set of (partiai differential) equations by Bjerknes (1904). He 
claimed the essential ingredients to be the momentum and mass conservation equations, the 
equation of State for air, and the Rrst and second principles of thermodynamics. This system 
of seven equations involves seven unknowns, nameiy the three components of the veiocity 
Reld and the density, pressure, temperature and moisture Relds. Thus given an initial con
dition, it can in principle be solved. This deterministic view of the weather prediction prob
iem forms the basis of present day's NWP. 

There are two distinct tasks: The determination of initial conditions, i.e. the descrip
tion of the actual State of the atmosphere at a given time, and the Solution of the time-de-
pendent system of equations. These probiems were rendered technically feasible by the 
advent of electronic Computers. At Rrst, drastic simpliRcations of the equations, e.g. reduc
ing the whoie System to one single bärotropic equation, were necessary. Subsequentiy more 
and more features of the original governing equations were retained in pace with the in
creasing power of Computers (institutions concemed With NWP were aiways among the 
Rrst customers of the most recent Supercomputers!). But even today, despite the availabillty 
of the newest Computers, numerical modellers rely on simpliRcations and approximations 
of the basic equations and of the atmospheric processes to be represented. However, it must 
be emphasized that technicai limitations are not the only probiems encountered in NWP. 
The improvement of our understanding of the complex nature of atmospheric processes 
and their manifold interactions on various Space and time scales presents a continuous sci-
entiRc challenge. 

The representation of the atmospheric State valid at a given time which serves the 
prediction model as initial condition is determined by the so-called data assimilation proc
ess. The Rrst step in this process is the numerical (objective) analysis of observations which 
involves an interpolation procedure in space and time of the irregularly scattered observa
tional data of different type to a regulär 3/4-dimensional grid. First guess Relds from cli
matology, former analyses or short-term predictions, constraints from meteorological 
principles and from characteristics of the observing Systems and of the numerical model 
are incorporated in this procedure. Initialization makes the analysed Relds compatible with 
structures supported by the prediction model. In this process meteoroiogicaiiy irrelevant 



features which wouid evoive as detrimental perturbations are eliminated. The prediction 
model itself is also invoived in the data assimilation process. It is integral to the initializa
tion and provides forecast fieids as first guesses for the analysis. Data assimilation can ei
ther be designed as an intermittent (e.g. Bengtsson, 1991) or quasi-continuous process. 

The governing equations of the prediction probiem are cast in a diserete form in 
space and time. For the horizontal representation the finite difference, finite eiement and 
spectral transform methods have been used. A variety of time integration schemes has been 
deveioped to carry the evolution of the model atmosphere forward in time. All NWP mod
els utilize the equivalent of a 3-dimensional grid in physicai Space and the spacing between 
grid points defines the rayo/nffon of a NWP model. Thus the explicit description of atmo
spheric processes by a NWP model is aiways confined to phenomena larger than a certain 
model-related scale. This minimum scale is aiways larger than that of some weather-sig-
nißcant processes. The sübgrid-scale processes must be described in terms of parameters 
resolved and predicted by the model, a probiem known as p%ra?nefenzafi'oM. 

Processes of major importance subject to parameterization are radiation, turbulence, 
convection, cloud and precipitation formation. The main effects attributable to atmospheric 
turbulence are accounted for by horizontal and verticai diffusiön schemes and planetary 
boundary layer parameterization schemes, which essentially represent the verticai eddy 
fluxes of momentum, sensible and latent heat near the earth surface. In addition dissipation 
of momentum in the free atmosphere due to subgrid-scale orographie effects is sömetimes 
included. The effects of the subgrid-scale condensation and verticai transport of heat and 
moisture by shallow and deep convection are accounted for by CM/MM/M paraynefenzaO'on 
FcAe/May. The somewhat artificial and arbitrary Separation into subgrid-scale ahd grid-re-
solvable-scale phenomena Ieads to the formal distinction of convective and grid-scale 
clouds and precipitation. Cloud and precipitation formation in convective and stable situa
tions and corresponding latent heat release is described by microphysics parameterization 
schemes. There exists a variety of parameterization schemes for each category wim differ-
ing degrees of sophistication. 

1.2 Past and current trends in operational NWP 
During the past 10-15 years the evolution of operational NWP Systems has been 

marked by a steady improvement in analysis and initialization techniques, numerical meth
ods and parameterization schemes (e.g. Bengtsson, 1991 for the ECMWF System). This 
progress was accompamed by a steady mcrease of horizontal and, to a lesser extent, verticai 
resoiution, and the evolution was constrained by the finite Computer power. For example, 
the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), one of the worid 
leaders in the ßeld, started to operate a global grid point model with a grid spacing of 1.875° 
(-210km) and 15 verticai levels in September 1979. The spectral model T63 introduced in 
May 1983 had about the same horizontal resoiution. In May 1985 the Gaussian grid asso
ciated With the T106 model had a spacing of about 125km. One year later the number of 
verticai levels was increased to 19. In September 1991 the spectral model T213 (the asso
ciated Gaussian grid has a mesh size of -62km) with 31 verticai levels became operational. 
By this last step the global ECMWF model reached a horizontal resoiution which compares 
well with that one of the most advanced limited area models (LAM) of national weather 
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services. High-resolution operational LAMs are designed to resolve Row features at the 
lower end of the meso-a scale. (A generally accepted subdivision of horizontal scales for 
atmospheric processes (Orlanski, 1975) denotes Row features belonging to length scales of 
respectively 200-2000km as meso-a-scale, 20-200km as meso-ß-scale and 2-20km as 
meso-y-scale. These scales are associated with model grid spacings of 50-500km 
(meso-a), 5-50km (meso-ß) and 0.5-5km (meso-y).) 

At present many national weather Services utilize meso-a-scale LAMs: Models with 
mesh widths of about 50km are mnning in e.g. Denmark, Finland, Germany, Japan, Nor
way and the United Kingdom. All these models are hydrostatic primitive equation models 
with not more than 20 verticai levels. Hydrostatic models with even higher resoiution are 
operational in France (35 km) and Norway (25 km). The only operational non-hydrostatic 
model (15 km) is run in the United Kingdom with an integration area covering the British 
Isles and it has 32 levels. 

1.3 Object of the present work 
High-resolution NWP models are designed to predict in more detail and with in

creased accuracy weather parameters such as precipitation, cioudiness, low-level winds 
and surface temperatures, in particular local minima and maxima. Nevertheless, grid 
Iengths of 30km or more are insufRcient to meet such demands in a mountainous country 
like Switzerland. Therefore an effort is under way at the Swiss Meteorological Institute to 
develop a meso-ß-scale NWP model for operational weather prediction purposes. The 
strategy adopted is to reduce the mesh width of an existing meso-a-scale LAM to achieve 
a grid spacing of about 15km (Quiby et al., 1988). Simiiar initiatives are under way in sev
eral countries (cf. Bougeault, 1992). 

A series of challenging questions are raised by enhancing the horizontal resoiution 
of a well deveioped NWP model: 
1. ) How does the overall behaviour of the model change with increasing resoiution? 
2. ) Which components of the model are (particuiariy) scale-sensitive and have eventu

ally to be revised or even replaeed? 
3. ) How can the potential improvement of a higher resoiution version of the model under 

consideration be assessed? 
4. ) What kind of observational data are required to verify meso-ß-scale model results? 

Several speeiße probiems in this context will be addressed with the objective of con
tributing to the development of an operational meso-ß-scale NWP model. 
1.3.1 SpeciRc probiems 

Precipitating weather Systems, in conjunetion with their sömetimes devastating ac-
companying phenomena such as gale winds, hail and Rooding, have an immediate human 
impact and inßuence a broad ränge of activities, e.g. agriculture, construction, trafRc. 
Therefore precipitation, its timing (onset and duration), location and intensity, is certainly 
a key parameter in weather prediction and has signiRcance for operational hydrology. Fur
thermore simulated precipitation signatures resulting from numerical prediction give an in-
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dication of the model's ability to properly represent the circulation features that actually 
occurred in nature. 

In the following investigations the ability of a NWP model to simulate precipitation 
events with increasing horizontal resoiution is examined. To gain insight into the processes 
invoived three major aspects are investigated in detail. 
<2.) MesA wza% reaMcrfon 

The dependency of precipitation Simulation on horizontal resoiution is an aspect of 
primary interest. In particular the influence of the convective parameterization scheme and 
the relative importance of specific detäils of cumulus parameterization have to be exam
ined. To assess simulated high-resolution precipitation characteristics qualitatively and 
quahtitatively appropriate observational data and evaluation methods are required. In com-
plement to temporaüy and spatially dense raingauge measurements weather radar data of
fer an opportunity for such an approach. 

A sound understanding ofthe parameterization of convection and the availability of 
a powerful diagnostic tool are considered to be essential for the interpretation of the results 
emerging from these investigations. 

The representation of cumulus convection with associated condensation, verticai tur
bulent transports, cloud and precipitation formation is a significant probiem in mesoscale 
modelling. Here special attention will be directed to the convective adjustment concept. 
The fundamental properties of the adjustment type family of parameterization wiü be ex-
plored and related to other ciasses of parameterization schemes. Given the need for a so-
caüed deep-convection reference prohle the derivation of a reaüstic quasi-equüibrium ther
modynamic and moisture structure of the post-convective atmosphere from observational 
data posea a challenging probiem. 

A good diagnostic package is needed for incisive analysis of model internal process
es and interactions. In the context of precipitation Simulation the influence of the precipi-
taüon-forming processes, grid-scale and convective, on the evolution of the model 
atmosphere is of particular interest. Depending on the design of the NWP model under con
sideration and the envisaged capabüities of the diagnostic procedure, the development of 
an appropriate tool can imply considerable formal, numerical and technicai probiems. It is 
desirable to test model intrinsic structures, e.g. verticai heating and moistening profiies of 
precipitating weather Systems, against observed features. 
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1.4 Outline 
Three main chapters form the body of the following text. Each chapter is focused oh 

one of the aforementioned principal aspects. 
In chapter 2 the probiem of cumulus parameterization in NWP is addressed. After a 

brief general introduction the convective adjustment concept is explained in more detail. 
An observational study to ßnd a parametric representation ofthe thermodynamic structure 
of the convectiveiy adjusted atmosphere, an essential ingredient for convective adjustment 
schemes, forms a key part of this chapter. The deep-convection reference profiies used in 
subsequent numerical experiments are introduced and qualitatively discussed with respect 
to observed features. Some formal considerations of the adjustment concept concerning 
convective condensation rates and convective verticai transports in relation to the mass flux 
concept conclude the chapter. 

Mesh width experiments with the Europa Modell of the Deutscher Wetterdienst are 
discussed in chapter 3. In recent years this meso-a-scale model has been deveioped from 
an experimentai version (Müller et al., 1987) to one in routine Operation since January 1991 
(Majewski, 1991). The deveiopment of a meso-ß-scale high-resolution model version is a 
joint project ofthe Deutscher Wetterdienst and the Swiss Meteorological Institute. First the 
two basic versions of the model are presented together with an outline of the experimentai 
design and the weather situations under consideration. Experiments are carried out with the 
original mesh width of the Europa Modell (-60km) reduced by a factor two and four. Spe
cial emphasis isput on consideration of the influence and the behaviour ofthe cumulus pa
rameterization scheme which is of the adjustment type. The dependency of the Simulation 
results on detäils of the convective adjustment scheme, nameiy the specification of the 
deep-convection reference proßle and the adjustment time scale, is of particular interest. 
Various aspects of simulated precipitation süch as accumuiated area average precipitation 
amoünts, time series of hourly precipitation sums, horizontal structures of instantaneous 
precipitation rates and the evolution of these fieids in time are investigated and qualitativer 
ly and quantitatively compared to observational data. Major ßndings and probiems are dis
cussed in a broader context and conclusions drawn at the end of the chapter. 

In chapter 4, ßrst the formalism to diagnose the physics of convection is introduced. 
Results obtained from observational studies are brießy mentioned as well as the different 
strategies which have been applied to numerical models so far. The formalism is then care
fully related to the governing equations of NWP models. The formuiation of the governing 
equations of the Europa Modell in terms of total enthalpy and total specißc water content 
poses specißc difßculties for the determination of water vapour condensation rates. This 
pecuiiarity gives rise to careful theoretical and numerical considerations. A strategy is de
rived to retrieve heat and moisture budgets from the Europa Modell and the corresponding 
diagnostic tool is deveioped. Results obtained for convective weather events are presented 
and their signißcanee with respect to mesh width and cumulus parameterization discussed. 

The main conclusions are drawn in chapter 5 and some ßnal remarks are made in the 
last chapter. 
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2 Cumulus parameterization by convective adjustment 
2.1 Introduction 

Cumulus convection is a major atmospheric process. It inßuences atmospheric flow 
through the release of latent heat, through verticai turbulent transport of heat, moisture and 
momentum and through the interaction of cumulus clouds with radiation. Cumulus convec
tion has long been recognized to drive tropical cyclones, mesoscale convective complexes 
and squall lines. Also it significantly influences the development of mid-latitude cyclones, 
polar lows and explosive marine cyclones. With respect to the conventional horizontal grid 
spacings of current hydrostatic NWP models, convective Systems contain components that 
are subgrid in scale. 

The probiem of cumulus parameterization is to describe the net effect of the subgrid-
scale cloud elements on the resolvable scale, i.e. to relate convective condensation and cir
culation features, which cannot be explicitly resolved by the NWP model, to the variables 
predicted by the model. Thus an attempt is undertaken to formulate the collective effect of 
cumulus clouds without predicting individual clouds. To this end, a limited number öf 
equations is sought that represent a Statistical ensembie: The core of the parameterization 
probiem is the choice of appropriate closure assumptions (Arakawa and Chen, 1987). 

In the last three decades there has been extensive research into the nature of atmo
spheric convection and scale interaction in cumulus regimes. These studies have been un
dertaken from an observational, theoretical and modelling point of view. Reviews of the 
cumulus parameterization probiem in NWP have been undertaken that focus on the aspect 
of dynamical regimes (Frank, 1983), on the closure assumptions and observational veriß
cation (Arakawa and Chen, 1987), on major aspects of commoniy used schemes (Tiedtke, 
1988) and on the probiem with respect to mesoscale models (Molinari and Dudek, 1992). 

Here the discussion will be conßned to aspects that relate specißcally to the basic 
concepts of the so-called convective adjustment schemes and to the parametric representa
tion of the thermodynamic structure of the convectiveiy adjusted atmosphere. The validity 
of a parameter set designed to describe the structure of the post-convective atmosphere 
(Betts, 1986) is assessed for a mid-latitude continental environment in westem Europe by 
examination of a set of routine radiosonde ascents at the sounding Station Payeme in Swit
zerland. The characteristics of the deep-convection reference proßles used in numerical ex
perimentation are examined with respect to observed features. The probiem of ßnding 
convective condensation rates and convective mass ßuxes which are consistent with the 
heat and moisture increments produced by convective adjustment schemes is addressed in 
a formal way. 

2.2 General remarks on cumulus parameterization philosophies 
The existence of a clear Separation in space and time between the scale being param

eterized and that being explicitly resolved by the model grid and a strong direct coupling 
between the two scales simplißes the parameterization of a given process. If these condi
tions were met for the representation of cumulus activity in numerical models, the clouds 
within a grid box could be regarded as a statisticaUy homogeneoüs entity controlled by the 
grid-scale variables. Arakawa and Chen (1987) suggested, oh the basis of an analysis of the 
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macroscopic behaviour of moist convection, that cumulus clouds appear to be parameter-
izablê  at least m large-scale models. A serious obstacle to cumulus parameterization 
comes from the mesoscale Organization of convective clouds. In effect the overlap between 
the cloud scale and the mesoscale poses conceptuai probiems for the parameterization of 
cumulus convection as the grid spacing decreases (Arakawa and Chen, 1987; Molinari and 
Dudek, 1992). There appears to be a need, at least for NWP models of the meso-ß scale and 
larger, to parameterize the convective-scale components and at least parts of the mesoscale 
structures. 

The closure probiem of cumulus parameterization can be illusträted by consideration 
of the budget equations for dry static energy and specißc water vapour content: 

-j- =̂ r- +v*V,y +0)^- = Qi (2-1) df 9? dp * 

Here <s=Cp7+gz is the dry static energy, Cp the specißc heat of äir at constant pressure, 
7" the temperature, g the acceleration of gravity, z the height, tu the verticai p-veiocity, p the 
pressure, Ly the latent heat of vaporization, <?y the specißc water vapour content and v the 
wind vector. The overbar denotes the area average over a large-scale domain. The quanti
ties Qi and Q2 are the apparent heat source and apparent moisture sink (Yanai et al., 1973), 
respectively. A more detailed discussion of the above equations and of their importance in 
the context pf convection is given in chapter 4. The important point to be stressed here is 
that the four quantities ̂ , , Qi and Q2 are unknown in the two equations. If no addi
tional degrees of freedom are introduced, two equations have to be established to close the 
system and to determine the unknowns (Arakawa and Chen, 1987). 

Four types of closure assumptions are idenüßed in most existing cumulus parameter
ization schemes (Arakawa and Chen, 1987). Type I assumptions postulate the existence of 
equilibrium states. Type II assumptions constrain the processes that produce the apparent 
heat source (Qi) and the apparent moisture sink (Q2). Type III assumptions directly con
strain the intensity of a cumulus ensembie. Type IV assumptions directly couple Qi and Q2 
with large-scale processes. A complete closure can be established by type IV assumptions 
or by some combination of type II with either type I or type in assumptions. 

Three requirements of closure assumptions are (Arakawa and Chen, 1987): They 
must not lose / destroy the predictabihty of large-scale ßelds, they should be universally 
valid and they should be observationally verißable. 

Most existing convective parameterization schemes can be grouped into four fami-
lies, some representahves of which are listed below: 
1. ) CoHvecf!ve ad/M̂ rmenf scAewas: Manabe et al. (1965), Krishnamurti et al. (1980), 

Betts (1986), Betts and Miller (1992). 
2. ) ÄTMo rype FcAtwiay: Kuo (1965, 1974), Anthes (1977), Molinari (1982), Geleyn 

(1985). 

Q 
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3. ) MarswAem^: Arakawa and Schubert (1974), Geleyn et al. (1982), Bougeault 
(1985), Tiedtke (1989). 

4. ) iScnewey dangnedTbr maKMC<2?e modê : Kreitzberg and Perkey (1976), Fritseh and 
Chappell (1980), Frank and Cohen (1987). 
Classification in one of the ßrst two families impliciüy gives an information about 

the closure assumptions used: Adjustment schemes have in common that they use type I 
closure assumptions, thus constraining the thermodynamic State of the equilibrium atmo-̂  
sphere. Kuo-type schemes use type IV assumptions to close the system. 

In contrast, mass ßux schemes do not necessarily have common closure assumptions: 
Tiedtke (1989) closes his bulk cumulus ensembie model by a type IV assumption, whilst 
Arakawa and Schubert (1974), üsing a spectral cloud ensembie model, rely on a quasi-
equilibrium closure. In mass ßux schemes the effects of the clouds on the resolvable-scale 
variabies are parameterized in terms of the convective mass ßuxes and, typically, convec
tion is assumed to inßuence the environment through environmental subsidence and dê  
trainment at the top of the updraft or the bottom of the downdraft (Arakawa and Schubert, 
1974). Mass ßuxes occurring in cloud models used by Kuo-type schemes are only internal-
ly needed to determine thermodynamic cloud properties, but they dö not inßuence the en
vironment explicitly. 

From a modelling point of view, Grell et al. (1991) present a most instructive Sepa
ration of cumulus parameterization schemes into three components: ay/Mfn/c conrro/, FMffc 
confro/ and yee#7jac%. The dynamrc confro/ determines how the environment modulates 
convective activity, its location and intensity. Following Grell et al. (1991) three types of 
dynamic Control can be distinguished in the aforementioned parameterization schemes: 
Convective adjustment schemes, Kreitzberg-Perkey and Fritsch-Chappell depend on in
stantaneous stability criteria deßning available buoyant energy. Adjustment tends to estab
lish an equilibrium state. In contrast, the dynamic control of Küo-type schemes and of 
Tiedtke (1989), e.g., are based on some large-scale advecüve properties like integrated 
moisture convergence, integrated verticai advection of moisture or low-level convergence. 
Although convective instability is sull required for the onset of convection, the amount of 
latent heat released is independent of the available buoyant energy. As a third variant, the 
Arakawa-Schubert scheme relates convective activity to the rate of destabilization by the 
environment, which is balanced by stabilization through convection in a quasi-equilibrium 
way. 

In the context of mesoscale modelling the validity of the quasi-equilibrium assump
tion is open tö question. The concept (Arakawa and Schubert, 1974) can be summarized as 
follows (Chen and Bougeault, 1992; personal communication): Through environmental 
foreing convective available potential energy (CAPE) is generated in the atmosphere on the 
large scale. Once convection is triggered, CAPE is consumed by release of latent heat 
förming precipitation and therefore the environment is heated and dried. Convective activ
ity tends to stabilize the atmosphere whilst destabilization by the large-scale processes may 
continue. If the large-scale foreing is stationary an equilibrium state is reached after a char
acteristic time of convective development. But since large-scale foreing will change in 
time, convection has to adjust continuously. Therefore the intensity of convection does not 
only depend on instantaneous environmental foreing, but also on its past history. However, 
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in a large-scale domain (several hundreds öf kilometers in horizontal dimensions) environ
mental foreing has a time scale of, say IfFs. Convective adaptation on the other hand oc
curs within 10̂ -10̂ s. Thus the reaction of convection to changes in large-scale foreing can 
be considered to be instantaneous. This is the basis of the quasi-equilibrium hypothesis. In 
a mesoscale model (mesh width 10-100km) the time scale of the phenomena explicitly 
simulated on the grid might be comparabie to the convective adjustment time scale, and 
therefore quasi-equilibrium may no longer be an acceptable assumption. In addition, Frank 
(1983) argues that situations exist, in particular in mesoscale convective Systems in mid-
latitudes, where the release of latent heat by convection substantially influences the diver
gent component of the larger-scale flow ßeld and thus convection partially drives the larg
er-scale flow and does not simply adjust to it. In contrast, semi-prognostic tests with a 
mesoscale NWP model in comparison with observations seem to provide some indieation 
that the quasi-equilibrium assumption holds for mid-latitude convective situations with 
strong larger-scale foreing (Grell et al., 1991). 

The modißcation of the environment by the convection is defined by theyggd̂ äĉ . In 
particular, the feedback speeißes the verticai distribution of total convective heating and 
drying. Again four approaches have been elaborated with respect to the aforementioned 
schemes: In adjustment schemes the temperature and moisture differences between the ref
erence and the actual profiies are taken to modify the grid-scale variables without exphcitly 
considering the physicai processes causing heating and moistening. In Kuo-type schemes 
differences between the in-cloüd and the environmental profiies are used instead, In a sec
ond variant, heating and moistening profiies are arbitrarily speeißed. Mass flux schemes as
sume the clouds to have a steady-state character. Latent heat release in the clouds is not 
used to warm the environment but to maintain the cumulus mass ßux. Subsidence and de-
trainment calculations determine the modißcation of the environment. Kreitzberg-Perkey 
änd Fritsch-Chappell perform subsidence calculations as the mass ßux schemes, but in ad
dition laterally mix the decaying cloud with the environment. 

The <Ma%c con?ro/ determines the thermodynamic properties of the convective proc
ess in a general sense. For adjustment schemes the construction of the deep-convection ref
erence proßle can be regarded as the static control. The most simple cloud model used in 
Kuo-type schemes assumes that the in-cloud thermodynamic properties are those of a pseu-
do-adiabat. A variety of one-dimensional cloud models häs been deveioped including en-
training and detraining up- and downdrafts and microphysical parameterizations. 

The parameterization of cumulus convection remains one of the major unsolved 
probiems in NWP. This is particuiariy true in the context of mesoscale weather forecasting. 
Even fundamental aspects of cumulus parameterization like the closure assumptions are 
still subject to debate (Emanuel and Raymond, 1992). Other critical aspects are the descrip
tion of the conditions initiating convection (the trigger probiem) and the Validation of pa
rameterization schemes. The latter aspect requires both, a sound methodology and an 
adequate observational basis. Arakawa and Chen (1987) claim for the verißcation of clo-
sures by observations, but at present there are no observations available on the mesoscale 
for that purpose (Molinari and Dudek, 1992). Most recent developments of cumulus para
meterization schemes aim at the formuiation of prognostic equations for certain charäeter-
istic quantities of convection (Chen and Bougeault, 1992; personal communication) and at 
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a more sophisticated interaction between parameterized and grid-resolved scales in meso
scale models (Molinari and Dudek, 1992). 

2.3 The convective adjustment concept 
The basic idea of the so-called adjustment schemes is the direct representation of the 

quasi-equilibrium structure of the convective atmosphere. Observations suggest that the 
presence of deep moist convection strongly constrains the verticai temperatüre and mois
ture structure of the atmosphere. The essence ofthe adjustment schemes for the parameter
ization of subgrid-scale convective activity in NWP models is the reference proßle, which 
characterizes the thermodynamic quasi-equilibrium structure of the convective atmo
sphere. Through the adjustment process the temperature and moisture structures of the 
model atmosphere are simultaneously relaxed towards this quasi-equilibrium State. The 
particular reference proßle used can either be based on some a priori concept of what the 
quasi-equilibrium state of the atmosphere could be, or can be approximately inferred from 
observations. It appears appealing to guide the model to approach and maintain a realisüc 
verticai temperature and humidity structure on the grid scale in the presence of convection. 

An attractive feature of adjustment schemes is their relative conceptuai and compu
tational simplicity. For instance, an efßcient direct solving algorithm for the reference tem
perature proßle of convective adjustment schemes has recently been proposed by Akmaev 
(1991). The relaxation towards a predeßned quasi-equilibrium structure sidesteps all the 
detäils of how the subgrid-scale cloud and mesoscale processes achieve and maintain this 
structure. Uneertainties invoived in attempting to determine this State indirectly using in-
creasingly complex cloud models are avoided. Diagnostic studies have revealed the great 
complexity of convective Systems: in addition to convective-scale up- and downdrafts, 
mesoscale circulation features and microphysical processes such as detrainment of hydro-
meteors, freezing, melting, water loading and evaporation are important (see for instance 
the conceptuai model of a mid-latitude squall line presented by Houze et al., 1989). It ap
pears difßcult and computationally very expensive to model all these phenomena in a suf-
ßcienüy realistic way at every grid point of a numerical model. 

Several variants of adjustment schemes have been deveioped. The so-called nard 
convective adjustment (Manabe et al., 1965) replaces the convectiveiy unstable model grid 
point sounding by the reference proßle within one time step. Commoniy a pseudo-adiabat 
has been chosen as the verticai temperature and humidity reference structure. Applied to 
the tropical atmosphere this procedure can cause temperature and humidity increments of 
about 3*K and 6g/kg respectively in the initial time step. Although changes in the subse
quent time steps are generally much smoother, the initial adjustment can irrecoverably de-
stroy the temperature and humidity ßelds, sihce horizontal gradients of these ßelds in the 
tropical atmosphere are known to be smail (Krishnamurti and Moxim, 1971). As an attempt 
to mitigate the drastic consequences of hard adjustment, so-called convective adjust
ment has been deveioped (Krishnamurti et al., 1980). In this case, relaxation towards the 
pseudo-adiabat is assumed to occur only on a fraction o* of the grid eiement area. Over the 
remaining area (l-o*), the verticai proßles of temperature and humidity remain invariant 
due to various, unstated processes. In this way, it is possible for the large-scale conditional 
instability to be gradually and smoothly removed and for the weak thermal and humidity 
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grädients to be maintained. The fractional area o* has tö be determined by a relative humid
ity criterion (- a closure assumption). Por their semi-prognostic tests of the GATE phase 
UJ period, Krishnamurti et al. (1980) found optimally tuned rainfall results for an area av
erage relative humidity value of 82.4% and a fractional area o=0.037. One of the major 
drawbacks of these schemes is the fact that the quasi-equilibrium structure of convective 
atmospheres, and in particular of the tropical atmosphere (on which these earlier studies 
concentrated) is not pseudo-adiabatic (Betts, 1986; Xu and Emanuel, 1989). The third and 
more recent variant is called Aaggea* convective adjustment (Betts, 1986; Betts and Miller, 
1992). Here a relaxation time t is defined within which the actual grid point sounding ap
proaches the specißed reference state and which is representative of the convective and 
mesoscale processes. The pseudo-adiabatic structure is no longer used for the reference 
State. 

In summary the local temperature tendencies applied to an unstable grid point can be 
written as follows: 

^cum" Aara* convective adjustment (2-3) 

A\^^= a(\yR^-\i7), yq̂ r convective adjustment (2-4) 
_ (yRsf-ij/) 

^cum" ^ — — xAf, Jaggê  convective adjustment (2-5) 

Here \y Stands for temperature (7) and specific water vapour content (ay), subscript 
"cum" indicates the change due to cumulus convection, the superscript "Ref" and the over
bar denote the reference proßle and the grid point profile respectively, Ar is the model time 
step, o the fractional area on which adjustment takes place and t the convective adjustment 
time scale. Note that for hard and soft adjustment the irreversible moist adiabat (pseudo-
adiabat) has been used as reference profile, for lagged adjustment more sophisticated ref
erence states have been defined (see below). 

In searching for reahstic reference proßles representing the quasi-equilibrium struc
ture of the atmosphere undergoing deep convection the question must be addressed as to 
whether common characteristics exist for such situations and how can they be described. 
Por example Zipser (1977) coiiected a set of soundings which are likely to represent the 
atmospheric structüre after the passage of tropical squall lines. The typical "onion" shape 
of these soundings reßects the effects of the two circulation components different in scale 
of such convective Systems: Near the surface cool, near-saturated air from the convective 
downdrafts is separated by a marked stable layer from much warmer and drier air aloft pro
duced by the mesoscale unsaturated downdraft. Despite falling precipitation sighißcant 
subsatüration occurs in this layer. Above the melting level distinctly smaller subsaturätion 
and a slightly stable temperature structure result from the saturated convective-scale and 
mesoscale updrafts. "Onion-shape" post-convective soundings are also found in mid-lati
tude continental environments (Fig. 2-4h, page 40). Given the fact that both, cumulus-scale 
and mesoscale Organization are characteristic features of major convective Systems around 
the worid (Houze, 1989), it can be inferred that deep-convection reference proßles should 
represent the effects of both scales of motion, This may be true for mesh sizes of NWP 
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models down to a few tens of kilometers, at least for more complex arrangements of con
vective Systems (cf. Fig. 10 in Houze et al., 1990). 

Based on observational evidence from different tropical and sub-tropical data-sets, 
Betts (1986) designed a simple parametric representation of the quasi-equilibrium state of 
convective atmospheres. A few parameters define the deeprconvection reference profiies 
of temperature and humidity. The numerical values of these parameters may be inferred 
from diagnostic studies. Betts and Miller (1986) present an Optimum parameter set derived 
from a GATE data-set and tuned by means of a single column version of the ECMWF grid 
point model. 

2.4 On the parametric representation of the tropospheric thermodynamic structure 
for mid-latitude convective situations^ 
In contrast to most earlier studies of the adjustment scheme, the present investigation 

attempts to assess the validity of the characteristic features of the Betts (1986) deep-con
vection reference proßle for mid-latitude summer convection over westem Europe. It is of 
particular interest to explore the similaiities (and differences) between the profiies more 
representative of the tropical oceans and those of extra-tropical continental environments. 
To this end numerical values for the important parameters are also determined and com
pared with those proposed by Betts and Miller (1986). 

In the next subsection the data selection and preparation procedures are explained. 
Subsection 2.4.2 recalls brießy the main features of the Betts (1986) deep reference proßle. 
Recent modißcations of the Betts-Miller scheme (Betts and Miller, 1992) are also men
tioned. The important parameters computed from the present data-set are given in subsec
tion 2.4.3. 
2.4.1 Data selection and preparation 

The present investigation concentrates on a set of upper air soundings of the radio
sonde Station Payeme (46*49'' N latitude, 6*57' E longitude) ih Switzerland for the summer 
months, i.e. May to September, of the years 1981 through 1988. 

Days with convective activity over the region were selected using a synoptic "weath
er Situation" classißcation scheme (Schüepp, 1979). The primary selection criteria to be 
satisßed were weak gradients in the geopotential height ßeld at 500hPa (i.e. weak advec
tion) and thunderstorms reported at the sounding site Payerne. These selection criteria are 
likely to ensure that convection was a, if not the, dominating process during the respective 
episodes. 

After several additional checks, both objective (e.g. restriction to events where the 
maximum surface temperature was measured in the aftemoon) and subjective (e.g. elimi-
nation of events inßuenced strongly by additional non-convective effects), 75 days re
mained for the given period of 8 years. 

This section is an adapted and updated version of the articie with the same title published in Quart. 
J. Roy. Meteor. Soc, 116,1349-1357 (Binder, 1990). 
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Por these days the two sets of observations at noon and midnight wouid be likely to 
reveai a convective adjustment process between 12UTC and OOUTC. (At Payeme local 
noon precedes 12UTC by about half an hour.) 

In addition the 12UTC soundings were subject to further modißcation. The maxi
mum surface temperature measured during the aftemoon was inserted as the ground level 
temperature of the sounding. Then the low-level temperature profile of the sounding was 
replaeed by the dry adiabat up to the level of intersection with the original sounding. This 
was an attempt to reconstruct the pre-convective sounding as closely as possible. The water 
vapour mixing ratio was left unchanged. 

All soundings were interpolated to 50hPa intervais with 950hPa as the lowest level. 
The mean actual ground pressure at Payerne was 960.5hPa (Standard deviation 2.6hPa). 
The 950hPa level was therefore about 90 m above ground. 
2.4.2 The deep-convection reference profile 

Three pressure levels in the atmosphere are required to construct the deep-convec
tion reference profile according to Betts (1986): cloud base (pg), the melting level (p^) and 
cloud top (p?). 

Por the present data-set cloud base is provided by the condensation level of a 950hPa 
rising air parcel. Table 2-1 gives the mean values and Standard deviation of these charac
teristic levels for the set of 75 Payerne soundings. It is important to note that the variability 
of the air mass in convective situations over the extra-tropical continental Station is much 
higher than over tropical oceans. Por example the melting level for days with convective 
activity can be found below 750hPa in May and above 600hPa in August. Similarly the 
soundings start from boundary layer temperatures which can differ by 10 degrees. Tropo
pause height is another variable quantity. This variability renders the construction of aver
age (or composite) soundings much more problematic than for tropical and sub-tropical 
environments (Jordan, 1958; Frank, 1977; Barnes and Sieckman, 1984). Therefore, this 
variability was explicitly taken account of in the following evaiuations. From Table 2-1 it 
is also recognized that on average the melting level pressure increases by about 11.5hPa 
through meconvecüve adjustment process. 

A prime feature of the Betts deep reference profile is the existence of a verticai tem
perature gradient which is conditionally unstable with respect to the pseudo-adiabat below 
the melting level and stable above (unlike the uniform stability structure of most soft ad-

7!a&/e 2-i. CAar<3cfen\y%c pre&sMre /eve/ŝ br 75 Payerne wnnJfnĝ .' 
Afean va/ueg and* (yfangara* aev/affo/i) fn %Pa 

pre-convective 
(12UTC) 

post-convective 
(OOUTC) 

cloud base 
melting level 
cloud top 

806.5 (38.6) 
669.9 (36.6) 
234.2 (38.4) 

681.4 (37.3) 
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justment schemes). In the present context neutral shaüßcation of the atmosphere is dehned 
by a verticai temperature structure following an irreversible saturated adiabätic ascent. 

Instability öf the temperature proßle is expressed by a gradient parameter ct (Eq. (15) 
in Betts (1986)) the meaning of which is the following: 

36 98 (̂ -) = (l-0.1a)(^-)^ (2-6) # Ref 9p 6̂  

96 
(̂ —) is the verticai gradient of potential temperature of the reference proßle and dp Ref 
36 
(g^) ̂  is the verticai gradient of potential temperatüre of the pseudo-adiabat. 
The verticai potential temperature proßle of the reference sounding can be character

ized by et as follows: 
ct<0: absolütely stable. 
ct=0 : pseudo-adiabat 6gg, by deßnition. 
ct<l : conditionally unstable. 
ct=l: moist virtüal adiabat 6ggy, by deßnition (reversible moist ascent). 

96 96 Eq. (A30) in Betts (1982) indicates that (̂ -) - 0.9 (̂ -) ^ dp 
col : unstable with respect to the moist virtüal adiabat. 
Starting from cloud-base temperature, the parameter et is used to construct the lower 

part of the reference temperature proßle up to the melting level, using Eq. (2-6). Extrapo
lation downwards from cloud bäse to the surface may be carried put in the same way. 
Above the melting level the reference temperature proßle is relaxed towards the tempera
ture at cloud top of the pseudo-adiabat through cloud base. This is done by interpolating 
linearly the 6-difference at the melting level between the estimated temperature and the 
temperature of the pseudo-adiabat through cloud base. 

The reference dew-point sounding is deßned by prescribing the saturaüon-level de-
partures 2*6, 3*M and ̂ Pp at the three characteristic pressure levels. After Betts (1982) fP 
represents the pressure difference that an air parcel has to be lifted to reach satüration and 
is therefore a measure of subsaturation. At intermediate pressure levels, and below cloud 
base, the dew-poiht temperatures are inferred from linearly interpolated and extrapolated 
values of fP respectively. 

It is interesting to note that despite the speeißcation of a global constant reference 
proßle iP^, the grid-scale subsaturation üPdoes have a spatial and temporal variability in 
the presence of deep convection related to the grid-scale verticai veiocity cö according to 

jp-sgiRef (Relation (10) in Betts (1986)). (2-7) 
The deep convective adjustment is only applied if the precipitation rate (PP), deßned 

by 
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= f.^- (2-8) 
J T g 

is positive (no liquid water storage!). Thus, given moisture convergence and upward verti
cai motion, the atmosphere Rrst moistens until a threshold is reached, where convective 
precipitation starts to fall. Under steady-state foreing ö5t moistening of the atmosphere 
continues until relation (2-7) is met, where all grid-scale moisture supply is raihed out. Pre
cipitation continues for a while after cessation of the large-scale foreing (ö5 = 0) until the 
humidity structure of the reference proßle is reached (after Betts, 1986). 

A sample deep-convection reference proßle ofthe Betts (1986) type is displayed in 
Fig. 2-4d (page 40). This was construeted with a parameter set derived from the Payeme 
data-set (see below). The salient features are the conditionally unstable temperature proßle 
below, the kink of the temperature proßle at, and the stable character above the CC-level. 
Cloud base is around 800hPa and the temperature and dew-poiht soundings are extrapolat
ed down to 950hPa as outlined above. The sounding has the largest saturaüon-level depar-
tures at low levels. 

Betts and Miller (1992) introduced some modißcaüons to the construcüon of the 
deep-convection reference proßle. The most important changes are related to the speeißca-
üon of a distinct quasi-equilibrium reference structure for the boundary layer. The proper̂  
ties of an unsaturated downdraft are represented by a temperature and unsaturated moisture 
proßle parallel to a pseudo-adiabat. In addiüon, an independent adjustment time scale for 
the boundary layer related to the downdraft mass ßux has been introduced. These modiß-
cations have implicaüons for the formuiation of the energy correction and the determina
tion of precipitaüon. Furthermore a cloud-top mixing algorithm was incorporated in the 
deRniüon of cloud top. Above the melting level a quadraüc Rt in temperature 7/ is apphed, 
rather than the linear Rt in potenüal temperature 0, to bring the temperature proßle back to 
the environmental temperature at cloud top, The energy correcüon how also includes the 
cloud-top level. 
2.4.3 Results 

The OOUTC Payerne soundings for the selected 75 events are assumed to give a rep
resentation of the reference State the atmosphere tends to achieve through the convecüve 
process. 

For comparison numerical values of the (ct,fP)-parameter set are also computed from 
GATE observations. Barnes and Sieckman (1984) present tabulated composite "environ
mental" and "wake" (pre- and post-convecüve) soundings for fast and slow moving con
vecüve Systems during GATE. 

The et-values representative for 50hPa layers are computed after Eq, (2-6) with the 
sounding data used as the reference proßle. For the reasons menüoned earlier, 50hPa layers 
between 750hPa and 600hPa can occur either below or above the melting level. Aceord
ingly, two separate means of ct have to be computed for the layers of the respecüve pressure 
ränge. 
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Fig. 2-1: Mean values for the instabiRty parameter a for 30hPa lay
ers as a function of pressure. The two different Symbols 
represent mean a-values for layers below and above melt
ing level respectively. Also indicated are the Standard de
viations (horizontal bars) and the number of soundings 
contributing to each mean value. 

Fig. 2-1 shows the mean values of ct for 50hPa layers derived from the Payeme data
set. Arithmetie means of et are separateiy computed for layers below and above the melting 
level and represented by two different symbols. It is apparent from Fig. 2-1 that, apart from 
the lowest layer, the melting level divides the verticai temperature structure ofthe post-con-
vective atmosphere into two different regimes. On average, a-values below melting level 
are larger than 1.0 (see Table 2-2) and therefore the temperature profile of the atmosphere 
is conditionally unstable even with respect to the moist Virtual adiabat. Above the melting 
level the shift of a towards negative Values is indicative of the stability of the atmosphere. 
Recently, similar temperature structures have been found for the North American High 
Planes by Zhang and McFarlane (1991). 

From the numerical values of a in Table 2-2 we conclude that the parameter a adopts 
a vertically-averaged value of about 3.0 below the melting level for the cläss of soundings 
considered here, Betts and Miller (1986) found an optimaüy tuned value of 1.5 from a 
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7*aNe 2-2. /n̂ a&rHfy parawefer et fbr 30/?Pa /ayer̂  

Layers below melting level Layers above melting level 
Layer mean 
pressure a et no. of a a no. of 
(hPa) mean std. dev. soundings mean std. dev. soundings 

925 -3.0 4.9 75 
875 2.5 3.5 75 
825 4.1 2.7 75 
775 3.8 2.4 74 2.9 0.0 1 
725 3.3 2.8 70 -1.4 1.3 5 
675 2.0 3.5 59 0.4 2.4 16 
625 2.7 3.8 13 -1.0 3.0 62 
575 -1.3 3.6 75 
525 -1.9 4.5 75 
475 -0.9 3.5 75 
425 -2.8 4.4 75 

GATE data-set, whereas 1.7 and 1.5 are derived from "wake" soundings of fast and slow 
moving Systems during GATE (Table 2-3). Over the continent the low-level atmosphere 
seems to maintain a more unstable lapse-rate than over the tropical ocean. 

This result is of some physicai interest. For example it indicates that the convection 
starts from a much more unstable pre-convective sounding in the continental case. The 
composite environmental GATE soundings, evaiuated from 18 and 14 soundings in the so-
called fast and slow environment respectively, tabulated in Barnes and Sieckman (1984), 
exhibit a layer with a dry adiabätic lapse-rate about 560m deep just above the ocean sur
face. The construction of a constant potential-temperature profile starting from the surface 
maximum temperature applied to the 75 pre-convective 12UTC Payeme soundings pro
vides a depth for this layer of 1350 ± 500 m over land. It is also not uncommon to find a 
superadiabatic stratiheation just before convection is mitiated. 

One important process for the transition from the stable to the conditionally unstable 
lapse-rate around the melting level is the melting of frozen precipitation particles. Local 
temperature decreases at the melting level through the removal of environmental heat for 
melting, and therefore stability is increased above and decreäsed below. It is not surprising 
that tropical and extra-tropical oceanic and continental soundings exhibit this same feature. 
Numerical lapse-rate adjustment experiments for the tropical atmosphere by Cohen and 
Frank (1989) revealed that iee processes are important for the presence of the inHection 
point in the temperature profile at the melting level, Although present in their initial condi
tions, this feature was not maintained if the model did not provide for iee processes. 
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Big. 2-2: Scatter-plot of saturation-level departures at cloud base, 
melting level and doud top for 75 sounding pairs. The in
dividual iP-Values are piotted at their true pressure level. 

The satüration pressure departures fPg, and !?t are calculated in the followin, 
way. Por each 12UTC sounding the three characteristic levels pg, p^ and p? are detei 
mined. The subsaturation at these pressure levels for the corresponding OOUTC soundin, 
is then computed, A scatter-plot of fP-values for each of the characteristic levels is dis 
piayed in Pig. 2-2. Again it is apparent that the pressure values for cloud base, the meltin 
level and cloud top vary considerably. Also the subsaturation exhibits a strong variabilit] 
The median is used as a representative value of fPg, iP^ and fPp respectively instead of th 
arithmetie mean, because of the asymmetry of the frequency distribution of !P, partly du 
to the fact that radiosondes do not report Condensed water. In Pig. 2-3 the medians of <P ar 
piotted at the mean pressure levels of pg, PM and p?, and the arrows indicate the fP-median 
of all 75 adjusted Payeme soundings at 50hPa intervais. This Pigure demonstrates that th 
linear interpolation (ahd extrapolation below cloud base) of iP-values between the charac 
teristic levels is agood approximation ofthe real median profile. Again, asfor ct, the lowes 
level is an exception. 
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Pig, 2-3: Parameterized verticai moisture profile in terms of satura
tion-level departures versus pressure from the present in
vestigation (Payeme), Betts and Miller (1986) and GATE 
composite soundings for fast and slow moving cloud lines 
(Barnes and Sieckman, 1984). Median values are used for 
the present study, Arrows indicate median values of F 
evaiuated at constant pressure every 50hPa from the Pay
eme data-set. 

The ̂ values from this investigation, GATE observations and Betts and Miller 
(1986) are given in Table 2-3 and piotted in Fig. 2-3. 

In contrast to the Betts-Miller profile we find a profile with largest saturation-level 
departures at low levels and smaller values between melting level and cloud top. Similar 
verticai humidity characteristics are also found in some tropical soundings. There is evi
dence in Betts (1986) and Table 2-3 of the more unstable and drier (in terms of 2) lower 
troposphere in the wake of fast moving squali lines, during GATE, attributable to strong 
downdrafts. Other examples are the post-squall soundings from different locations in the 
tropics reported by Zipser (1977). Strong downdrafts produce low-level drying and if con
vection is cut off, more instability is left in the lower layers. On the other hand, slow mov
ing tropical squali lines with weak downdrafts tend to exhibit the structure evaiuated by 
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71a&/e 2-3. Degp-conwcf:on re/ere/!ce prq̂ /e para/7!erer̂ ĵ *ô ! J^ere^? 

(hPa) (hPa) (hPa) 
No.of 

soundings 

GATE fast 
GATE slow 
Betts-Miller 

Payeme 3.0 
1.7 
13 
i.5 

-44 
-50 
-30 
-25 

-25 
-38 
-66 
-30 

-18 
-17 
22 
38 

75 
27 
7 

model 

GATE observations after Barnes and Sieckman (1984) 

Betts and Miller (1986) (Table 2-3). Also, in contrast to the continental case, the warm 
tropical ocean provides a source for recovering the moisture content of the lowest layers. 

För the set of routine soundings considered here it is not possible to work out "a pos
teriori" the detailed nature of the convective event npr the particular region of the convec
tive system the radiosonde ascended through. This is in contrast tö data-sets sampled 
during held experiments, which are designed to investigate particular phenomena. Al
though minimized by the selection criteria outiined ih subsection 2.4.1, the somewhat ar
bitrary timing of the routine soundings with respect to the convective events contributes to 
the seatter of the characteristic quantities explored in this study. 

Given the high variability of the moisture profile, the question of the horizontal rep
resentativity of the parameterized reference profile arises. The Payeme soundings äre, due 
to the vicinity of the Alps and the Jura mountains, certainly more "local", at least in the 
lower half of the troposphere, than GATE soundings over the open ocean. 

Note also that the 950hPa level is in most cases situated within the moist cool stäble 
layer (Zipser, 1977), which is itself attributable to the outflöw from the saturated oonvec-
five-scale downdrafts. Thus it might be anticipated that the deviation of et- and fP-values 
from the simple reference profile for the lowest layer and level considered are in reasonable 
accordance with former findings. It is clear that the iowest layer needs a more elaborate 
treatment than the simple reference profile provides (cf. Betts ahd Miller, 1992). 
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2.5 Convection reference proßles used in subsequent numerical experimentation 
In this section an introduction is provided to the deep-convection reference profiies 

of the adjustment scheme used in the numerical experiments with the experimentai and op
erational versions of the Buropa Modell (EUM, Müller et al., 1987; EM, Majewski, 1991) 
of the Deutscher Wetterdienst. Emphasis is placed on the construction of these reference 
profiies and their characteristics are discussed with respect to the findings of the previous 
section. Details about the trigger condition and the deßnition of the convection domain are 
given in subsection 3.2.2. 

Briefly, the model convective precipitation is represented as follows: A fraction of 
the cloud wafer built up in supersaturated layers is removed and accumuiated successively 
from upper to lower layers. In unsaturated layers, in particular below cloud base, precipi
tation can evaporate. 

The initial grid point sounding för which deep-convection reference profiies are de-̂  
rived is displayed in Fig. 2-4i (page 40). The relative humidity is 100% over the whoie 
depth of the atmosphere. The convection domain extends approximately from 880hPa to 
210hPa. In order to test the sensitivity to initial moisture, reference profiies have also been 
construeted corresponding to an initial sounding with the same temperature structure but a 
constant relative humidity of 90% (profile not shown). 
a.) X compie?!? eaMfva/enf pofenfia/ yemperafMre ana* wo^f Ffa%c energy 

Since moist static energy wiü be used as the conserved thermodynamic quantity for 
the construction of the following deep-convection reference profiies, it is pertinent at this 
stage to comment on the relationship between equivalent potential temperature and moist 
static energy. 

Above the lifting condensation level, irreversible water-saturated adiabätic (also 
caüed moist or pseudo-adiabatic) ascent is usually considered to be the process determin
ing the thermodynamic properties of a rising parcel of moist air which does not mix with 
the environment. Under this process equivalent (or pseudo-) potential temperature is con
served (by definition). It is assumed that aü condensate immediately faüs out and none is 
carried aiong in the updraft. The iee phase is not considered, thus latent heat of fusion is 
neglected and water vapour satüration pressure is calculated with respect to water ahd not 
with respect to iee. Formulae with various degrees of approximation for the pseudo-poten-
tial temperature are available (e.g., Holton, 1979; Bolton, 1980). The most commoniy used 
formulae for pseudo-potential temperature are 

for the saturated and unsaturated case respectively. 0 is potential temperature, %y (Qy) is 
specific (satüration) water vapour content and 3YcL is the temperature at the hfting conden
sation level (cf. Bolton, 1980). Ih fact, these formulae are not reaüy needed to calculate an 
irreversible moist adiabat, sihce the water-saturation pseudo-adiabatic ascent can be com
puted by stepwise dry adiabätic lifting of an air parcel and an iterative procedure to account 
for the production of condensate and the release of latent heat (cf. Haitiner and Williams, 
1980). 
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Another approximation to the undiluted water-saturahon adiabätic ascent is giyen by 
conservation of moist static energy, deßned by hp^r+L^+gz. In the context of convec
tion the pseudo-adiabat is often used to ünd the top of the convective clouds. It has been 
recognized (Madden and Robitaille, 1970) that slightly lower parcel equilibrium heights re
sult from calculations üsing pseudo-potential temperature rather than moist static energy 
(for instance 9hPa at a pressure level of 180hPa). From a careful theoretical consideration 
Betts (1974) concluded, that "if static energy is considered as a conserved quantity, the im-
plicit assumption is made that kinetic energy is all locally dissipated; while if potential tem
perature is used, one is assuming the maximum available kinetic energy is generated and 
none is locally dissipated in the chosen atmospheric volume." 

För illustration we derive the energy equation for a saturated parcel under undiluted 
irreversible adiabätic ascent. Assuming that no other heat sources exist apart from the latent 
heat released by saturated adiabätic expansion the ßrst law of thermodynamics can be writ
ten (e.g. Haitiner and Williams, 1980) 

^ _ l a p ^ 
'p<?; pa7 ^J? ' (2-10) 

where p is density. Ih the unsaturated case the term on the right hand side vanishes. For a 
derivation of pseudo-potential temperature deßned by Eq. (2-9) starting from Eq. (2-10) 
see Holton (1979). Expanding the totai derivative of the time change of pressure yields 

%T 1, - 13p '<a?v 
S & - p ^ ^ = p 9 l - L ^ . (2-H) 

where v denotes the 3-dimensional wind veiocity vector. Multiplying the equation of mo
tion from the left by y-, substituüng the verticai veiocity w by az/aY and insertion into 
Eq. (2-11) gives 

aT 1 ^ ,2 a*z 18p ^ ^ 
* 2J," = p 3 7 " ^ - (2-12) 

Rearrangement then results in 

^ ( . J + L , ^ + g , ^ l ^ ) (243) 
Omitting the kinetic energy term and the local rate of pressure change we get the con

servation öf moist static energy under water-saturated pseudo-adiabatic ascent. Neglect of 
kinetic energy suggests the name "static" energy, 

The use of static energy as a conserved variable is most convenient for budget con
siderations (e.g. Yanai et al., 1973), The different energy forms sensible heat (enthalpy, 
Cp7), latent heat ( L ^ ) and potential energy (gz) then appear as natural variables. In diag
nostic studies these quantities can be directly inferred from radiosonde measurements. Fur
thermore, the mathematical treatment of static energy (dry and moist) is simpler than that 
of potential and equivalent potential temperature. 

It is feit that the main limitations of the method to determine the parcel equüibrium 
height in order to estimate the verticai extent of the convection domain does not come from 
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the choice of pseudo-potential temperature or moist static energy as the conserved variable. 
Consideration of undiluted irreversible water-saturated parcel ascent (i.e. aiong a pseudo-
adiabat) as the reference process for a rising moist air parcel appears to be a much more 
critical approximation to the real process: Enhainment and detrainment effects strongly af
fect parcel buoyancy. Provisions should be taken for iee processes (latent heat of fusion) 
which have a non-negllgible effect in the upper troposphere. The immediate fallout of con
densate, liquid or frozen, is also a simplification and avoids the probiem of aecounting for 
the heat capacities of these particles. 

Finally it shall be mentioned that present NWP models do not dispose ofa verticai 
discretization which wouid "feel" a discrepahey of, say lOhPa in convective cloud top 
pressure that might arise from estimates using potential temperature as opposed to static 
energy. 
&.) 77te prq/Me (Verffca? Äveraging) 

The deep-convection reference profile originally used by EÜM (cf. Müller et al., 
1987) is construeted by verticai mass-weighted äveraging of moist static energy 
%p=Cpr+Lyay+<P and total specific water content <?vc=<?v"̂<?c which is the sum of specific 
water vapour content (ay) and specific cloud water content (aj. <P=gz is the geopotential. 
The average is taken over the verticai extent of the convection domain. Thus, 

Rp^ (P) = Rp ( p / = consr and a ^ (p) = ̂  (p) ̂  = con^r. (2-14) 
The overbar denotes the grid-point value, the value ofthe reference profile is marked 

by the superscript "Ref and the verticai average is indicated by the overbar with the sufßx 
"p". The reference sounding in terms of temperature (7), specißc water vapour (%y) and 
cloud water content (aj is diagnosed from moist static energy and total water content by 
means of the water vapour satüration criterion. 

The reference proßle obtained by this procedure fröm the initially saturated grid-
poiht sounding is displayed in Fig. 2-4a. The verticaiiy averaged total specißc water con
tent is about 4g/kg, which means distinct supersaturation above 550hPa. In this supersatu-
rated subdomain the temperature ahd dew-point structüre correspond to a pseudo-adiabat 
and substantial cloud water is available. Below, without inclusion of a precipitation proc
ess, the reference atmosphere is unsaturated and the temperature proßle follows a dry adi
abat. The dew-point structure corresponds to a line of constant specißc humidity. This 
structure follows immediately from the diagnostic step Splitting averaged moist static en
ergy and total water content into temperature, Water vapour and cloud water content, If up
per-level cloud water is released as precipitation, the temperature and dew-point proßle in 
the unsaturated löwer-level part of the atmosphere are modißed by evaporative cooling and 
moistening. In the upper part cloud water content is reduced, but the thermodynamic proßle 
remains unchanged. In terms of relative humidity the reference atmosphere is driest at the 
bottom of the convection domain. A signißcant discontinuity in the temperature and dew
point proßle can occur at this level. In general, the overall shape of the reference sounding 
is not completely dissimilar to the "onion" öf Fig. 2-4h, although warming and drying at 
low levels appear to be exaggerated. 
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Due to the approximately expönential decrease of water vapour satüration with 
height, verticai mass-weighted äveraging of total specific water content ieads to abundant 
supersaturation at upper levels. Since only part of the removed cloud water can be re-evap-
orated at lower levels, significant precipitation is produced by this scheme. For this partic
ular example, transition from the initial to the reference thermodynamic atmospheric 
structure produces 7.0kgm of precipitation. 

The reference profile belonging to the initial condition with reduced humidity exhib-
its the same characteristics (Fig. 2-4e). Due to the lower moisture Content of the atmo
sphere and therefore reduced verticaiiy averaged moist static energy and total water 
content, the whoie profile is slightly shifted towards lower temperatures and the precipita
tion potential is reduced to 5.4kgm 
c.) 77ie AM pro/We (Afofsf A<%'a&%r) 

The ßrst step to construct this deep-convection reference proßle is again verticai 
mass-weighted äveraging of moist static energy and total water content (Eq. (2-14)). Sec-
ondly, for every model level a hypothetical satüration temperature 7g(p) and the associated 
satüration water vapour content Qy(7̂ (p)) is calculated from (p). A new reference 
proßle for total water content is then computed by 

<7v<f (P) = x Qy (7, (p)). (2-15) 
6v(^(P)) 

The conventional thermodynamic variables 71 <?y and % are then diagnosed from 
Ap^ (/?) and (p). The ßrst factor on the right hand side of Eq. (2-15) determines, 
whether the reference proßle is saturated or subsaturated over the whoie convection do
main. Saturation is achieved, if the available moisture is sufßcient to saturate the atmo
sphere at the hypothetical Saturation temperature. In case of Saturation, the thermodynamic 
reference sounding follows a pseudo-adiabat, since ̂  independent of pressure approxi-
mates a pseudo-adiabat (Fig. 2-4b). If subsaturation results for the reference atmosphere, 
the lapse-rate is slightly conditionally unstable in the entire convection domain (Fig. 2-4f). 
The dew-point depression increases from top to bottom. At the interface between boundary 
layer and convection domain a clear jump towards cooler temperatures in the convection 
domain is apparent. 

Obviously, much moisture is needed to produce a saturated reference proßle. The in
itial proßle with decreäsed humidity does not provide enough moisture for satüration, and 
therefore no precipitation is released during the transition from the initial to the ßnal state, 
in contrast to the VA proßle. Even with the saturated initial proßle, only one tehth 
(0.7kgm'2) of the precipitation obtained with the VA construction is produced by the MA 
scheme. 

The VA and MA reference proßles can be mixed by linear combination as ßrst point
ed out by Doms (1990b). Such a linear combination maintains the "onion-shape" charac
teristic of the reference proßle and eliminates the excessive heating of the pure VA proßle 
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at the bottom of the convective domain. More precipitation is produced than in the MA 
case, since supersaturation in the upper part of the convection domain is likely in most cas
es. Drying of the lower troposphere by convective verticai upward moisture transport pro
vides the necessary humidity. 

The efhciency of the scheme can easily be varied by the weight of linear combina
tion. Formally the mixed moisture reference profile reads 

3 v f ( p ) = ß * < 7 ^ (p) + d - ß) * (P) - (2-16) 
In the bottom row of Fig. 2-4 three examples of this type of reference profile are dis

played with linear combination weights from left to right ß = 0.25,0.50,0.75. ß = 0 repro-
duces the original VA profile and ß = 1.0 the MA profile. The precipitation potential of the 
three examples in Fig. 2-4j/k/i is 5.3 kgm'̂ , 3.7kgm'̂  and 2.0kgm"̂  respectively. 
e J 77:e ErV/ pro/We 

First the verticai mass-weighted average of moist static energy is computed. Then 
two subdomains are distinguished: The lower subdomain includes all levels at the bottom 
of the convection domain for which the grid-point value of moist static energy is larger than 
the verticaiiy averaged value. In this layer a Rrst guess value of the reference total speciRc 
water content <yĵ (p) is calculated by use of the initial grid-point temperature, i.e. 

— p - — 
<?3* (p) = -Cpj(p)-^(P) ^ ^ ^ ^ 

v 
(2.17) 

For the levels above, up to the top of the convection domain, a hypothetical satüration 
temperature 7̂ (p) and the associated satüration water vapour content 8y(Pg(p)) is calculated 

Fig. 2-4: Initial grid-point sounding and associated deep-convection reference profiies construet
ed by different methods drawn on a skew 7̂ ogfp) diagram. Displayed are a selection 
of pressure levels and isotherms, the temperature and dew-point sounding and a pseudo-
adiabat as an indieation of local static stability. 
a) VA profile, initial relative humidity= 100% 
b) MA profile, 100% 
c) EH profile, 100% 
d) BMP: Betts-Miller profile construeted with the Payeme parameter set 
e) VA profile, initial relative humidity= 90% 
f) MA profile, 90% 
g) EH profile, 90% 
h) "onion-shape" post-convective original Payeme sounding of 

21 August 1983 OOUTC 
i) initial unstable grid-point sounding extracted from an EUM Simulation 
j) MX profile, ß=0.25, initial relative humidity = 100% 
k) MX profile, ß=0.50, 100% 
1) MX profile, ß=0.75, 100% 

1 EH are the initials of the name of the person who has proposed this reference proßle. 
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from Ap - (p). The maximum of a predeßned fraction y of this satüration water vapour 
content and the initial grid-point water vapour value is then taken as the ßrst güess value 
for the total water content, 

<7v!(p) = m ^ { y x e y ( r j p ) ) ^ ( p ) } . (2-18) 
For operational use y has been set to 0.6. The ßnal total water vapour reference proßle 

is deßned as follows: 

<7^(p) = ^ L x ^ ( p ) (2-19) 
^ ( P ) 

Temperature and dew-point soundings resulting from the EH scheme are piotted in 
Fig. 2-4c and g. Saturation occurs in the lower subdomain, where the thermodynamic 
structure follows a pseudö-adiabat. An absolutely stable layer separates the lower part of 
the proßle from the upper part, where subsaturation is found. In fact, the EH reference pro
ßle is a combination of the saturated MA case in the lower part of the convection domain 
with the unsaturated MA case in the upper part. Precipitation can only be built in the lower 
part, where cloud water is present. The precipitation potential is 1.8kgmand 0.7kgm"̂  
for the transition from the saturated and unsaturated initial proßle to the corresponding EH 
proßle respectively. 

The properties of the deep-convection reference proßles introduced in this section are 
discussed in relation to characteristics of post-convective atmospheres deduced from ob
servations. It has been recognized that the 0°C-isotherm is a characteristic level in the par
ametric representation of convective reference proßles. Across the melting level the lapse-
rate changes from conditionally unstable below to absolutely stable above. Largest subsat
uration in terms of saturation-level departure is found at low levels, at least in mid-latitude 
continental environments. The Betts-type deep-convection reference proßle incorporates 
these features by construction (Fig. 2-4d). 

It has already been noticed that the VA reference proßles carry some resemblance 
with the observed "onion-shape" structure. The pseudo-adiabatic (moist neutral) tempera
ture structure in the upper part of the convection domain and the conditionally unstable 
lapse-rate in the lower part appear to be realistic. However, the transition between these two 
regimes is by no means related to the melting level. In addition, the features of the humidity 
structure with satüration aloft and strong subsaturation at low levels are probably too pro
nounced. Signißcaht temperature and dew-point temperature discontinuities at the bottom 
of the convection domain occur. Since the lowest part of the convection domain experienc
es strongest drying, the scheme produces a maximum of convective precipitation. 

The MA reference proßle either follows a pseudo-adiabat over the entire convection 
domain and is therefore moist neutral or it is unsaturated and has a conditionally unstable 
lapse-rate over the Whoie depth. Moist neutrality in the lower layers in the ßrst case and the 
unstable temperature structure in the upper layers in the second case do not conform to ob
servations. Temperature and dew-point discontinuities also occur at the bottom of the con-
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vection domain. This scheme produces a minimum of convective precipitation, since 
satüration over the whoie depth of the convection domain is needed prior to release of pre
cipitation. 

The MX proßle appears to be a reasonable compromise between the ßrst two vari
ants. Although not linked to the melting level, the lapse-rate changes from conditionally 
unstable to pseudo-adiabatic with height and drying occurs in the lower layers. Tempera
ture discontinuities at the lower boundary of the convection domain are signißcantly re
duced (e.g. Fig. 2-4k). Convective precipitation is decreäsed since subsaturation is 
signißcantly reduced in the lower troposphere. 

The thermodynamic characteristics of the EH proßle are hardly supported by obser
vations. 

The VA scheme has been used in the EUM experiments and, for comparison purpos
es, in a few experiments with EM. The operational version of EM is based on the EH pro
ßle. As an alternative, the MX scheme with ß = 0.5 has been used in the following 
numerical experiments. The Betts-Miller convective adjustment scheme was not available 
for use in EUM and EM. 

2.6 Condensation rates and mass fluxes for the adjustment process 
Adjustment schemes for the parameterization of moist convection circumvent aü the 

detäils of how convective overtuming takes place. It is of general interest to know whether 
some of the quantities crucial in other types of cumulus parameterization can also be deter
mined for adjustment schemes. In this section two questions are addressed: 
1. ) Is it possible to attribute convective condensation rates to a moist convective adjust

ment scheme? 
2. ) Is it possible to determine mass ßuxes responsible for the verticai exchange of ther

modynamic and moisture quantities in a convective adjustment scheme? 
2.6.1 Adjustment schemes and convective condensation rates 

Using the budget formalism of Yanai et al. (1973) for a NWP model (Anthes, 1977) 
the rates of change of the model variables due to parameterized convection (subscript 
"cum") can be written as follows (see also chapter 4 for further detäils): 

g —^ * 
3f cum 

=-^m's' +L,c (2-20) 

cum 

cum 

=-̂ M'<7% -c* (2-21) 

__3 m̂'<7'c +c (2-22) 

Notation for the variables is conventional. c* is the local condensation or evaporation 
rate and the other terms denote the verticai convergence of convective verticai eddy ßuxes. 
Adöpting the Reynolds äveraging technique the variables are split into a grid eiement av-
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erage part (overbar) and a deviation therefrom (prime). In the context of lagged convective 
adjustment schemes the left hand side of Eqs. (2-20) to (2-22) is deßned by 

dl (2-23) 
cum 

where iy Stands for the thermodynamic and moisture variables. The superscript "Ref de
notes the value of the reference proßle and t is the adjustment time scale. Thus, the probiem 
is to determine the right hand sides of Eqs. (2-20) to (2-22). 

Assuming that the convection domain extends over N model layers, the system of 
equations (2-20) to (2-22) is underdetermined if we try to solve for the ßux divergences, 
since there are 3vV equations and 3yY+yV unknowns. It is more reasonable to ask for the eddy 
ßuxes over the interfaces between the layers. 

With no loss of generality we look at the construction of reference proßles for quan
tities which are conserved under convective adjustment in an atmospheric column, nameiy 
moist static energy (Ap) and total specißc water content (#vc). Examples of such reference 
proßles used by EUM and EM have been given in the previous section. Linear combination 
of Eqs. (2-20) and (2-21) yields Eq. (2-24), where ßux divergences are written in differ
ence form. Eq. (2-25) is the sum of Eqs. (2-21) and (2-22). Note that the eddy ßuxes can 
be Hnearly combined like the prognostic quantities themselves. These new equations do no 
longer contain the condensation rate. Por the sake of simplicity precipitation is not consid
ered. 

cum 
(2-24) 

i Ap 
cum (2-25) 

The model level numbering starts at the top of the model atmosphere. Here, we con
sider only those /V layers ̂  belonging to the convection domain. Half levels denoted by 
% ± 1 / 2 are the interfaces between the model layers. There are no convective verticai eddy 
ßuxes over the bottom and the top of the convection domain, thus for \[/ being and a^, 

(<oV);y+i/2 = ° and (m"i],")i_L,2 = 0. (2-26) 

Enforcing conservation of moist static energy and total specißc water content, i.e. 
AT 
^ ( ( v R ' f - ^ x Ap^) = 0, (2-27) 
R= 1 

the eddy ßuxes for each variable can be uniquely determined, since there remain M-l equa
tions and/V-l unknowns for each quantity. The inference is that the set of equations (2-20) 
to (2-22) has no unique Solution for the layer by layer convective condensation rates 
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Q*(%=1..'Y) and the verticai eddy fluxes (to'.s')̂ +1/2. (^^v)^+i/2 ^ 
(^'?'c)^+i/2 (^=1.. FV-1). The appear as arbitrary unknowns in Eqs. (2-20) 
and (2-21) for ̂  and a^ which are a linear decomposition of Eq. (2-24). Exactly the same 
argument holds for the water equations. 
2.6.2 Adjustment schemes and convective mass fluxes 

The probiem posed is to find convective mass fluxes which accomplish the adjust
ment tendencies defined by Eq. (2-23). Following Yanai et al. (1973) and Chen and 
Bougeault (1992, personal commumcation) use of the definitions 

V = \y + v' and (2-28) 
i{7 = a ^ + ( l - a ) ^ (2-29) 

yields an expression for the verticai eddy flux 
o)'\y' = a (to^ - coj (v<. - v) = 0 (Vc " V) - (2-30) 
Here ais the fractional area covered by cumulus clouds. This area could even be sub

divided into up- and downdraft subdomains (e.g. Fritsch and Chappeü, 1980). Subscripts 
"c" and "e" denote the value of quantity ly in the cloud and the environment respectively. 
o* represents the mass Hux by the verticai veiocity difference between the cumulus clouds 
and the environment. Note that we do not make use of the approximations a« 1 and co^X" 
which are often applied in considerations of larger-scale Systems (e.g., Yanai et al., 1973). 
In particular the Rrst inequaüty does not necessarily hold in mesoscale models with mesh 
widths of 10 to 20km. Insertion of Eq, (2-30) into Eqs. (2-24) and (2-25) gives for 

( ^ - ^ ) . _ i/2<Vc * ^ 1 / 2 " 1 / 2 * ^ ) 1 / 2 

The reference proßle represents the atmospheric stmcture on the grid scale, thus 
giving the result of all convection induced processes within the grid eiement. It can differ 
from the cloud profile %, which can be deßned by an elaborate cloud model or most simply 
by a pseudo-adiabat. The important fact is that % is regarded as independentiy deßned in 
the present context. 

The convection domain is assumed to extend over JV model Iayers denoted by ̂  in
creasing from top to bottom. Values \y at the. layer boundaries % ± 1/2 are calculated as 
mass-weighted averages. The layer thicknesses are given in pressure increments Ap̂ . 
There is no mass ßux due to convection across the lower and upper boundaries of the con
vection domain, i.e. 

<4+i/2 = 0and<o;_i/2 = 0. (2-32) 

Starting the integration from the lower boundary an expression for the verticai veioc
ity is easily derived: 
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^-i/2 = ̂ r 4 ) " L (V**'-W),AP,, 1 ^ ^ - (2-33) 

Por ̂ =1 the verticai yelocity vanishes as a consequence of Eq. (2-27) änd therefore 
the upper boundary condition is correctly reproduced. 

More generally expressed, for each conserved quantity a set of JV-1 equations with 
N-l unknowns is solved independentiy. Therefore the result will be ih general two individ
ual, non-idenücal verticai veiocity profiies. This fact fundamentally contradicts the basic 
mass flux idea. To put it differenüy, given any reference profile and a cloud profile Yc 
in general it is not possible to find a mass flux profile which simultaneously satisßes the 
heat and total Water fluxes required by the construction ofthe respective reference proßles. 

To complete the argument, assume that ä particular case is found where a common 
ta*(p) proßle for böth Ap and #yc applies. We then modify the initial grid point proßle 
( <?yg) ̂  at two levels y and j-1 in such a way that the reference proßle as well as the cloud 
proßle remain unchanged. It then follows from Eq. (2-33) that the new verticai veiocity 
proßle d) (p) associated with this modißed initial proßle differs from the original ti)*(p) 
atme threelevelsj+1/2,y-1/2 andy-3/2. 

In order to give a specißc example, simple verticai mass-weighted äveraging is as
sumed for the construction of the reference and the cloud proßle. Increments &% are added 
to the initial total water content proßle in two supersatürated adjacent layersj and j-1 which 
satisfy 

&̂ Ap̂ . + 8 ^ _ ^ . _ i = 0 . (2-34) 
By this procedure neither verticaiiy integrated total moist static energy nor total spe

cißc water are altered and therefore the verticai averages remain unchanged. From 
Eq. (2-33) it then follows, that 

M*-i/2 = 4-i/2-T(v 33,AP/- (2-35) 

Evidently, adjustment increments can not be satisßed by a mass ßux approach. These 
two concepts are fundamentally different. 
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2.7 Conclusions 
Some fundamental issues of cumulus parameterization in NWP have been discussed 

in the present chapter. Special emphasis has been put on the convective adjustment con
cept, aspects of which have been investigated from an observational and theoretical point 
of view. A discussion of the characteristic features of the reference profiies to be used in 
subsequent numerical experimentation has also been included. The main conclusions are 
as follows: 
1. ) The convective adjustment concept has several attractive features: conceptuai sim-

pRcity, a possible immediate link to observations and computational efficiency. 
2. ) Deep-convection reference profiies representing the quasi-equilibrium State of con

vective atmospheres can, in principle, be inferred from observations. 
3. ) A carefully selected set of 75 pre-convective ahd post-convective sounding pairs 

from convective episodes during the summer months of the years 1981 to 1988 over 
a continental Station in Westem Europe, i.e. Payerne in Switzerland, has been exam
ined to assess the validity of the deep-convection reference profile of Betts (1986) 
ahd to derive a corresponding parameter set, 
The existence of a conditionally unstable temperature profile below melting level of 
the convectiveiy adjusted atmosphere is consistent with the Betts deep-convection 
reference proßle. This instability ofthe lapse-rate is even more pronounced than that 
evaiuated by Betts and Miller (1986) för tropica! environments. One reason for the 
change of the stability characteristics at the 0°C-level are iee processes (melting). The 
humidity structure differs considerably from the one deduced by Betts ahd Miller 
(1986) mainiy based on a GATE data-set. However, tropical convective Systems with 
strong downdrafts do exhibit similar verticai moisture structures, 
The results of this study indicate that the Betts (1986) parametric model for deep-
convection can be adapted to extra-tropical continental convection provided an ap
propriate parameter set is chosen. It is also worth noting that for convective parame
terization in NWP models it wouid not be inäppropriate to use "local" parameter sets, 
diaghöstically derived and representative of the respective environment. 

4. ) From a phenomenological point of view, in particular criteria relating to static stabil
ity and satüration, the deep-convection reference proßles available for experiments 
with EUM and EM tum out not to be entirely saüsfactory. 

5. ) It has been demonstrated thät, for fundamental reasons, it is impossible to determine 
convective condensation rates fröm a convective adjustment scheme. 

6. ) In general, it can be shown that there does not exist a convective mass ßux proßle 
which can be associated with heat and moisture transports required by the adjustment 
increments. Adjustment and mass ßux concepts are fundamentally different. 
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3 Scale and parameterization dependencies of precipitation Simulation 

3.1 Introduction 
Most advanced LAMs operated by national weather Services have mesh widths of the 

order of 50km and hence are able to resolve mesoict-scale flow structures. The current 
trend is to develop for operational purposes hydrostatic mesö-ß-scale models with grid 
spacings of 10-20km. Problems usually reported from preliminary experiments are the res
oiution dependency of the hydrological cycle and the need to respect some relation be
tween horizontal and verticai resoiution (Bougeault, 1992). 

The beneficial impact of enhanced horizontal resoiution in NWP has long been rec
ognized. In the 1960s the dynamics of a front and associated rainfall was simulated with 
considerable success by a 10-level primitive equation model with a grid spacing of 40 km 
(Bushby and Timpson, 1967). Higher horizontal resoiution allows for the explicit represen
tation of smaller scale eddies and hence better definition of the ßne structure of meteoro
logical Systems. Simulation of a frontal passage over the Alps with a high-resolution 
limited area version of the ECMWF grid point model (DelTOsso; 1984) with an approxi-
mate horizontal grid length of 37 km provided better structures of the wind held and, con-
cömitanüy, the forecast of precipitation was improved both with respect to location and 
quantity. Certainly part of the success of such simulations is attributable to the Rner-scale 
orography and the associated more realistic external foreing. The French Peridot model, in
troduced at the beginning of 1985, was the Rrst operational meso-ß-scale model. It has a 
mesh width of about 35 km and 15 levels. After two and a half years of operational experi
ence Imbard et al. (1988) summarized the main probiem areas to be the sensitivity of fore
cast quality to lateral boundary conditions and the impact of the cumulus parameterization 
scheme, and they acknowledged the better adaptation of the model Row Relds to local oro
graphy. 

Boundary value updating is a speciRc probiem of LAMs. The forecast quality de
pends crueially on the quality of the boundary values provided by the host model (Anthes 
et al., 1985). There is some evidence that forecast errors can depend as strongly dn pertur
bations of the lateral boundary conditions as on imperfect initial conditions within the lim
ited area domain (Vukicevic and Errico, 1990). A high update frequency is apt to 
counteract distortions of weather Systems simulated by the nested model due to inadequate 
treatment öf information penetrating through the boundary zone (Majewski, 1990). The 
permanent spin-up probiem noted by Yessad (1992) which particuiariy affects the hydro
logical cycle might be mitigated by an optimal harmonization of the coupled models with 
respect to basic structures and parameterization schemes. 

Model orientated investigations (Persson and Warner, 1991) indicate that most of to
day's mesoscale models are inconsistent with respect to the relation between horizontal and 
verticai resoiution. In general the number of verticai levels ought to be signiRcantly in
creased to attain a reasonable ratio between verticai and horizontal grid spacing. Despite 
this inconsistency operational LAMs are known to produce reasonable forecasts. A recent 
sensitivity study by Houghton et al. (1991) reveals that the impact of increased horizontal 
resoiution is more pronounced than that of enhanced verticai resoiution. Nonetheless a def
inite and seemingly positive impact of verticai resoiution enhancement is also recognized. 
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The representation of cumulus convection is a difficult probiem for high-resolution 
LAMs. As the mesh size decreases more of the circulation features connected to convective 
Systems will be resolved on the grid scale. Thus the nature of components to be parameter
ized can depend on the mesh size. At which grid length parameterization of moist deep con. 
vection ceases to be a necessary ingredient of mesoscale models is still unclear, although it 
is an essential question for meso-ß-scale models with grid spacings between 10 and 20km. 
Such models belong just to the scale regime where this question is most difficult to answer. 
For models with grid Iengths larger than 100km (Bougeault and Geleyn, 1989) or 50km 
(Molinari and Dudek, 1992) the best choice is the so-called "traditional" approach (Moli
nari and Dudek, 1992): Cumulus parameterization is applied at conditionally unstable grid 
points, explicit condensation at the stable grid points. Fuüy explicit condensation is appro
priate for mesh sizes smaller than one or a few kilometers, at best. For models with hori
zontal grid distances of about 20km to 50km the so-called "hybrid" approach has recently 
been proposed by Molinari and Dudek (1992). In such a scheme only the convective scale 
is parameterized and a coupling between implicit (parameterized) and explicit clouds is es
tablished by the direct transfer of microphysical quantities from the parameterization 
scheme to the grid-scale forecast equations. For the "critical" regime (5 km to 20km), to 
which some of the scheduied meso-ß-scale models will belong to, the possibility increases 
that conditional instabiRty occurs at saturated grid points and therefore convective clouds 
will develop directly on the grid-scale. An Optimum Solution for this scale of NWP models 
has still to be found. 

In the present study, starting from an up-to-date meso-a-scale model, nameiy the Eu
ropa Modeü of the Deutscher Wetterdienst, the following questions are addressed: What is 
the potential of a meso-ß-scale model to simulate precipitation? What specific probiems 
arise? What is the role and importance of the cumulus parameterization scheme? What is 
the sensitivity of the model to horizontal resoiution and parameterization of convection? 

A series of experiments is carried out in order to answer these questions. Model sim
ulations are conducted with successively decreasing mesh Widths, beginning with the orig
inal mesh size of about 60km reduced to 30km and finally 15 km. The basic model uses the 
convective adjustment concept for cumulus parameterization. Three different deep-con
vection reference profiies are tested within this framework. Various aspects of the Simula
tion of essenüaüy four weather situations, two convectiveiy dominated events and two 
summertime frontal events, are examined. These aspects inciude the bülk properties of the 
precipitation fieids such as domain average accumuiated and hourly precipitation amoünts, 
horizontal patterns of instantaneous convective and grid-scale precipitation rates, and time 
series of precipitation type partitioning. 

Meaningful verification of meso-ß-scale precipitation fieids requires dense observa
tional information. Advantage is taken of the availabiRty of high-resolution (in space and 
time) observational precipitation data from a weather radar and an automatic raingauge net
work to scrutinize the simulated precipitation Relds. In particular, quantitative precipitation 
estimates of the three sources are discussed. 

The present chapter is organized as foüows: Section 3.2 introduces some pertinent 
features of the models under consideration, in particular their parameterization schemes for 
convection and cloud physics. The detailed experimentai set-up and the weather situations 
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examined are also presented for various aspects of resoiution and parameterization depend
ency. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 discuss properties of domain average precipitation and horizon
tal precipitation patterns respectively. Attempts to make quantitative precipitation 
estimates ahd comparison with model data are presented in section 3.5. Results are dis
cussed in section 3.6 and conclusions drawn in the last section. 

3.2 Preliminaries 
3.2.1 Model characteristics 

The main features ofthe two models förming the basis of the subsequent experiments 
are briefty mentioned. The experimentai version of the Europa Modell (EUM) of the Deut
scher Wetterdienst (DWD) is described in detail by Müller et al. (1987). In its basic conhg-
uration it is that of a hydrostatic meso-a-scale NWP model based on the primitive 
equations. It is cast in flux form on a Arakawa-A grid staggered in time with terrain follow
ing co-ordinates. The füll physics parameterization package includes horizontal diffusiön 
and verticai turbulent transports, convective and grid-scale precipitation with cloud micro
physics and radiation. At the end of the year 1990 the expioitation of EUM was replaeed 
by an alternative version, called EM, which became operational at the DWD on 15 January 
1991. A description of EM is given in Majewski (1991) . Although EM is a descendant of 
EUM, the Step from EUM to EM was accompanied by several changes with respect to the 
basic structure of the model and the model physics. 

The prognostic variables of both models are surface pressure (p$), the horizontal wind 
components (M, v), total enthalpy (A) and total specific water content (ayj. % is the sum of 
sensible heat (Cp7) and latent heat (Ly<?y), whereas ̂  is the sum of specific water vapour 
content (%y) and specific cloud water content (%.). The (A, ̂ yj-system has the property of 
treating phase changes between water vapour and liquid water implicitly, thus no conden
sation or evaporation rates become apparent. The common variables temperature (7), water 
vapour (%y) and cloud water (%.) can be diagnostically determined from (A, %yj by assum
ing water satüration in clouds. 

A summary of the characteristics ofthe two models is given in Table 3-1. The physics 
of EM have been improved as described by Doms (1990a): Verticai diffusiön uses a mod
ified Crank-Nicholson scheme with a verticaiiy varying weight factor. Horizontal diffusiön 
is applied on the hybrid levels, but correction terms derived from a complete co-ordinate 
transformation of the divergence of the diffusiön Hux are added in the heat and moisture 
equations tö account for the slope of the model surfaces. The space dependent diffusiön co
efficients are calculated from the fo?a/ deformation of the veiocity held. Usually only con
tributions from shearing and stretchihg are incorporated but not from dilatation of the How. 
In order to guarantee a positive dissipahon function of momentum the How variables M and 
v are no longer diffused independentiy. The revised diffusiön coefficients should provide a 
measure to counteract the development of grid point storms. 

Cumulus convection is parameterized by a convective adjustment scheme. The deep-
convection reference profiies used in EUM and EM are different (cf. section 2.5). EUM had 
an Option to use a 1-dimensional cloud model representing an entraining parcel with mi
crophysics with a Kuo-type moisture convergence closure (Anthes, 1977) for cumulus con-
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7/aNe Afa//: /eâ rê y o/ELW ana*FA/ 

property EUM 
(Müller et al., 1987) 

EM . 
(Majewski, 1991) 

prognostic variables 
primitive equations 
horizontal grid 

horizontal co-ordinates 

mesh width 
verticai structure 

number of verticai levels 
time integraüon 
time step 

Ps, M, v, %yc Ps- M. ̂. 4 9vc 
Hux form advective form 

Arakawa-Astaggeredintime Arakawa-C 
(Eliassen grid) 

polar stereographic, rotated geographical, 
true at 60°N north pole at <p=32.5°N, X=170°W 
63.5 km 
, 3p-levels ontop, 

Pt=250hPa 
18 

leap-frog explicit 
75s 

0.5° (-55km) 
P(n) = A(Tl)+ß(il)P„ 

elassical hybrid 
20 

leap-frog semi-impHcit 
300s 

vection. This scheme is no longer available with EM. EM also uses a completely new 
radiation scheme (a precursor of Ritter and Geleyn, 1992). 
3.2.2 Precipitation schemes 

Formally the model distinguishes between grid-scale and convective precipitation 
parameterized with respectively a Kessler-type scheme including an iee phase and a con
vective adjustment scheme. 
aJ CoMvecfrve prec%Mfa%on 

First a brief account is given of some essential features of the construction of the con
vective adjustment scheme for moist deep convection. The procedure is applied at each 
grid point column independentiy and consists of the following steps: 
1.) DeHnition of convection domains: 

Locate, if present, conditionally unstable layers in a given column. The top of the un
stable layer is deßned by the level at which the difference between the moist static 
energy of the root level (i.e. bottom of unstable layer) and the saturated moist static 
energy of the actual level is a maximum. This formuiation of conditional instabiRty 
is equivalent to Holton's (1979) which is given in terms of equivalent potential tem
perature. The use of static energies is most common in budget calculations (e.g. 
Yanai et al., 1973) and cumulus parameterization. In practice the difference between 
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potentiäl temperature and static energy considerations is smail. An account of the two 
thermodynamic quantities has been given in section 2.5. 
In EUM an entrainment rate is defined which is inversely proportional to the thick. 
ness of the unstable layer. In EM the entrainment rate is constant and set to 
l/4000m*̂ . Observations suggest an inverse relation between entrainment rate and 
the linear dimensions, i.e. the radius (Simpson and Wiggert, 1969) or the verticai 
depth (e.g. Austin and Houze, 1973) of a cumulus cloud. Such an inverse proportion-
ality has been used by several authors in convective parameterization schemes (e.g. 
Houze et al., 1980; Fritsch and Chappeü, 1980; Frank and Cohen, 1987). The inner
em uncertainty in the speciBcation of the entrainment rate can amount to a factor of 
two (Cheng ahd Houze, 1980), Shallow cumuli l-2km deep seem to entrain environ
mental mass at a rate of about l/1000m ̂  ahd deep cumulus clouds at a rate of about 
l/5000m*i to 1/lOOOOm'i (Austin and Houze, 1973). Tiedtke (1989) chose two dif
ferent constant values for deep (l/10000m"\ typical for very deep tropical towers) 
and shallow (3/10000m"*, typical for large trade cumuli) cumulus clouds. In compar
ison to the curves of Cheng and Houze (1980) the entrainment rate used in EM cor
responds to cloud depths between 4 and 7 km, which appears not to be unreasonable. 
The EM-entrainment is too weak for smail cumuli. 

2. ) Cloud top is found at the intersectipn point öf the entraining parcel ascent from the 
root level with the grid point sounding. A convection domain extends from the root 
level to cloud top. Several convection domains can exist in the same atmospheric col
umn. 

3. ) Construction of the reference proßle for the convection domain: 
For construction and characteristics of the references proßles used in EUM and EM 
the reader is referred to section 2.5. 

4. ) Precipitation process: 
In general a given reference proßle might divide the convection domain into saturat
ed ahd unsaturated subdomains. In the saturated subdomain a fraction otR of super
saturation (cloud water) is removed as rain. Rain is accumülated layer by layer from 
top to bottom. Within the subsaturated convection subdomain a portion of the con
vective precipitation is used to saturate a fraction Oy of the grid point area, Oy as
sumed to be the area occupied by saturated updrafts. Below the convection domain 
evaporation of remaining convective precipitation saturates subgrid-scale rain shafts 
which occupy a fraction <jR of the grid point area. 

5. ) Convective tendencies: 
The level by level differences between me initial verticai proßle of A and and the 
(A, #yc)-proßle resulting from the above procedure are then divided by the adjustment 
time scale i to deßne the convective tendencies tö be used in the prognostic equa
tions. 

6. ) Parameter setting: 
The values assigned to the free parameters of the adjustment scheme used in EUM 
and EM experiments are given ih Table 3-2. 
A second type of cumulus parameterization, henceforth referred to as KUO, was 

available with EUM. This seheme used a simple 1-dimensional stationary cloud model to 
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Parameter EUM EM: 

entrainment e 

rain out fraction <XR 
updraft area cy 
rainfall area c?R 
adjustment time scale t 
used for (model conßguration), 
cf. Table 3-3 

inversely prop. to 
depth of unstable layef 

1.0 
0.4 
0.1 
3.0h (EUM/EUi) 
3.0 h (EU2) 
0.3h (EU4) 

1/4000 m"̂  

1.0 
0.4 
0.1 
1.0h (EM3) 
0.75 h (HM4) 
0.5 h (HM8) 

determine the properties of the convective clouds and a moisture convergence closure to 
compute the number of clouds per grid eiement. The cioud model is formulated for verticai 
veiocity, horizontal wind, moist static ehergy and total specific watet content. Entrainment 
is considered for these four quantities. The equation for the verticai veiocity in the cloud 
contained the buoyancy force, the equations of energy and humidity accounted for the 
cloud microphysical processes. A three step procedure was applied to solve the cloud mod
el equaitions: 

First, unstable layers are detected with the same criterion as för the adjustment 
scheme. The Rrst guess cloud top is approximated by the height of the intersecüon point of 
the root level moist static energy curve with the satüration moist static energy of the envi
ronment at the respective level. The depth ofthe cloud is then used to estimate an updraft 
radius which in turn enters the common formula for the entrainment rate after Simpson and 
Wiggert (1969). 

In the second step the cloud model is verticaiiy integrated starting from the root level 
with the inclusion of entrainment effects as well as autoconversion and nucleation rates. 
The cloud top is now deRned where verticai motion within the cloud becomes negative. Re
duction of buoyancy by liquid water is taken into account. 

In the third step integration from top to bottom yields missing conversion rates of 
cloud physics and precipitation ßuxes. These processes modify cloud temperature, speciRc 
Water vapour and cloud water content, but not verticai veiocity via the buoyancy term. All 
necessary properties of the in-cloud sounding are how determined. 

The scheme is closed after Anthes (1977). The fraction (1-6) of total moisture 
convergence used for cloud formation increases linearly from zero to 1 if verticaiiy aver
aged relative humidity is larger than 50%. The fractional area (a) covered by convective 
clouds is then deßned by 

a = — ^ , (3-1) 
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Pig. 3-1: Schematic diagram of parameterized cloud microphysics: Processes 
invoived in rain (P^) and snow (Pj) formation (after Müller et al., 
1987). 

where 7 is the total 3-dimensional moisture convergence over the cloud depth and Ptot is 
total convechve precipitation at cloud base. a is then used to calculate the cumulus convec
tion tendencies transmitted to the prognostic model equations. 

= - ^ ^ ^ P c - ^ J + ^ ( ^ ) , (3-2) 

where co^, Ap and ̂ loud denote verticaiiy averaged in-cloud verticai veiocity, moist static 
energy and cloud microphysical conversion rates respectively. Index "c" Stands for in-
cloud values and Ly is the latent heat of fusion. An analogous equation holds for total spe
cific water content. Thus the grid-scale effects of convection are computed as the sum of 
the divergence of convective transports (using the verticaiiy averaged cloud mass flux) and 
the microphysical conversion rates both mulüplied by the fractional cloud cover derived 
from the closure scheme. 

Grfa'-.sca/e precipf?afM?n 
A detailed account of the stable precipitation scheme is given in Müller et al. (1987) 

and a part of the following description is taken from that source. The parameterization of 
the cloud microphysics accentuates the role of the iee phase for precipitation formation by 
emphasizing the Bergeron-Findeisen process. The parameterization scheme is of the 
Kessler type and allows for interactions between water vapour, cloud water, rain and iee 
including autocönversion of cloud water to rain (AUT) and to iee, here called nucleation 
(NUC), aecretion (ACC), riming (RIM), shedding (SHED), melting (MELT), deposition 
(DEP), and evaporation of raindrops (EVAP) (see Fig. 3-1). Assuming stationarity and 
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neglecüng advection the rainfall rate (P^ and the snowfall rate (Pi) can be integrated ver
ticaiiy by 

3PR 
3p " " ÂUT + ̂ ACC + ̂SHBD + ̂MELT ÊVAP (3-3) 

3Pj 
- N̂UC + ̂ RIM " ̂SHED " ̂MELT *̂  *̂DEP (3-4) 

Definitions of the conversion rates (S) can be found in Müller et al. (1987). Autocön
version and nucleation are the processes initiating precipitation formation. The remaining 
conversion rates can only become non-zero if precipitation falls into the layer under con
sideration. 

Since A and a^ are the prognostic variables of the model (EUM and EM), the con
densation rate of water vapour to cloud water (COND) does not appear explicitly in the 
scheme. Condensation and evaporation of cloud water is impliciüy treated by diagnosing 
temperature, water vapour and cloud water from A and <?yg by use of the water vapour Sat
uration criterion. The tendencies of A and <?yc n*om the stable precipitation process are given 
by 

3A 
3r 51 -Lf(^DEP+'SRIM+'SNUC M̂ELT) (3-5) 

""^DEP R̂IM N̂UC ÂUT ^ACC+^EVAP (3-6) 

A case study of a frontal system showing the relative importance of the individual 
conversion processes is discussed in Müller and Wacker (1988). It is demonstrated that in 
deep clouds most precipitation is generated via the iee phase by an effective seeder-feeder 
mechanism. 

It is important to note that both the grid-scale and the convective precipitation para
meterization schemes use grid point values of time level H- l to evaluate tendencies to be 
applied at time level n to the prognostic equations in order to predict time level n +1. There
fore both routines called at time step n work in parallel. Thus if one scheme removes mois
ture from the atmosphere, the other scheme does not take it into account at the same time 
step. This is in contrast to, e.g., Sundqvist et al. (1989) who in their model make a strict 
Separation between grid points subject to convection (which is of the Kuo type) and satu
rated stably stratified grid columns. 
3.2.3 Model configurations 

The original mesh widths of EUM and EM have been reduced by a factor of two and 
four in order to test the imphcations on high-resolution precipitation simulations. Por the 
reduced grid spacings smaller integration areas had to be chosen. A summary of the model 
configurations used in experimentation is given in Table 3-3. Corresponding integration 
domains are presented in Fig. 3-2. Closer examination of model Simulation results will be 
focused on an area covering the Alps and the surrounding region (Fig. 3-3). The represen
tation of the orography reflects the HM8 grid structure. The domain is approximately 
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Fig. 3-2: Model domains used in EUM and EM/HM configurations displayed 

on a stereographie map with an indieation of main orographie features 
(isoline spacing 500m). 

558 km x 428 km in horizontal dimensions and corresponds to the Swiss radar composite 
image. 

acronym 

EUM 
EUI 
EU2 
EU4 

mesh width grid points domain index 

63.5km 
63.5 km 
31.75km 
15.875km 

73x69 
31x31 
61x61 
55x47 

A 
B 
B 
C 

time step 

75 s 
75 s 

37.5 s 
18:75s 

EM3 
HM4 
HM8 

05° 
0.25° 
0.125° 

181x129 
53x51 
109x101 

EM3 
HRM 
HRM 

300s 
150 s 
75 s 
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Fig. 3-3: Hypsometrie representation ofthe HM8 model orography with the 
Swiss borders, major waters (both dotted) and some geographical 
features indicated. Grey scaling represents steps of 500m. Also 
outlined are the domains used fbr verification of precipitation. 

a J /7H%a/ ana* ̂oMMdary coMa%:o%.y ̂br EUM 
EUM did not have its own analysis system. Initial and boundary values are interpo

lated from ECMWF T106-analysis fieids. The interpolation method has been deveioped by 
Majewski (1985). It is designed to preserve as much as possible the balanced State of the 
large scale analyses initialized by normal modes despite the completely different grid struc
tures and model orographies. This is achieved by using tension splines för horizontal and 
verticai interpolaäon, careful computation of the mass held by a two step adjustment of the 
surface pressure in the ßne grid, verticai interpolation of temperature with conservation of 
the layer mean temperature and adjustment of the wind Held in the boundary layer by solv
ing the stationary Ekman equation using the same parameterizations of the turbulent ßuxes 
as the limited area model. Boundary values are updated every 6 hours according to the 
ECMWF data assimilation cycle and assimilated by the limited area model by the boundary 
relaxation technique after Davies (1976). The interpolation technique was applied for all 
EUM conßgurations, in particular to the EU4-grid, which means a considerable jump in 
horizontal scale. EUM and its high-resolution versions are directly nested into the global 
T106 model. Due to this technique the initial ßelds ofthe LAM do not have real mesoscale 
features except those induced by the more detailed orography ofthe high-resolution model. 
& J /nfffaJ ana* &oM%aary conaYriOMF ybr EM/#M 

Initial and boundary values for EM are prepared exactly the same way as for EUM, 
since EM was run at ECMWF-s Computing centre. (The operational suite at DWD in Of-
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fenbach FRG has its proper data assimilation cycle, cf. Majewski (1991). In the operational 
mode boundaries are updated every 3 hours by forecast ßelds of the global model.) In our 
experiments EM was guided by 6-hourly ECMWF analyses transformed to the EM3 grid. 
In contrast, initial and boundary values of HM are transformed EM3 forecast Heids. HM 
boundaries are updated every hour. The only information about atmospheric moisture pro
vided by ECMWF analyses are relative humidity fieids. Therefore EUM and EM can not 
have clouds in the initial conditions. The hydrological cycle has Rrst to be spun up. Cloud 
water fieids of EM3 can then be interpolated to the HM configurations and thereby used in 
the mitial and boundary conditions of HM simulations. The transformation programme of 
Majewski (1985) has been extended by Schubiger and de Morsier (1992) to accomplish 
this task. The high-resolution conßgurations of EM are therefore nested into EM3, which 
is nested Within the global T106 model. 
3.2.4 Weather situations 

EÜM and EM experiment series have been conducted for four main weather situa
tions which will be brießy described in the following. 

Synoptic surface pressure and 500hPa geopotential height gradients as Well as tem
perature gradients were weak over Central Europe on this day. A weak mesoscale low pres
sure system over the Adriatic was linked to weak easterly winds in the lower troposphere 
north of the Alps. At higher altitudes winds were from south to south-westerly directions. 
The airfiow was in general weak. A rather humid and unstably stratified airmass straddled 
the Alps. Convection was triggered by radiative foreing in the diurnai cycle. In the sequel 
the weak easterly winds were strongly disturbed by the deveioping convechon. Flow in the 
lower levels was gradually directed towards the Alps. Radar observations show that con
vection was initiated over orography (Jura, Vasges, Alps). During the aftemoon convection 
Spread out over the whoie northern part of Switzerland and thereby slowly drifted east-
wards. 
6.) 26/27 ÄMgM̂ r 7939 (A(/G<§9).' -yM/wner̂ fne coM Tronf 

On 27 August 1989 a low-level low pressure system was located over northern Ger
many. During the next 24 hours it moved slightly to the east and deepened signißcantly. 
The associated stormy winds caused heavy damage at the coast of the Baltic Sea in Germa
ny ("Kieler Sturm"). Low-level winds were weak in the aftemoon of 26 August 1989 in the 
Alpine region. Showers began to develop in the unstably stratißed air. The frontal system 
approaching from the north attached to the low pressure system created favourable condi
tions for enhanced shower activity during the night. The cold front then crossed northern 
Switzerland around 9UTC on 27 August 1989. To the rear of the front the north-westerly 
to northerly winds were partly blocked by the Alps. In the unstable low-level air intense 
shower activity deveioped. Comparably few thunderstorms occurred since there was a sta
bly stratißed layer at a height of about 4km during the whoie period. 
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c.) 26/27/Mnc 7997 MVTwnerfMne coM/ronr 
A well deßned cold front with pre-frontal cioudiness in the warm sector reached from 

the North Sea over south-east England and Brittany to the north-westem edge of the Iberian 
Peninsula on 26 June 1991 OOUTC. At that time the Alpine region was cloudless. The front 
moved rather quickly into the continent towards Central Europe. Pre-frontal thunderstorms 
were triggered during the morning at the westem edge of the Alps prior to the arrival of the 
front around noon. The principal rain band crossed Switzerland from west to east between 
10UTC and 17UTC. There was no shower activity behind the front. Atmospheric verticai 
stratißcation was unstable up to about 3 km and very stable between 3 km and 7 km. New 
thunderstorms formed in the Alpine region in the second half of the night in the moist warm 
air advected from southern France ahead of a second low pressure system over the English 
Channel. The air mass was then squeezed between the Alpine chain and the approaching 
front from the west triggering new convective activity aiong the north-westem edge of the 
Alps around 27 June 1991 06UTC. 
<%.) 677 /M/y 7997 (7M,97pure/y cô vecrfve 

The synoptic Situation on these two days was characterized by an Q-type pattern over 
Central Europe with the westem low pressure centre over the westem exit of the Engüsh 
Channel and the high pressure centre located over southern Scandinavia. Southerly winds 
were observed over France and weak easterly winds over the region north of the Alps. Thus 
strong horizontal shear occurred at the westem edge of the Alps. Payerne soundings also 
showed strong verticai shear between 2 km and 3 km from easterly to southerly directions. 
In this shear zone heavy convection deveioped over the Alps in westem Switzerland and 
France in the aftemoon of 6 and 7 July 1991. Huge convective complexes were built which 
moved slowly northwards and dissipated in the Alsace region. In the evening of 7 July con
vection also reached the eastem part of Switzerland thus extending much further to the east 
than on the previous day. Weather forecasting was difßcult this weekend but very important 
to the pubüc since great feshvals took place in Switzerland. On Saturday 6 July 1991 heavy 
damages were caused in the westem part of Switzerland by hail storms and wind velocities 
of 30 ms"* were observed during hours. 
3.2.5 Set-up of experiments 

Table 3-4 gives a summary of the experiments carried out for the 4 weather situa
tions, the 7 model conßgurations and the 3 different deep-convection reference proßles 
(plus the KUO and the NO version). Individual experiments wiü henceforth be referred to 
by indieation of these three entries. An experiment senay includes all model conßgurations 
for a given weather event and a given convective adjustment scheme. Only the MAY88 
case has been simulated with EUM and EM. The HM runs of MAY88 and JUL91 all used 
the EM3/EH runs for mitial and boundary conditions. Thus the reference proßles for EM3-
and HM runs can be different. For the JUN91 case HM runs were started from 12h-fore-
casts of the respective EM3 runs. For aü other experiments initial times for EUM/EM and 
the high-resolution models were idenücal. Adjustment time scales used for the different 
high-resolution experiments can be seen from Table 3-5. 



weather model cumulus initial forecast 
Situation eonßgurätion parameterization conditions ränge 
(cf. 3.2.4) (cf. 3.2.3) (cf. 2.5 and 3.2.2) (cf. 3.2.3) 

MAY88 EU1,EU2,EU4 VA T106 15.5.88 OOUTC+24h 
MAY88 EUM.EU2 KUO T106 15.5.88 OOUTC+24h 
MAY88 EUM, EU4 NO T106 15.5.88 OOUTC+24h 
MAY88 EM3 EH T106 15.5.88 OOUTC +24h 
MAY88 HM4.HM8 EH MAY88/EM3/EH 15.5.88 OOUTC +24h 
MAY88 EM3 VA T106 15.5.88 OOUTC+24h 
MAY88 HM4.HM8 VA MAY88/EM3/ER 15.5.88 OOUTC+24h 

AUG89 EUM, EU4 VA T106 26.8.89 12UTC +36h 

JUN91 EM3 EH T106 25.6.91 12UTC 448h 
JUN91 HM4.HM8 EH JUN91/EM3/EH 26.6.91 OOUTC +36h 
JUN91 EM3 MX T106 25.6.91 12UTC +48 h 
JUN91 HM4.HM8 MX JUN91/EM3/MX 26.6.91 OOUTC +36h 

JUL91 EM3 EH T106 6.7.91 12UTC +36h 
JUL91 HM4.HM8 EH JUL91/EM3/EH 6.7.91 12UTC +36h 
JUL91 EM3 MX T106 6.7.91 12UTC +36h 
JUL91 HM4, HM8 MX JUL91/EM3/EN 6.7.91 12UTC +36h 

VA/MX/EH: cowecn've adjMOMenr ̂cAemg w/rA ̂ (̂ ercnr &ep-convecOOM rg/erewce prq̂ /ê , cf. 
yec/:OM 2.5. 
KUO: EnyraiMMg parce/wfrAwoMfMrecowergewcg c/ôMre; NO: no CMMH/Mparamefenzan'on. 

3.3 Domain average precipitation 
A first interesting general result from inspection of the simulations is the increase of 

accumuiated domain average total precipitation with increasing horizontal resoiution. This 
tendency is independent of the specific choice of the reference profiies for the adjustment 
scheme and the value chosen for the adjustment time scale (Fig. 3-4). The complete set of 
experiments yields domain average total precipitation amoünts between 0.6kgmand 
lO.Okgmfor the low resoiution runs and between 1.8kgm and 14.5kgm'̂  for the high-
resolution runs (EU4, HM8). Increasing precipitation with decreasing mesh width is a com
mon feature, although these simulations represent different weather events with different 
forecast ranges, use different reference profiies, adjustment times and are even carried out 
by two models with rather different basic structures. Most of the EM experiments exhibit 
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Pig. 3-4: Total (left) and convective (right) domain average accumuiated precipita
tion amoünts in kgmEach experiment series has its own symbol. Discon-
nected symbols give values of runs with adapted convective adjustment 
time scale i. Por the notation of experiments see Table 3-5. The horizontal 
axis separates the three different horizontal resolutions of each model. 

a nearly linear increase of total area average precipitation with increasing resoiution. In 
contrast the experiments MAY88/EM/VA show a marked mcrease when reducing the grid 
spacing from 0.5° to 0.25° and only a slight additional increase for the 0.125° run. Por the 
JUL91/EM/MX series of experiments a major jump in simulated precipitation amount is 
found for the HM4 to HM8 step. Also indicated in Pig. 3-4 are the precipitation amoünts 
resulting from the runs with changed adjustment time scale t. Reducing *c from three hours 
to half an hour strongly increases the resulting precipitation amoünts in the EUM experi
ments. Only slight changes are observed for the EM experiments, where the basic value for 
T is one hour. 

In contrast to domain average total precipitation the convective part of it does not in
crease with decreasing mesh width. From Fig. 3-4 it is recognized that convective precip
itation amoünts are more or less independent of the grid length. Consequently the 
percentage of convective precipitation decreases with increasing horizontal resoiution. Re-
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TaMe F-5. Domain average accMmnJarê  fora/precfp:fäy:on amount in %gm"̂ . 
(percewragê  q/*convecfive pree/p/raf/o/: are gwen in parenrAê ê ) 

EUM experiment EUM/EÜ1 EU2 EU4 
adjustment time scale i=3.0h T=3.0h t=3.0h T=0.5h 
MAY88/.../VA 10.0(31) - - 12.5(12) 14.5(34) 
AUG89/.../VA 6.8(62) - - 8.0(33) 9.0(79) 

MAY88/.../VA 2,0(40) 3.3(21) - 7.4(12) 
MAY88/.../KUO 2.1(57) 3.5(54) 
MAY88/.../NO 1.7 (-) 3.1 (-) - 7.0 (-) 

EM experiment EM3 HM4 HM8 
adjustment time scale t=l,0h T=1.0h *r=0.75h *r=1.0h i=0.5h 
MAY88/.../VA 7.7 (57) - 11.4(42) - 11.8(41) 
MAY88/.../EH 5,3 (26) 6.2(21) 6.3 (25) 7.4 (16) 7.2 (24) 
JUN91/..JMX 4.8(63) 6.2(52) 6.3(57) 6.9 (42) 7.0(54) 
JUN91/.../EH 3.4(71) 4.6(63) - 5.7 (44) 
JUL91/.../MX 0.5(70) - 1.6(62) - 4.1 (39) 
JUL91/.../EH 0.6(100) 1.1(55) 1.4(86) 1.8(33) 2.2(59) 

duction of the adjustment time scale in the convective parameterization scheme enhances 
convective precipitation, particulärly pronounced for EUM. The partitioning between grid-
scale and convective precipitation depends strongly on the weäther Situation considered 
and ön the reference profile used (cf. Table 3-5). The two weather situations of more frontal 
character (AUG89 and JUN91) tend to produce a. larger part of convective precipitation 
than those with weak synoptic foreing (MAY88). Surprisingly little convective precipita
tion is simulated by the MAY88/EM/EH experiments. 

A rationale for the systematic increase of grid-scale precipitation with decreasing 
mesh width (see also item c.) in this section) is given in subsection 3.6.1. 
a.) AajMsrmenf time sca?e t 

The adjustment tiihe scale t determines the lag of the convective response to the larg
er-scale foreing. The model atmosphere approaches the speciRed thermodynamic reference 
state with smail T, whereas with larger t it moves towards the larger-scale foreing. Follow
ing the arguments of Betts (1986) a relationship for t can be established, which reads as 
follows: 

!P= 2 ^ - (3-7) 
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where and 55 denote the saturation-level pressure departure and verticai motion of the 
environment respectively. is the corresponding value of the quasi-equilibrium refer
ence state. Since the role of convective parameterization in a numerical model is to produce 
precipitation before grid-scale Saturation is reached in order to simulate real atmospheric 
behaviour on one hand and to prevent grid-scale instability due to conditional instability of 
the saturated model atmosphere on the other hand, constraints for t or 55 can be derived 
from equation (3-7). If the convective parameterization scheme is to prevent grid-scale Sat
uration, i.e. = 0, we ßnd the relation (Betts, 1986) 

%^/M_„- (3-8) max 
where cö^ is the maximum verticai veiocity of the large-scale foreing. Betts (1986) pos-
tulated t to be 2h and lh for the ECMWF models T63 and T106 respectively, therefore im-
plying values of 55^^ for a major tropical disturbance of -20hPa/h and -40hPa/h 
depending on model resoiution. 

Given 3 h, 1 h and 0.5 h for t in the EUM and EM experiments and assuming a verti
caiiy averaged value of for mid-latitude continental conditions after Binder (1990) of 
about -30hPa expression (3-8) yields maximum verticai velocities of -10, -30 and 
-60hPa/h respectively. The above considerations suggest that the adjustment time scale T 
Should be reduced when going to a ßner grid, since local foreing is better resolved and 
***max wnl therefore increase with decreasing grid length. 

These estimates indicate that the choice of 3h for the relaxation time inthe EUM ex
periments is too large and therefore the convection scheme works very inefßcienüy esper 
cially in the high-resolution experiments. The values of lh for EM3 and of 0.5h for HM8 
appear to be much more appropriate. Shortening the adjustment time by a factor 6 in the 
EU4 experiments causes a massive increase of convective precipitation (Fig. 3-4). It is ih-
terestihg to note, that EU4 experiments with smaller t values do not only produce more 
convective precipitation, but also total precipitation is enhanced. This is not the case for 
HM4 and HM8 experiments, where total precipitation amoünts are more or less independ
ent of the adjustment time scale (Fig. 3-4). In the latter case the choice of t primarüy influ
ences the partitioning between grid-scale and convective precipitation. 

It has also been recognized that a proper choice of the adjustment time scale reduces 
the occurrence of grid point storms. Again this fact is most pronounced for the two values 
used in EU4 experiments but has also been confirmed by HM8 experiments. In case of a 
shorter adjustment time, conditional instability and moisture, both being significant factors 
for the development of grid-scale verticai circulations, are more efficiently removed from 
the model atmosphere by the cumulus parameterization scheme. 
&J Deep-convecrfon rg/erence prq/i/ay 

Three different thermodynamic reference proßles have been used for the representa
tion of the convectiveiy adjusted atmosphere, called VA, MX and EH. For a discussion of 
the construction and some basic properties of these proßles refer to section 2.5. Model runs 
using different reference proßles have only been carried out with EM. The EH scheme is 
presently used in the operational version of EM3 (until summer 1992). 
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Fig. 3-4 shows that the experiments conducted with the EH proßle aiways produced 
the smallest amoünts of total as well as convective precipitation. The only exception is the 
JUL91/EM3/EH Simulation, which produced slighüy more precipitation than the analo-
gous MX experiment. This fact is independent of the choice of the adjustment time scale. 

The mcrease of convective and total precipitation is particuiariy pronounced for the 
VA proßle. Convective precipitation amounted to only about 20% in the MAY88/EM/EH 
experiments. Its portion increased to over 40% in the corresponding VA runs, whilst total 
precipitation increased by about 50%. In absolute terms convective precipitation was ap
proximately tripledby the change ofthe reference proßle. 

Simple verticai äveraging of total enthalpy and total specißc water content, essential-
ly the construction of the VA proßle, causes abundant supersaturation in the upper part of 
the convection domain änd strong drying in the lower part. Supersaturation is removed as 
convective precipitation, which is partly re-evaporated in the lower atmosphere and there
fore reduces drying to a certain limited extent. This concept of VA tends to produce intense 
convective precipitation, espeeially if the mitial atmosphere is humid. Drying the lower 
part of the convection domain, where the moisture storage capacity is largest, by verticai 
mixing and precipitaüng cloud water from the upper part is an efßcient way of removing 
moisture from the atmosphere. 

In contrast, the EH scheme tends to saturate the lower part of the atmosphere by ap
proaching a moist adiabätic structure, thus stormg a lot of moisture. Relaxation towards a 
unsaturated structure in the upper part ofthe convection domain provides less humidity for 
precipitation. 

Por HM4 and HM8 experiments the increase of total precipitation amoünts of VA 
runs versus EH runs is larger than the difference which can be attributed to the intensißed 
convective precipitation. This is an indieation of a probable interaction between convection 
and grid-scale preeipitation-forming processes. Heating of the lower levels by the VA 
scheme possibiy contributes to the development of verticai grid-scale circulations, which 
then remove moisture from the atmosphere by enhanced verticai moisture transports, con
densation and precipitation. In fact, this is a feature convective parameterization schemes 
should not support. 

The MX proßle preserves the "onion" shape of the reference sounding, but heating 
and drying at lower levels is signißcantly reduced compared to VA. Essential is the fact, 
that the lower part of the atmosphere is unsaturated, whereas the Upper part is relaxed to
wards a moist adiabätic structure. Therefore it also produces precipitation more efßciently 
than the EH scheme, as is reßected by the experimentai results. 

Apart from the reference proßle, other detaüs of the cumulus parameterization 
scheme can also have a signißcant impact on precipitation amoünts. For the 
MAY88/EU4/VA set-up experiments addressing the sensitivity of the VA scheme to the 
constraint implied on the lower boundary of the convection domain and to the entrainment 
rate have been carried out. Originaüy the lowest model level aüowed to form the bottom 
of the convection domain is level 15 (of 18). Aüowing verticai mixing to inciude lower lev
els clearly increases the absolute amount of moisture invoived in convective overtuming. 
In case of a humid boundary layer supersaturation of the Upper part of the atmosphere in
creases and therefore convective precipitation is enhanced in the context of the VA scheme. 
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Fig. 3-3: Time Variation of the convection domain at a single grid point fbr the original (upper 
panel) VA convective adjustment scheme and VA without entrainment and the con-
straints on the verticai extent of the convection domain released (lower panel), Hori
zontal and verticai axes give forecast time in hours and model level respectively (level 
3 and 15 are the original Upper and lower boundaries ofthe convection domain). In
dicated are the lower (circles) and Upper (triängles) boundaries of the convection do
main and the base of the saturated subdomain (Squares). Static stability of the verücal 
column is indicted at level 17. 

Entrainment effects are introduced into the lapse-rate considerations used to determine the 
top of the convection domain. Exclusion of entrainment therefore Ieads to deeper layers 
subject to convective overtuming. Due to the reduced moisture storage capacity of the Up
per atmosphere again supersaturation and in turn convective precipitation is enhanced. The 
temporal development of the convection domain at a given grid point of the control exper
iment and an experiment without entrainment and released constraint on the bottom of the 
convection domain is displayed in Fig. 3-5. In both experiments convection starts just be
fore +10h of integration time. The control experiment needs approximately two hours to 
reach the maximum verücäl extent of the convection domain, whereas the sensitivity ex
periment only needs a dozen time steps. After +13h the grid column is stabilized and con
vective overturning ceases. A little "shower" follows around +15h. In contrast the control 
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Hg. 3-6: Time series of precipitation type partitioning for EM3 (solid), 
HM4 (short dashed) änd HM8 (long dashed), 6 July 1991 
12UTC +24h.. +36h. Total and convective (MX profile, 
adapted T) precipitation is piotted by bold and thin lines and 
scaied in kgm"̂ h"I. 

run removes convective instability only until +15 h, with a second event of one hour dura
tion between +16h and +17h. Thus the VA scheme works much more efficient without en
trainment. It is worth noting that entrainment does not influence the onset of convection, 
but rather the duration of an event. During the major event convective cloud base is found 
at level 8 in both experiments. But since the no-entrainment experiment mixes atmospheric 
layers from lower levels to a higher cloud top than the control experiment, more convective 
precipitation is produced. Domain average accumuiated convective precipitation is more 
than doubled without entrainment. It can also happen that entrainment suppresses convec
tion at certain grid points. 

Essential and typical features of the time Variation of precipitation type partitioning 
äre illusträted by the JUL91/EM/MX experiment series using adapted adjustment time 
scales (Fig. 3-6). This particular case can be considered representative of other mesh width 
experiments since it distinctly shows features which were found in general. The present ex
ample has been selected for demonstration because the simulations describe the develop
ment of a single huge convective complex in the westem part of the domain. Therefore 
domain averages are not affected by Systems ät different stages of development scattered 
over the domain. 
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Pig. 3-7: A subgrid-scale property occupying grid 
elements of different sizes at different 
stages (see text for expianation). 

Piotted are time series of domain average hourly total and convective precipitation 
rates at three different horizontal resolutions. Properties already discussed for accumuiated 
precipitahon become apparent: precipitation is enhanced with decreasing mesh width and 
in parallel convective precipitahon gets less important. The onset of precipitation depends 
on horizontal resoiution: the finer the mesh, the earlier convection is triggered. In the 
present case the time lag is about 2 hours for every step reduction. The ßrst phase of pre
cipitation development is of purely convective origin. After a few hours grid-scale precip
itation is also produced. Coarser grids delay the onset of grid-scale precipitation. Grid-scale 
precipitation intensißes more rapidly but reaches its maximum later than convective pre
cipitation. The peak rate of convective precipitation accounts for only 75%, 63% and 46% 
of the total precipitation rate at the same time for EM3, HM4 and HM8 respectively, thus 
reflecting the decreasing portion of convective precipitation mentioned earlier for precipi
tation sums. Peak rates of total precipitation are aiways reached later than the convective 
peak rate. The described evolution of precipitation type partitioning is consistent with the 
way convective and shaüform precipitation develops in real mesoscale convective Systems 
(e.g. Houze and Hobbs, 1982). 

The earlier onset of precipitation in ßne mesh models can be explained by generaliz-
ing an argument introduced by Kristjansson (1991) in the context of cloud cover estimar 
tion. Let us assume that a certain critical condition has to be matched on the grid-scale in 
order to trigger a given process. For example low-level instabiRty is needed for convection 
to take off or grid-scale satüration is necessary for grid-scale precipitation formation. 
Fig. 3-7 illustrates the development of the critical property in an eiement of the coarsest 
grid, subdivided into grid elements with dimensions of one half and one quarter of the orig
inal mesh, at three different stages. Elements of the ßnest grid where the critical condition 
is met are shaded. At the ßrst stage, if we discuss convection as an example, convective 
overtuming will start at two grid points of the ßnest grid. Continued radiative foreing desta-
bilizes further grid elements, so that in stage II ßve high-resolution elements are condition
ally unstable. The arrangement of these elements indicates, that the critical condition is 
now also met for one eiement ofthe next coarser grid (if more than'50% of the elements 
förming the next larger eiement match the condition, it is assumed, that the coarser eiement 
mätches the condition as well). Finally at stage in even the largest eiement is subject to 
convection. 
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Tp put it concisely, it is easier to meet a critical, meteoroiogicaiiy relevant condition 
on a ßner grid. This argument is particuiariy meaningful in geographical regions, where ex
terna! foreing, such as orographie lifting, can be more adequately resolved on a hner grid. 
Hence the observed shift in onset of precipitation appears to be alogical consequence of 
resoiution. It ean also be interpreted as ah indieation of inadequate parameterization of the 
coarser grid model. 

The transition from initially convectiveiy to Rnally grid-scale dominated precipita
hon bears also some resemblance with the nature of real convechve Systems. Such a Iife 
cycle is outlined in Houze (1982,1989) . With respect tö the numerical models investigated 
here this issue will be discussed in item c.) of section 3.4. 

Time traces öf domain average precipitation in more advectively dominated weather 
situations (cold fronts in summer), i.e. AUG89 for EUM and JUN91 for EM, exhibit a com-
parably high and constant portion öf convective precipitation (cf. Table 3-5). In such situ
ations convection is continuously triggered ät new grid points ahead and behind the 
progressing front. As a consequence convective Systems at any stage are present in the do
main at a given time. Therefore the Iife cycle of a single convective system is not reflected 
in the precipitation averages over a domain Rxed in space. 

It is interesting to note, that the evolution of precipitation type partitioning differs 
considerably, if a moisture convergence closure is used in the convective parameterization 
scheme instead of the quasi-equilibrium closure of the above adjustment scheme! In EUM 
simulations using the Kuo-type cumulus parameterization convective and grid-scale rain^ 
fall deveioped much in parallel. The portion of convective precipitation accounted to 
slightly more than 50% in general. Examination of horizontal pattems revealed that maxi
ma of convective and grid-scale precipitation were significantly collocated (cf. also 
Fig. 3-12, page 79). 
a* J remari on aaMO;sp%er:c warer cOHfenf 

Given the increase of precipitation with enhanced horizontal resoiution the question 
may be raised whether the atmosphere of the hne-mesh model is Substantially drier. Exam
ination of EUM experiments (i.e. MAY88/EUM/VA and AUG89/EUM/VA) revealed that 
volume average specific cloud water content is usually below 1% of the total atmospheric 
moisture content. In the convectiveiy dominated May case specific cloud water content 
reached a maximum of 0.4%. The maximum value for the more frontal August case was 
about 1%. The total preeipitated water mass accounted for up to 27% (16%) of the cloud 
water mass in the May (August) case. 

The efficiency ofthe cumulus parameterization scheme also has an important impact 
on the cloud water content of the model atmosphere. Model runs with the convective ad
justment scheme switched off produced up tö more than double the cloud water content 
found in runs with an adequately tuned convective adjustment scheme (i.e. 0.5h for the 
16km model). This is a clear indieation that parameterized convection removes water from 
the atmosphere which is otherwise stored as cloud wafer produced by the grid-scale verticai 
circulation. With respect to removal of water supersaturation the grid-scale preeipitation-
forming processes do not fully compensate for the missing or inefheient subgrid-scale con
vective parameterization. 
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Given the smaü percentages of cloud ahd rain water masses compared to total atmo
spheric water content, it is concluded that the cloud and precipitation-forming processes 
only marginally affect the overaü atmospheric water budget and that therefore the atmo
sphere of Rne-mesh models is hot dramaticaüy dried out. However, this does not reßect the 
important energetic and dynamical effects of cloud and precipitation processes! 

3.4 Precipitation patterns in the horizontal 
Consideration of bulk properties of precipitation Simulation, as done in the previous 

section, certainly does not provide the basis for an evaluation of the skill of the various 
model conßgurations. Steps towards such an evaluation wül be discussed in the present and 
the next section. 

In this section emphasis wül be put on the examination of horizontal structures of 
model simulated precipitation ßelds. The foüowing aspects are considered: the dependency 
of horizontal precipitation patterns oh horizontal resoiution, the impact of different deep-
convection reference proßles on these stmctures and ßnaüy the intercomparison and evo
lution of the formaüy separated convective and grid-scale precipitation patterns. 

To assess the realism of the simulated precipitation ßelds they will be compared to 
observations of the Swiss weather radar network. Instantaneous model precipitation rate 
ßelds will be presented in the format of the Swiss radar composite image as so-called 
"pseudo-radar images". Although this might be the most convenient way of qualitatively 
comparing the observed and simulated precipitation ßelds a few remarks about the differ
ent nature of the two data types need to be bome in mind. 
1. ) Radar precipitation estimates are made for atmospheric boxes with horizontal dimen

sions of 2x2 km^ and a height of 1 km. Surface precipitahon on a 2km grid is then as
sociated with the maximüm precipitation intensity found in each atmospheric column 
(maximum projection to ground view). Precipitahon rates are represented by 7 loga-
rithmically scaied intensity levels (cf. Table 3-6, page 80). Depending on orography 
and distance from the radar site radar detectabüity can be seriously affected. All proc
esses üke aecretion or evaporation which modify the precipitation rate below the 
lowest visible radar height ean not be accounted for. Thus radar precipitation rates 
can not be estimated from "homogeneoüs" conditions aü over the area of the com
posite image. In particuiar precipitation detection by radar is difHcuit for the Alpine 
region and the region south of the Alps, since both Swiss radar stations are located in 
the northern part of me country. Precipitation soüth of the Alps can only be detected 
when convective storms reach echo tops above 6km. 

2. ) Instantaneous model precipitation rates give the rate of precipitahon reaching the 
earth surface produced within one model time step. Precipitation falling to ground is 
the ßnal product of aü convective and/or grid-scale precipitation-forming processes 
in the whoie verticai column. In particular low-level evaporation can reduce the 
quantity of condensate buüt up and coiiected at upper levels. In contrast to radar data, 
model simulated precipitation rates are "homogeneoüs" over the whoie model grid. 
Por the foüowing investigations model precipitation rates have beeh discretized by 
the radar intensity ciasses. 
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3.) In order to alleviate intercomparison original radar data is averaged over model grid 
cells. This is done by arithmetically äveraging precipitation rates of all radar pixels 
with their respective centres within a given model grid eiement. Whilst maxima of 
model precipitation are centred on grid points a priori, precipitation maxima ob
served by radar can be distributed over several model grid points, depending on their 
original position with respect to the model grid. Therefore adapted radar information 
can conceivably, and probably, exhibit smoother patterns. 

a j AfasA 
The impact of enhanced horizontal resoiution on simulated precipitation ßelds is il

lusträted by two EUM simulations of the May 1988 case (MAY88/EUM/VA). Fig. 3-8a 
shows the precipitation held of the 64km run at 15 May 1988 12UTC after 12 hours of In
tegration time. The Squares reflect the structure ofthe model grid. Nearly uniform rainfall 
activity is found over the whoie Swiss area. The precipitation patterns of the 16km run 
(Fig. 3-8b) are much more structured and independent convective Systems can be distin
guished. There is for instance a precipitation free area over the Swiss Plateau. The radar 
observations adapted to the 16km grid (Fig. 3-8d) show a remarkable coincidence with the 
simulated precipitation ßeld. Looking at the 16km orography (Fig. 3-8f) we recognize that 
on this day convection was orographically iniüated. The most striking example is probably 
convection over the chain of the Jura mountains, but orographie convection is also found 
over the Vosges mountains, the Black Forest area and Vorarlberg as well as in the pre-Al-
pine region (cf. Fig. 3-3 for an identißcation of the locations). All these Clusters have their 
analogue in the 16km Simulation. The convechve complex near Dijon (north-westem part 
of the radar image) does not show up in the model Simulation. The model probably missed 
this event due to lack of mesoscale information in the analysed moisture ßeld. Since the 
64km orography (Fig. 3-8e) has much less structure than its 16km counterpart, orographie 
foreing for convection is very different. There is no orographie foreing for convection over 
the Jura mountains, since they do not exist in the 64km grid. 

This promising example gives an impression of the potential of a meso-ß-scale nu
merical prediction model to provide useful information of precipitation ßeld structure not 
available from a model with conventional horizontal resoiution ("60km). 
&.) Deep-cöHvecrioK re/erence prq/May 

The next case study addresses the sensitivity of precipitation Simulation on the spe
cißc deep-convection reference proßle used in the convective adjustment scheme. 

In the early aftemoon of 7 July 1991 convective activity started over the Alps in the 
westem part öf Switzerland. A little later convective precipitation was observed by radar 
over the Jura and the French Alps (Fig. 3-9a). These convective complexes rapidly grew 
and merged förming a huge system which slowly drifted northwards (Fig. 3-9b). In the late 
aftemoon further convective Systems deveioped over the central part of Switzerland and in 
the region of Dijon. At 21UTC (Fig. 3-9c) the main complex was located north of Basie in 
the Vosges and Black Forest region, a second complex north of Dijon and a third one over 
north-eastem Switzerland. New convective cells also deveioped over the Alps in south
western Switzerland. 
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Fig. 3-8: EUM simulations and radar observations valid for 15 May 1988 12UTC. Presentation 
format corresponds to the Swiss radar composite image (horizontal dimensions 558 km 
x 428km). Note that important shielding by the Alps sincerely constrains radar detecta-
bility in the south-east corner of the image. 
EUM Simulation time is 15 May 1988 OOUTC +12h. The precipitation intensity scale 
is displayed in the lower right corner, see also Table 3-6. 
a) instantaneous total precipitation rates of 64 km EUM Simulation 
b) instantaneous total precipitation rates of 16km EUM Simulation 
c) radar Observation adapted to the 64km model grid 
d) radar Observation adapted to the 16km model grid 
e) 64 km model orography (grey scaling indicates steps of 500m) 
f) 16 km niodel orography (grey scaling indicates Steps of 500m) 
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Pig. 3-9: Radar observations of 7 July 1991 
adapted to the HM8-grid. 
a) 15UTC 
b) 18UTC 
c) 21UTC 

This weather Situation was simulated by HM8 runs starting from 6 July 199112UTC 
with the EH and MX deep-convection reference profile respectively (Pig. 3-10). 

The start of convechve activity is obviously delayed in both experiments relative to 
observations (compare Fig. 3-10a/b with Fig. 3-9a). Neither of the simulations give an in
dieation of the heavy convection going on in the westem part of Switzerland. Within the 
next hours HM8/MX considerably deveioped convective activity (Fig. 3-10d). Despite the 
patchy pattem the overall shape of the precipitating area is suggestive ofa structure similar 
to the observed huge complex, although position and lateral extent to the north are not cor
rect. Ih contrast HM8/EH exhibits a very weak and scattered pattem at a position too far to 
the west of the real event. There is no indieation of a contiguous precipitation system. On 
the other hand a new convechve complex occurs in the Dijon area, which could coneeiva-
bly correspond to an observed system, although slightly misplaced. In the HM8/MX Sim
ulation the Dijon region is unaffected by precipitation. Three hours later HM8/MX still 
shows the convective complex, but ithas not moved northwards as in reality (Fig. 3-10f). 
There is still no precipitation in the Dijoh regioh and in particular no rainfall is predicted 
in the nortĥ eastern part of Switzerland. Maximum area average precipitation intensity in 
the HM8/MX run is attained at that time. With the exception of the Dijon complex precip
itation activity in the HM8/EH mn has almost ceased. This is in sharp contrast to Observa
tion. 

In this primariiy convectiveiy dominated weather Situation the HM8 runs proved to 
be extremely sensitive to the choice of the reference profile inthe cumulus parameteriza
tion scheme. Two almost completely different developments evolved from the two forecast 

'S, RHDHR CH 
c) Ja 
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Fig. 3-10:HM8 experiments startmg &om 6 July 1991 12UTC. Instantaneous totä 
precipitation rates are presented as pseudo-radar images (intensity scale in 
the lower right comer). 
a) EH+27h(vaüdat7Julyl99115UTC) b) MX+27h(15UTC) 
c) EH+30h(18UTC) d) MX+30h(18UTC) 
e) EH+33 h (21 UTC) i) MX+33h(21UTC) 

runs. HM8/MX produced intense convection whilst HM8/EH dramatically Underestimated 
convective activity. 
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So far only fofa/ precipitation rates have been considered. Now the characteristics of 
convective and grid-scale precipitation patterns and their evolution in time will be investi
gated. Fig. 3-11 displays grid-scale and convechve precipitation patterns at different fore
cast ranges of the JUL91/HM8/MX run discussed above. After +26 hours of integration 
time convechve precipitation is initiated. At +27 h precipitahon is still of almost purely 
convechve origin. The same is true one hour later. Convechon is steadily expanding to fur
ther grid points. Only after +29h of Simulation, i.e. three hours after the iniüation of con
vection, there is a group of grid points producing rather intense grid-scale precipitation 
(Fig. 3-1 lc). Although precipitahon intensity varies considerably from grid point to grid 
point, the convechve precipitation pattern is more coherent than grid-scale precipitahon, 
which appears to be tied to single grid points. This impression is also valid for +31h 
(Fig. 3-1 ld). It is remarkable that at this time area average grid-scale precipitation has be
come quantitatively more important than convechve precipitation although occupying a 
smaller number of grid points (cf. Fig. 3-6). The lateral extent of the two precipitahon types 
is similar after +33 h. The grid-scale precipitahon pattem has also become smoother. After 
+35 h the precipitahon system is in its decaying stage. Convection has almost ceased whilst 
grid-scale precipitation lasts a little longer with decreasing intensity. 

This Simulation exemplißes a few remarkable features which are characteristic of the 
other experiments carried out with EUM and EM as well. 
1. ) In accordance with real behaviour in nature a response to destabilization of the atmo

sphere is provided by initiatiön of convective processes, the model's convective pa
rameterization scheme achng as a trigger mechanism. In contrast experiments 
without cumulus parameterization exhibited a distinct delay for the iniüäüon of pre
cipitahon because there is some time needed to reach grid-scale satüration. In com
parison with observations timing of the precipitation event was better in the 
experiment using cumulus parameterization. 

2. ) In general convective precipitahon patterns are more coherent and more extended 
than their grid-scale counterparts. Grid-scale precipitation produces strong maxima 
on single grid points or on smail groups of a few grid points with neighbouring grid 
points remaining unaffected. This feature disagrees with observations, where strati-
form precipitahon often appears wide-spread and convection is more localized. 

3. ) Given the above characteristics of horizontal patterns the Iife cycle of convechve Sys
tems has also some differences from nature. Following the conceptuai model of 
Houze (1982) deduced from and conßrmed by observations (Houze, 1989) convec
hve Systems have an early stage dominated by the development of convective-scale 
verücal ckculations such as updrafts resulting in a few isolated precipitating towers. 
In the mature stage a cloud shield has deveioped with the convechve towers embed-
ded. Shatiform precipitahon falls from the cloud shield which usually Covers a much 
wider areä than the purely convechve elements. This stage is characterized by two 
scales of circulation: the convective-scale up- and downdrafts and the mesoscale up-
and downdrafts. In the weakening stage the convechve-scale circulations have disap-
peared and only the stratiform cloud shield has survived which then is broken up and 
decays in the last stage. 
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Fig. 3-11 :Giid-scale (left) and convective (right) instantaneous precipitation rate pat

terns of JUL91/HM8/MX. 
Domain corresponds to the Swiss radar composite frame approximately. 
Isolines for rain rates of 0.1,0.3,1.0,1.8,3.2,5.6,10.0,17.8,31.6,56.2 and 
lOO.Okgm̂ h"*. 
a) 6 July 199112UTC +27h (verification time 7 July 1991 15UTC) 
b) +28h (16UTC) 
c) +29h(17UTC) 

The simulaüon of 6/7 July .1991 does not show the proper development of the meso
scale component of the system which was in fact observed for the real system (cf. 
Fig. 3-9). On the conhary the grid-scale precipitation achvity did not extend beyond 
the region of convective precipitahon. At the end of the Iife of the simulated precip
itahon system convechve and grid-scale precipitahon areas are approximately con-
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d) +31h(19UTC) 
e) +33 h (21 UTC) 
i) +35h(23UTC) 

gruent. On the other hand the decreasing importance of convechon with hme is 
reasonable, One reason for this typical development of model simulations might be 
that grid-scale circulahons at least partly parhcipate in simulating convechve over
tuming änd we therefore observe the development of so-called grid point storms. 
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In summary, we found the following characteristic features of convechve Systems 
simulated by EUM and EM using a convechve adjustment scheme for cumulus parameter
ization: 
1. ) S trong precipitahon maxima are located next to precipitahon-free grid points produc

ing a rather patchy rainfall rafe pattem. 
2. ) The ability to simulate realistic coherency, broadening and movement of the precip

itation Systems, i.e. to model a realistic cyc/e, is underdeveloped. 
3. ) AccMMiM/afea' precipitahon amoünts show convechve precipitahon covering a (much) 

larger area than grid-scale precipitation, the latter appearing intense and concentrated 
in space (grid point storms). 

4. ) In synopticaiiy weakly forced situations grid point storms can stay over the same grid 
point or group of grid points for several hours accumulating unrealistic amoünts of 
precipitation in these locaüons. This effect contributes to the distinguished patches 
in accumM/â ea* precipitation ßeld patterns. 
These facts are also evident from independent investigations. Only a few studies in 

the literature present the proper partitioning of grid-scale and convective precipitahon for 
given model runs. Most of the investigations addressing the mesh width probiem and/or 
the role and importance of the parameterization of convechon for meso-ß-scale models 
compare precipitation ßelds produced by experiments conducted with and without convec
tive parameterization (Molinari and Dudek, 1986; Kalb, 1987; Bougeault and Geleyn, 
1989). It is important to note that this point of view is not quite the same as separating con
vechve and grid-scale conhibütions of total precipitahon in a giyen experiment, since there 
are interactions between the two preclpitahon-forming schemes. Zhang et al. (1988) is the 
only study presenting the proper Separation of resolvable-scale and convective precipita
hon (cf. their Figs. 2d/e for the control run, Figs. 13c/d for a so-called füll physics Simula
tion). Although they use a completely different model (PSU/NCAR version MM4) and in 
particular completely different schemes for the parameterization of convechon (basically 
Fritsch and Chappell, 1980) and for resolvable-scale precipitation, by solving prognoshc 
equations for cloud and rain water variables, partitioned grid-scale and convective precip
itahon patterns for 12h accumuiated rainfall look qualitatively the same as described above 
The same picture emerges from the convection/no convection comparisons of Molmari 
and Dudek (1986, Figs. la and 2), Zhang and Fritsch (1988a, Figs. lg, 7c and Sc) and 
Bougeault and Geleyn (1989, Fig. 4). 

In contrast, partitioned horizontal precipitahon patterns in EUM simulations using 
the convechve parameterization scheme with moisture convergence Closure (KUO) devei
oped much in parallel. As already mentioned this becomes obvious from hme traces of do
main average precipitation rates as well as from the horizontal structures themselves. 
Fig. 3-12 shows the 24h accumuiated partitioned precipitahon amoünts for experiments us
ing the moisture convergence closure and the convective adjustment scheme respectively 
(adjustment time scale was 3h, thus not adapted to the grid length of 32km). Note for in
stance the coinciding maxima at grid points (23,18), (29,18) and (33,22). The similarity of 
horizontal distribution is also found in the rainfall rare patterns at any hme during the in
tegration, although a little less pronounced than in the precipitahon sums. 
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Fig. 3-12:Pattems of 24h accumuiated grid-scale and convective precipitation for EUM 
simulations of 15 May 1988 OOUTC +24h. Horizontal grid distance is about 
32km. a) and c) show grid-scale precipitation patterns and b) and d) their convec
hve counterparts. a) and b) represent the run using the moisture convergence clo
sure (KUO), c) and d) using the usual adjustment seheme (VA, i=3h). Isoline val
ues as in Fig. 3-11. 

3.5 Quantitative comparison of observed and simulated precipitation estimates 
In Switzerland there are twö completely independent and complementary real-time 

operahonal observing Systems of precipitahon. On one hand weather radar informahon 
from two radar instruments located near Zürich and Geneva is combined into an area cov
ering composite image which is updated every ten minutes. On the other hand about 70 
raingauge stahons report surface rainfall (and a wealth of other parameters) at the same in
terval. These twö sources öf informahon are used to make quantitaüve eshmates of area 
average precipitahon for comparison with model forecasts. 
3.5.1 Area averages from radar and raingauges 
#.) 

Precipitahon rate eshmates ofthe Swiss weather radars are given in 7 levels of inten
sity which are logarithmically scaied with respect to rainfall rates (Table 3-6). The values 
available are related to the maximum reflectivity found aiong each verhcal column and hor
izontal strip of the scanned volume whiöh is divided into elementary boxes of 2x2x1 knA 
This maximum projection technique (Joss and Kappenberger, 1984) reduces the amount of 
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informaüon to be stored and communicated by retaining ground, side and front views in
stead of the fuü volüme information. It also carries an inherent tendency to overesthnate 
quantitative precipitation amoünts (neglect of bright band and low-level evaporation ef
fects). Informahon öf the two radars Albis (near Zürich) and La Döle (near Geneva) is com
bined to the Swiss radar composite image, which makes use of the more reliable data of 
each radar and covers an area of 558x428km^ (Gaüi, 1984). 

Several distinct difßculhes are related to estimation of precipitahon rates from radar 
reflectivity measurements. In a mountainous country like Switzerland ground clutter, 
shielding and the height dependency of the verticai radar reßechvity proßle are probably 
the most severe error sources. Spurious radar echoes caused by topography or anomalous 
wave propagatiön (clutter) lead to overeshmafion of precipitahon. Clutter suppression, e.g. 
by use of clutter maps (Gaüi and Joss, 1983), inhoduces a tendency to underestimate pre
cipitation, since real precipitahon echoes are also eliminated to some extent in the affected 
locations. Precipitahon bebind a mountain ränge can not be seen by the radar, an effect 
known as shielding. Shielded regions suffer from a serious underestimahon of rain 
amoünts. Since radar reßechvity decreases with height at an average rate of about 34%/km 
in summer and 86%/km in winter (Joss and Pittini, 1991), the height above ground of the 
lowest level visible for the radar is of crucial importance for a quanhtative estimate of the 
precipitahon reaching the surface. Mountains can increase the height of the lowest free ra
dar beam dramaticaüy. Galli and Joss (1989) have shown that the ratio between radar and 
raingauge measured precipitahon amoünts decreases more or less in paraüel with increas
ing visible height above ground in Switzerland. Since no corrections for the height depend
ency of the radar reflectivity prohle have been inhoduced so far, neither in Switzerland nor 
elsewhere, radar informahon is not equivalent aü over the radar composite area, but its 
quanütative properhes depend on local detectabüity conditions. Overall underestimahon of 
precipitahon amoünts results from the implicit assumption of a height-independent reflec
tivity proßle. 

TaMe 3-6. Coamg o/prec%Mfa%o?! ra?e.yqf rTie 
weafAer raaar 

precipitahon rate (kgm̂ h'*) 
pixel count class width class mean 

1 0.32- 1.00 0.56 
2 1.00-3.16 1.78 
3 3.16-10.0 5.62 
4 10.0-31.6 17.8 
5 31.6 - 100. 56.2 
6 > 100. 
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Despite all these caveats an attempt is undertaken to calculate a rough quantitative 
estimate of area average precipitation. In order to avoid the most serious probiems an area 
north of the Swiss Alps has been chosen for which detectability conditions for the two radar 
stations are fairly good. Within this verißcation area each pixel value from the ground view 
is converted to a corresponding precipitation rate representative of the respective intensity 
class (Table 3-6). Then an area average mean value of precipitation rate is calculated. Such 
a reconstruction of precipitation rates is correct on average if the density of the original pre
cipitahon rates is constant on a logarithmic scale. This condition is fairly reasonably ful-
ßlled in general. Worst case lower and upper boundaries can be deduced by attributing the 
smallest and largest possible value within each class to all pixels in that class. For the fol
lowing studies radar data at 10 minutes or 30 minutes intervais have been used. 

If area averages over model grid cells are attributed to every radar pixel within the 
respective cell, model grid adapted radar images can be produced (cf. e.g. Fig. 3-8c/d, 
Fig. 3-9) which are easily compared with pseudo-radar images of model precipitahon. 
Model grid adapted radar images show instantaneous radar observed precipitation rates. 

It is a formidable and unresoived probiem to get area average precipitahon from point 
measurements, since precipitation is highly variable in space and time. It is very difßcult 
to attach some measure of representativity to individual raingauge stations, since there are 
many factors inßuencing it, the nature of the precipitation event to be sampled not being 
the least. In addition, the geographical positioning of a model grid with respect to real oro
graphy and thus the association of surface stahons with grid elements is arbitrary. For the 
present purpose of comparison to model data it is assumed that a simple arithmehc mean 
of hourly raingauge data is sufßcient. In order to get an impression of the sensihvity of such 
amean value to the network conßgurahon, an additional mean value is computed by Omis
sion of the respechve staüon measuring the largest hourly precipitahon rate or the largest 
accumuiated precipitahon amount over mepenodof interest. 

It is of interest to note that radar and raingauges have two complementary sampling 
modes. Radar samples an eiement of increasing volume and at increasing height every 
10 minutes or so, thus having an effective resoluhon depending on distance from the radar. 
In contrast, raingauges sample continuously in hme at ßxed points in Space. In the region 
of interest there is usually only a smaü number of such points, whereas radar sampling Cov
ers the whoie region with high spatial and temporal resoluhon but under varying condi-
üons. 
3.5.2 Radar versus raingauge estimates 

The verißcation domain used for comparison of model simulated and observed pre
cipitahon covers the part of Switzerland located north of the Alps (Fig. 3-3, page 58). The 
area is divided into a westem and an eastern part. Good radar detectabiÜty conditions are 
given over the verißcation area. It contains 36 raingauge stations of the Swiss automahc 
surface network (ANETZ), where 11 and 25 stations are located in the westem and eastern 
part respectively. In terms of HM8 (EM3) the westem part contains 64 (4) model grid 
Squares each containing 46 (764) radar pixels on average. The number of grid points for the 
eastem part is 96 (6). 
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For nine precipitation episodes accumuiated area average rain amoünts estimated 
from radar and raingauges are compared in Table 3-7. Fourteen averages belonging to the 
füll area, the westem and the eastern part are considered. Among the nine episodes two are 
frontal passages in winter, two are frontal passages in summer and five are convectiveiy 
dominated summer situations. In only 3 cases, belonging to the summer fronts (27.8.89 and 
26./27.6.91, highlighted in Table 3-7), raingauges record more precipitation than radar 
sees. Radar-raingauge agreement is best in frontal situations, where precipitation bands 
move over the whoie area of interest. Structures of this type are more likely to hit all surface 
stations than convective Clusters wim arbitrary posihon and hack through the domain. 

The evoluhon of three episodes is given in Fig. 3-13. Accumuiated area average pre
cipitation shows exceiient agreement for the frontal Situation of 13 November 1987. Hour
ly precipitation rates from raingauges seatter around the radar time hace within the "worst 
case boundaries". During the main precipitahon episode aiways more than 10, up to 26 sta
tions out of 36 in the entire verißcation area record rainfall. 

In contrast, on 28 May 1989 vigorous convechon following the diurnai cycle was ob
served. Radar data reßects the episode very nicely (Fig. 3-13b). The raingauge network 
missed the precipitation event almost completely. Only two hours after the onset of rain the 
ßrst surface stahon reports rainfall. After 4 (6) hours 3 (6) stations register precipitation. 
The readings at 15 UTC suggest that one single stahon gives by far the largest contribution 
to the area average estimate. Six of the 36 stations give an average of 0.75kgm"̂ h*\ where 

71nNe 3-7. Raaar ana* rafnga^ge egfMMarea' accumn/â ea* area average preefpifarfon 
aw!OMnf,y 

ßrst value in each group: raingauge estimate in kgm 
second value: radar estimate in % of the raingauge estimate 

third value: raingauge esümate in % of the ßrst value excluding the most contributing stahon 

Date 
weather 
Situation 

verißcation domain 
füll area westem part eastem part 

12.11.87 
13.11.87 

frontal 
frontal 

15.5.88 convechve 
28.5.89 convechve 
29.5.89 convechve 
30.5.89 convechve 
27.8.89 

26./27.6.91 
frontal 
frontal 

6.0/150/92 
14.3/101/94 
4.4/205/82 
3.6/344/72 
2.1/310/86 
4.6/183/89 
17.0 /65/88 
11.6 /88/91 

4.4/252/50 

6./7.7.91 convective 
8.0/110/76 
17.9/241/92 

4.8/169/73 

13.5 /83/89 
5.4/176/81 
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Fig. 3-13:Hoürly (left panels, kgm '̂ ) and accumuiated (right panels, kgm"̂ ) area aver
age precipitation amoünts from radar (squares) änd raingauges (asterisks). Indi
cated are also the "worst case boundaries" (dashed ünes) for radar and the number 
of stations recording precipitation. Estimates from raingauges omitting the most 
important Station are also given (crosses). 
a) 13 November 1987, füll domain (36 raingauges) 
b) 28 May 1989, fuü domain (36) 
c) .7 July 1991, westem part (11) 
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only 0.25kgm *̂ h result when the most important Station is omitted (at the same time ra
dar estimates 1.5kgm *̂ h "^). These dramatic discrepancies in hourly precipitation rates ß-
nally accumulate to completely different daily sums of more than 13kgm against less 
than 4kgm'2 of area average precipitation. The increasing number of stahons recording 
light rain towards the end of the day is indicahve of the stratiform character of the precip
itahon. 

A very similar picture emerges for the convechve event over the westem part of Swit
zerland on 7 July 1991 already described in sechon 3.4. The eventual importance of one 
single surface staüon is apparent at 16UTC (Pig. 3-13c) where one Station records the same 
precipitahon amount as the ten remaining staüons altogether (5 with and 5 without rain). 
Maximum precipitahon rates between radar and ANETZ differ by a factor of two (16UTC) 
resulting in accumuiated amoünts of 26kgm and lOkgmrespecüvely. Again all 11 sta
üons receive precipitaüon at the end of the convective episode. 

The methodological considerations in the previous subsechon have suggested that ra
dar wouid tend to underestimate precipitation in comparison with raingauges. As evaiuated 
by Galli and Joss (1983), Joss and Kappenberger (1984) or Galli and Joss (1989) this is cer
tainly true for "point intercomparison" at the locahon of the surface stahons and for rainfall 
amoünts accumuiated over longer time ranges (sample of storms, seasons, years). Exami-
nahön of Single precipitation events and area averages can obviously result in a different 
picture. 

From the present experiences it is concluded that, with respect to precipitaüon, 
1. ) in purely convechve situations the raingauge network can suffer from a distinct sam

pling probiem, and therefore 
2. ) basing model forecast verißcation exclusively on a surface network can be very mis

ieading. 
3.5.3 Simulated versus observed precipitahon 

Time traces and sums of area average precipitation simulated by HM8/VA for 
15 May 1988 look reasonable compared to radar eshmates for the large verißcation area 
(Fig. 3-14a). In this convective Situation surface stahons again start to record non-negligi-
ble rain only a few hours after radar detects the onset of a major rain event ANETZ "sees" 
only half the amount of precipitahon within the ßrst 9 hours. The coarser model EM3 fol
lows more the ANETZ hme hace but underestimates rain even with respect to the surface 
network. The good result of the HM8 mn is somewhat queshoned when the westem and 
eastem part of the verißcation domain are separately considered. In the westem part of the 
country (Fig. 3-14b) HM8 and EM3 clearly underestimate precipitaüon with respect to ra
dar. The situaüon at 12UTC as observed and predicted by HM8/VA is given in Fig. 3- 15a/c 
respecüvely. In contrast to the former EU4/VA mn (cf. Fig. 3-8b) HM8/VA does not suc
ceed in deveioping orographically forced convection over the Jura mountains. In the east
erly verißcation domain a few intensively raining grid points produce more area average 
precipitahon than radar observahons (Fig. 3-14c and Fig. 3-15c). At 16UTC wide-spread 
convechve achvity is Observed over westem Switzerland (Fig. 3-15b). HM8 süll has some 
few raining grid points giving less than radar and raingauge observahons. In the eastern 
part of the country a group of heavily raining grid points produces about the same amount 
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Fig. 3-14:HourIy (left panels, kgm'̂ ĥ ) ahd accumuiated (right panels, kgm "̂ ) area 
average precipitation amoünts Rom radar (squares) and raingauges (aster-
isks) for 15 May 1988. Model simulated values are solid (HM8/VA). and 
dashed (EM3/VA). Bold (thin) lines give total (convective) precipitation 
for the a) füll verification domain, b) westem part, c) eastem part. 

of precipitation as observed by radar. Nonetheless the time trace of model precipitation 
does not correspond to the evoluhon indicated by radar (Fig. 3-14c). 

In summary for 15 May 1988, a fair agreement between HM8/VA ahd radar observa
hons for area average precipitaüon of the whoie verihcahon domain is found. For the west
em part of the domain the model does not simulate the real Situation properly. Nevertheless 
the hme hace of average precipitahon follows the ANETZ curve quite closely. In the east-
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Fig. 3-15:Radar observed a), b) and HM8/VA simulated c), d) instantaneous total 
precipitation rates for 13 May i988 12UTC a), c) and 16UTC b), d). Model 
run starts from OOUTC. The verification area is outlined. 

em part the model predicts a development of convection which is stronger than that ob
served. Underestimahon in the westem part and overestimation in the eastern part combine 
to a fairly good overall result. This is an indieation that quantitative verihcahon results at 
smaller-scales can cmcially depend on configuration. 

A realistic picture of the onset of convechon by radiative foreing over orography was 
simulated by EU4/VA (Fig. 3-8b). HM8/VA did not produce the same result (Fig. 3-15c) 
although HM8 was brought back as far as possible to the former EUM version: - the deep-
convection reference proßle was exactly the same as in EUM, - the correction term for qua-
si-horizontal diffusiön of heat and moisture was eliminated and - diffusiön coefßcients 
were calculated according to the former EUM version. Since the step from EUM to EM 
was accompanied by a major change of the host Computer system many features of the old 
model version were not migrated and therefore a whoie series of differences between the 
two model Systems was impossible to be eliminated. Thus a hace back to ßgure out the ul-
timate cause for the differing results ofthe EU4/VA and the HM8/VA runs can not be car
ried out. However, the most probable explanahon is the following: From inspection of the 
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eloud water content of the model atmosphere it is recognized that in the HM8/VA case 
much more clouds existed in the Alpine region during the ßrst 12 hours of integrahon than 
in the EU4/VA case. In the very moist atmosphere present in this particular weather Situa
tion the presence or absenee of clouds can depend on slight variations of the moisture ßeld, 
but it has a signißcant impact on radiative foreing at the ground. Differences between the 
moisture ßelds can conceivably be attributed to the following changed characteristics of the 
two model conßgurations: Forecasts of limited area models are well known to be sensitive 
to the horizontal dimensions of the integrahon domain and to the speeißcation of the 
boundary conditions. In fact, both these factors, the integrahon area (Fig. 3-2) and the 
boundary conditions were different in the two experiments. At the lateral boundaries EU4 
was governed by analyses of the T106 model at six-hourly intervais. In contrast, boundary 
conditions for the HM8 run were given by forecasts of a EM3/EH Simulation and were pro
vided once per hour (Table 3-4). Initial and boundary conditions were established by two 
versions of the interpolation programme (cf. subsection 3.2.3). In the EU4 case the lateral 
boundaries were much closer to the area of interest and, very importantly, the boundary 
scheme did only allow for the relaxahon of water vapoMr but not of c/oMg* water. In contrast, 
the integration domain of the HM8 run was much larger and cloud water produced by the 
steering EM3 model was able to penetrate through the lateral boundaries. In particular, in 
the HM8 Simulation there was no permanent spin-up of cloud water in the vicinity of the 
area of interest due to close lateral boundaries as in EU4. Thus it appears likely that the at
mosphere was moister and that more clouds existed in the HM8 case. Taking into account 
that the new radiahon scheme used in EM/HM is more sensitive to the presence of clouds, 
it is therefore concluded, that radiative foreing at the ground was stronger in the EU4 case 
and consequently more convechon was initiated. Further non-removable differences be
tween the old and the new model version which can inßuence the atmospheric moisture 
ßeld directly or indirectly concern the treatment of surface evaporation and the speeißca
tion of soil moisture. Certainly the changed orography has also an impact on the mesoscale 
structure of the moisture ßelds. 

EM3/MX and HM8/MX runs of 26 June 1991 predict 24 h accumuiated precipitation 
amoünts for the Swiss verihcahon area which are in exceiient agreement with estimates 
from radar and raingauge observations. Looking at the time Variation of precipitation, it is 
recognized (Fig. 3-16a), that observed rain feil essentially during the passage of the front. 
HM8 simulated a peak rate slightly late and less intense. EM3 had even a larger phase shift. 
In contrast to nature model precipitahon did not completely cease after the passage of the 
front, but there was some follow-up convechve aetiyity behind the front (note the large por
tion of convechve rain after the main peak). In the westem part (Fig. 3-16b) radar and rain
gauge peak rates agree very well, whilst model peak rates are much too weak. In the eastern 
part, on the conhary, model peak rates are similar to the ones observed, with a smail time 
lag. Fig. 3-17a/c/e show the front as observed at 14UTC and as simulated by HM8 and 
EM3. In both models post-frontal "echoes" appear west of the Jura. They did not signiß
cantly move in the sequel. The front in HM8 shows the typical pätchy structure. The model 
atmosphere was not as much stabilized by the passage of the front as in nature, since sec
ondary maxima of convechve activity appeared over the Alps in the evening (Fig. 3-17d 
and f). Only light, ceasing precipitation was observed by radar at that hme (Fig. 3-17b). 
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Pig. 3-16:Hourly (left panels, kgm^) and accumuiated (right panels, kgm "̂ ) area 

average precipitation amoünts from radar (squares) and raingauges (aster-
isks) fbr 26 June 1991. Model simulated values are solid (HM8/MX) and 
dashed (EM3/MX). Bold (thin) ünes give total (convechve) precipitaüon 
for the a) fuü verihcahon domain, b) westem part, c) eastem part. 

This last example exhibits a number of unusual features at once: - agreement be
tween radar and ANETZ is remarkable, - for the eastem verihcahon domain raingauge 
peak rates as weü as accumuiated amoünts (Table 3-7) are larger than radar estimates, -
HM8 and EM3 produce quite the same precipitation amoünts änd - peak rates of precipi
tation in EM3 are not weaker than in HM8. The example also demonstrates that the evolu
tion of precipitation events is an important aspect for verihcahon. 
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Fig. 3-17:Observed and simulated instantaneous total precipitation rates fbr 26 June 1991 
a) radar atl4UTC, b) radar at 21 UTC 
c) HM8 at 14UTC (+14h) d) HM8 at 21 UTC (+21 h) 
e) EM3 at 15UTC (+27h) f) EM3 at 21 UTC (+33h) 
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This more illustrative section on quantitative comparison of simulated and observed 
precipitation has revealed some important aspects of verification of high-resolution mod
els, in particular of precipitation forecasts: 
1. ) It is important to use information from as many independent sources as possible. Ra

dar and raingauge measurements are complementary and, in combination, can enable 
a fairer judgement of the model than one of these sources alone. 

2. ) Increased temporal resoiution of observational data (e.g. hourly data) allows for clos
er examination of model simulated Systems. 

3. ) Comparison of observed and simulated horizontal patterns and their evolution in time 
provide valuable information. 

4. ) At high resoiution verihcahon results become more dependent on more or less arbi
trary conditions such as the inclusion of a certain grid point into the verificahon area. 
Higher resoiution in space and hme render model verificahon more rigorous. 

3.6 Discussion 
3.6.1 Increasing precipitation amoünts with increasing horizontal resoluhon 

In common with other inveshgahons (Zhang et al., 1988; Bougeault and Geleyn, 
1989; Kristjänsson, 1991) a striking result of the mesh width experiments is the increase of 
area average precipitahon with increasing horizontal resoluhon. This increase is mainiy 
due to intensified grid-scale precipitation, whilst the convective porhon is nearly unaffect-
ed. Adaphng the convechve adjustment time scale does not account for the füll mcrease öf 
total precipitahon. There is aiways an intensiheahon of grid-scale rain (cf. Pig. 3-4). In par
allel, stronger upward velocihes are found (Zhang et al., 1988; Binder and Wacker, 1990). 
Following a recent theoretical development of Doms (1991) the grid-scale precipitation 
rate in the steady State is direcüy proportional to the dynamical foreing and independent of 
the detaüs of cloud physics parameterization. Doms (1991) considers a simplißed equaüon 
for cloud water (%) 

^' = -c?c+/, (3-9) 

where c represents the source and sink processes for cloud water (nucleation, autocönver
sion, riming, etc.) and/is the total dynamical foreing including grid-scale condensahon. 
Deßning precipitaüon (P,) by 

^ = "7c (3-10) 

assuming linear processes in c and searching for the analytical soluüon in the steady State 
yields 

= /Ap, (3-11) 
where Ap is the depth of the layer considered. In hydrostatic models verticai veiocity is di
rectly coupled to the horizontal divergence ßeld, which has more smaü-scale shuctures and 
larger amplitudes on a ßner grid. Thus verticai moisture transport can signißcanüy contrib-
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Fig. 3-18:Time trace of domain average squared verticai veiocity (upward motion 
only) at about 550hPa. EUM/VAruns for 15 May 1988 00ÜTC with a hor
izontal mesh of 64km (solid), 32km (short dashed), 16km (long dashed) 
and 16km with adapted convective adjustment time t=0.5h (dashed-dot-
ted). Arbitrary units on the verücal axis. 

ute to dynamical foreing and, in the limit, precipitation can become directly proportional 
to upward motion in saturated conditions. 

A measure of domain averages of verticai veiocity for the MAY88/EUM/VA exper
iment series is piotted in Fig. 3-18. In correspondence with the precipitahon hace of 
Fig. 3-14a verticai veiocity grows most signißcantly around noon and decays after 18 UTC. 
The 64 km model starts later, has substantially lower amplitudes ahd produces distinctly 
less rainfall. The 32 km model version produces an intermediate.solütion. 
3.6.2 On the need for cumulus parameterization in mesoscale models 

A second ubiquitous probiem, conhibuting considerably to excessive rainfall rates, 
are the so-called grid point storms which have also been identißed by many investigators 
of high-resoluhon models (Molinari and Dudek, 1986 (Ax=0.5°); Kalb, 1987 (Ax=70km); 
Zhang et al., 1988 (Ax=25km,12.5km); Bougeault and Geleyn, 1989 (Ax=40km); and oth
ers). At a single grid point upward motion becomes unreahstically shong and grid-scale 
precipitahon is very intense. This phenomenon can last for several hours with adjacent grid 
points remaining inconspieuous. 

In a careful account Zhang et al. (1988) explain the grid point storms to be a OISK-
like instabihty. As recognized by Kasahara (1961) the phenomenon is due to a physicai in
stability entirely related to the grid-resolvable latent heat release. If local instabilihes are 
generated, e.g. by transport of air with high equivalent potenhal temperature or by the day-
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time development of the planetary boundary layer, and if mechanisms to release these in-
stabiRties are absent or ineffechve, once the verticai column is saturated the shörtest 
resolvable-scale waves start to grow exponentially. Once resolvable-scale latent heat re
lease is initiated a mesocyclone tends to develop and then a positive feedback cycle with 
low-level moisture convergence is established. The term CISK-like is used because the 
original formuiation of CISK implies a feedback with parameterized rather than grid-re-
solved latent heat release. 

From a conceptuai point of view there exist several arguments against the use of cu
mulus parameterization schemes in mesoscale models (here "mesoscale" has to be under-
stood as grid spacings between 10 and 50km (Molinari ahd Dudek, 1992)): A fundamental 
requirement for the parameterizabiRty ofa physicai process is the existence ofa clear scale 
Separation in space and time between the phenomena which are expRcitly resolved on the 
grid and those to be parameterized. As the mesh size decreases in mesoscale models both 
the temporal and spatial scale of the grid-scale motions and the convection being parame
terized become less well separated. An additional difhculty exists in estabiishing appropri
ate closure assumptions, since there are no observahons available representative for that 
scale (Arakawa and Chen, 1987). Therefore key aspects of the parameterization remain on 
a rather ad hoc basis due to the lack of observational evidence. Finally, in certain condi
tions, nameiy weak rotational constraints (Frank, 1983), convechve achvity may no longer 
be controlled by grid-scale foreing, a key assumption in convechve parameterization, 

Explicit mesoscale model simulations (i.e. without cumulus parameterization) have 
been successful in certain case studies. Closer examination of these experiments reveals 
(Molinari and Dudek, 1992), that the success can, at least partly, be athibuted to particular 
circumstances of the respective simulations, e.g. high initial relative humidity, strong grid-
scale foreing or inclusion of stability dependent verticai diffusiön. There is a series of ex
amples, where the explicit model version provided significantly poorer results than the im-
pRcit one including cumulus parameterizahon (e.g. Molinari and Dudek, 1986; Kalb, 1987; 
Zhang et al., 1988; Cram et al., 1992a; EUM experiments). Situations with strong grid-
scale foreing and relatively weak conditional instabiRty are more favourable for simulahon 
by the explicit approach than situahons where either or both of these conditions are not ful-
hlled. 

There exist also several arguments in fayour of the parameterizahon of cumulus con
vection in mesoscale modeis. In nature, convechve precipitahon starts before an atmo
spheric volume corresponding to the grid eiement of any mesoscale model is saturated and 
thus a net heat source exists in that column. In addition remarkable verticai eddy transports 
of heat, moisture and other quantities take place. An explicit simulahon, unable to account 
for subgrid-scale processes, will suffer from an erroneous delay in precipitahon onset and 
miss the corresponding modißcation of the atmospheric thermodynamic structure. Further
more cumulus parameterizahon schemes are intended to remove instabiRty before grid-
scale satüration is reached. Conditional instability of saturated model columns results in 
unstable growth of the verticai circulation, as described above. With the expRcit approach 
mis Situation appears to be inevitable, whereas by means of cumulus parameterization there 
is some hope to control it, at least to a helpful extent. 
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Primariiy based on experimentai evidence, there appears to be general agreement that 
cumulus parameterization must be included in mesoscale models down to horizontal mesh-
es of 10km or even smaller, although grid point storms are not aiways satisfactorily con
trolled. Cram et al. (1992b) even demonstrated the importance of a cumulus 
parameterization scheme for a successful Simulation of a squali line by a HöM-AyJroy?<2?!c 
model with a grid spacing of 5km! Several ways of improving parameterized convection 
have been proposed. Inclusion of prognoshc equahons for liquid and solid cloud and pre
cipitahon variables into the grid-scale prognoshc system seems to be essenhal. Cumulus 
parameterizahon should then account for the following processes (e.g. Zhang and Fritsch, 
1988a; Zhang et al., 1988): 
1. ) Parameterizahon of convechve downdrafts helps to stabilize the boundary layer and 

can help to organize convective Systems. 
2. ) Evaporation of rainfall cools dry boundary layers (important in dry environments). 
3. ) Liquid water loading reduces the buoyancy of air parcels (important in moist envi^ 

ronments). 
4. ) Melüng of frozen particles consümes sensible heat ahd modißes the verticai stability 

structure (Cohen and Frank, 1989; Binder, 1990), 
Molinari and Dudek (1992) recommend the development of the so-called "hybrid" 

approach. Such a scheme (e.g. Frank and Cohen, 1987) is characterized by the inclusion of 
cloud and precipitahon microphysics in the cumulus parameterization and the presence of 
convechve source terms in the corresponding grid-scale prognostic equahons. Unlike tra
ditional cumulus parameterization schemes, once convechve sources of condensate are de
termined, a fraction of this condensate is added to the grid-scale cloud and precipitahon 
particle equahons and thus a direct communication is established between parameterized 
and resolved processes, This concept offers the potential to simulate the mesoscale Organ
ization of major convechve Systems, since only the convective components need to be pa
rameterized and the mesoscaie components are resolved on the grid. It simulates particle 
dehainment which is a key mechanism for the development of the straüform component 
fairly realistic. However, also the hybrid approach has the difhculty of choosing a closure 
assumption. Furthermore the possibility that convechve clouds tend to grow direcüy on the 
grid scale (i.e. the existence of saturated condiüonally unstable grid columns) with increas-
mg resoiution is not eliminated by this concept. 

An altemaüve strategy towards improved mesoscale simulations is the development 
of cumulus parameterizahon schemes with prognostic equations for convective-scale 
quantities, such as cioud convective mass hux for instance (Bougeault and Geleyn, 1989; 
Chen and Bougeault, 1992 (personal communication)). Such a scheme wouid enable the 
Simulation of a proper Iife cycle of the subgrid-scale convechve clouds. 
3.6.3 Synthesis 

Relations between horizontal resoluhon and convechve parameterization oh one 
hand and characterisücs of simulated precipitahon on the other hand emergingfrom exper-
imentahon with EUM and EM and other invesügators are sketched in Fig. 3-19. Increased 
horizontal resoluhon allows for intensified verücal circulation due to larger amphtude hne-
scale divergence helds which might be caused by more structured extemal foreing (orogra-
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Pig. 3-19:Relations of horizontal resoiution and cumulus para
meterization to precipitation characteristics. 

phy). Giorgi (1991) noted that grid point storms äppeared most frequently over mountain
ous terrain. Enhanced verticai moisture transport produces more Condensation, clöud water 
and in turn precipitaüon. In conditionally unstable situations the cumulus parameterizaüon 
scheme acts as an alert system and Starts to remove instability and moisture before grid-
scale satüration is reached. If the scheme works efhcienüy, it can prohibit or considerably 
delay and reduce the development of grid point storms. An indieation of the influence of 
the parameterizaüon scheme on grid point storm activity can also be seen in Pig. 3-18: The 
16km ruh using an adjustment time scale of 0.5 h reduces verticai veiocity peaks signih-
cantly in comparison with the 3h adjustment hme step. The presence of grid point storms 
determines the spatial distribuhon of precipitation as well as the evoiution of precipitaüon 
type parüüoning. 

Precipitaüon type parüüoning in space and time is indicaüve of the model's ability 
to cope with convechve situahons. The results in this chapter suggest that EUM and EM 
did not manage grid point storm activity saüsfactorily. Thus convechve parameterization 
needs to be improved. On the other hand simulaüons presented in the literature exhibit sim
ilar features. 
3.6.4 Final remarks 

In section 3.4 item b.) we found an extreme sensiüvity of the HM8 simulahon to the 
speeiheahon ofthe deep-convection reference profilein the convechve adjustment scheme. 
Completely different Systems deveioped in different locations (Fig. 3-10). Bougeault and 
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Geleyn (1989) also noticed increasing differences between model runs with different cu
mulus parameterizations with increasing horizontal resoluhon. In fact this is the conhary 
of whät should be expeeted. The ßner the grid, the less differences between convechve pa
rameterizaüon schemes should become apparent, since more features of the convechve 
system can be resolved by the grid-scale circulahons. Since this is not the case, the validity 
of the traditional concepts of cumulus parameterizahon and of the closure assumptions for 
the horizontal scales considered has to be queshoned. 

There remains a comment to be made about the similar horizontal patterns and am
plitudes of convechve and grid-scale precipitation in the EUM experiment using a 1-di
mensional cloud model with moisture convergence closure to parameterize convection 
(KUO). In this case the convective precipitation microphysics are with some minor simpli
Rcations formulated the same way as the grid-scale precipitation-forming processes. This 
is in contrast to the adjustment scheme which essentially removes supersaturaüon at upper 
levels and allows for evaporaüon in unsaturated layers, but has no cloud physics. In piaces 
where grid point storms form, strong moisture convergence is present, the model atmo
sphere becomes saturated on the grid-scale and its verücal thermodynamic structure does 
probably not differ very much from the cloud sounding construeted by the convechon 
scheme. Therefore the grid-scale precipitahon scheme änd the convechve cloud model 
have the same basic State to produce precipitaüon. In addition, since the atmosphere is sat
urated in these locations, the moisture convergence closure maximizes the humidity avail
able for cloud formation and in turn convechve precipitaüon. It is thus conceivable that 
both types of precipitaüon reach about the same intensity. 

3.7 Conclusions 
The principal purpose of this chapter has been to explore the inßuence of increased 

horizontal resoiution and detäils of the parameterization scheme of convection on the char
acteristics of simulated precipitahon. The starting point have been two NWP model ver̂  
sions with grid spacings of about 60km which were gradually reduced to one half and one 
quarter of the original value. The convechve adjustment philosophy was used to parame
terize cumulus convection at all scales. Simulated precipitaüon features have been com
pared to two complementary types of observahons, nameiy weather radar data and surface 
raingauge data. Weather situahons with convective activity have been investigated. The 
main ßndings are as follows: 
1.) The meso-ß-scale models exhibit a potential för more detailed precipitation forecast 

in space and time. More realistioally represented extemal foreing (e.g. orography) in
ducing and allowing for the development of ßner-scale structures of atmospheric 
ßelds important for precipitation Simulation (stability, divergence) contribute to this 
success. 

2 .) Precipitation increases with increasing horizontal resoiution mainiy due to enhanced 
grid-scale precipitaüon, which in turn is a consequence of intensißed grid-scale cir
culation onthe ßner grid. 

3.) Precipitahon tends to start earlier in high-resolution models. 
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4. ) Sensitivity of precipitation Simulation to detäils in the cumulus parameterization 
scheme, nameiy the deep-convection reference proßle in the present case, is very 
pronounced in high-resolution models. 

5. ) Grid point storm activity increases with enhanced horizontal resoiution. As a conse
quence grid-scale precipitation becomes quantitatively more important than convec
tive precipitahon. A parameterization scheme for cumulus convection is 
indispensable to control these instabilities in hydrostatic models down to mesh sizes 
of the order of 10 km, 

6. ) Observational data from the two sources radar and raingauge do not necessarily pro
vide agreeing quanütative estimates of area average precipitation amoünts. This has 
a serious impact for model verißcation. Whenever possible both types of observa
tional data should be used in order to allow for a fair judgement of model results. 

7. ) Comparison of time traces of observed and simulated precipitahon estimates is as im
portant as examination of accumuiated amoünts. Mödel simulations can accumulate 
precipitahon quantities similar to those observed although the time Variation of the 
rainfall event ean be completely different. 

8. ) Area average precipitaüon measures do not provide a picture of the horizontal shuc
tures producing them. Models usually simulate much narrower and more intense pre
cipitaüon signatures than those observed. 

9. ) Partitioned simulated precipitahon ßelds give a good impression of grid point storm 
achvity in the model. In general precipitahon type parüüoning is an important aspect 
of the model's behaviour. 
In summary, consideration of various aspects of simulated precipitaüon signatures is 

important to gain insight into model behaviour. For verihcahon purposes different sources 
of observational data should be taken into account. 
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4 Diagnosing phy sicai tendencies in a numerical weather prediction model 
4.1 Introduction 

The evolution of the idealized atmosphere in a NWP model is govemed in a complex 
way by all explicitly formulated and parameterized, mutually interacting, physicai process
es represented by the model. To evaluate the model's ability to adequately represent phys
icai processes of the real atmosphere, to quantify the inßuence and relative importance of 
every contribution made by single schemes and to gain insight into the internal interactions 
taking place, powerful diagnostic tools are needed. Such tools can help to detect systematic 
errors of an entire NWP model system or can help to investigate a single (parameterized) 
process in depth, 

lh agreement with the ßndings of the previous chapter, it has been recognized that 
there is a pronounced sensitivity of model simulations to the type of the cumulus parame
terizahon scheme selected, at least for certain weather situahons. On the one hand this de
pendency has been found for the choice of the parameterizahon scheme as a whoie (e.g. 
Krishnamurti et al., 1980; 1983; Puri and Miller, 1990). A shiking example is given by 
Heckley et al. (1987): The simulahon of hurricane Elena (28.8.-4.9.1985 in the Gulf öf 
Mexico) by ECMWF's T106 model using the operational Kuo scheme and the Betts-Miller 
adjustment scheme produced two completely different tracks of the tropical cyclone. One 
traek compared favourably with the analysed positions whilst the other one did not at all. 
On the other hahd model simulahon results can also depend on some detäils of a given con
vechve parameterizahon scheme (e.g. Molinari and Corsetti, 1985; Zhang and Fritsch, 
1988a; Grelletal., 1991). 

In the same way as cumulus convechon piays a crucial role in nature, sö does its rep
resentation in NWP models influence the development of the model atmosphere. Deßcien-
cies of this representation have probably a disproportionate impact due to the pronounced 
sensiüvity of the model to these processes. Therefore, it is important to gain a sound un
derstanding of convection in nature on the one hand and to understand how cumulus para
meterizahon schemes Internet with other processes in numerical models and what their 
specißc contribution tö the development of the model atmosphere is on the other hand. 
Both the observational and the modelling point of view necessitate appropriate methodol-
ogies and diagnosüc tools to meet these demands. 

In this chapter a general package for comprehensive diagnostics of the füll prognoshc 
thermodynamic and moisture equahons of a NWP model, nameiy of the Europa Modell 
(EM) of the Deutscher Wetterdienst (Majewski, 1991), is deveioped, Results for a selecüon 
of convecüve weather events will be presented, with special emphasis on the dependency 
of subgrid-scale (parameterized convecüon) and grid-scale (microphysics and condensa-
üon) foreing on the stage of development of the precipitation system, on horizontal resolu
hon and on detäils of the parameterizahon of convechon (deep-convection reference 
proßle and adjustment time scale). 

In the next section methods to diagnose the impact of convective Systems on their en
vironment are brießy reviewed. First the appropriate formalism for heat and moisture 
budgets is inhoduced, then pertinent results from observational studies äre reported, ßnally 
different possibilities of diagnosing convechon within the context of a NWP model are out-
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lined. In the third sechon the general form of heat and moisture budgets is carefully related 
to the prognoshc thermodynamic and moisture equahons of a complete NWP model. Spe
cial reference is then made to EM in order to elaborate a diagnostic tool för physicai ten
dencies in this model. Case studies of convechve weather events simulated by various 
conßgurations of EM are presented in section 4.4, The main ßndings of the chapter are 
summarized in the ßnal sechon. 

4.2 Diagnosing the physics of convection 
4.2.1 Heat and moisture budgets 

Heat and moisture budgets are most commoniy formulated in terms of the so-called 
apparent heat source (Qi) and apparent moisture sink (Q̂ ) (Yanai et al., 1973). Qi and 62 
are formaliy deßned by Eq. (4-1) and Eq. (4-2). Here, as elsewhere, y=Cp7+gz is the dry 
static energy, Cp the specißc heat of air ät constant pressure, 7/ the temperature, g the accel
eration of gravity, z the height, v the horizontal Veiocity, V the horizontal gradient Operator, 
cu the verticai p-velocity, p the pressure, Ly the latent heat of vaporization and #y the spe
cißc water vapour content, c is the net condensation of water vapour and is the heating 
by radiaüon. 

e< ;=# =̂  +̂*v̂  =-v-̂  -̂ (̂ )+L̂ +eR(4-D 

These deßnitions are based on the conservation of dry staüc energy (y) under dry ad
iabätic processes and moisture conservation expressed in terms of specißc water vapour 
content (#y). In addition, atmospheric variables are split into a (large-scale) horizontal av
erage part (denoted by an overbar) and a portion representing deviaüons therefrom (denot-
ed by a prime), i.e. \]/ = ijr + v'. 

Eq. (4-1) shows that the apparent heat source (Qi) of the large-scale motion system 
consists of horizontal convergence of horizontal eddy hansports, verticai convergence of 
verticai eddy hansports, latent heating by net cpndensahon (i.e. including evaporahon of 
cloüd water) and heahng due to radiation. The apparent moisture sink (62) is given by hor
izontal convergence of horizontal turbulent hansports, verticai convergence of verticai tur
bulent hansports and net condensahon. Often the horizontal eddy terms are neglected. 

Summahon of Eq. (4-2) and Eq. (4-1) yields an expression for moist Stahe energy 
%p=Cp?+Ly#y+gz which is approximately conserved under moist adiabätic processes: 

^1-62 = ^ + ^ * V ^ +"^p =-V*^p -^(M"Fp) +QR (4-3) 

Moving Qu tö the left hand side of the equaüon and neglechng horizontal turbulent 
hansports, only the verticai ßux convergence of moist staüc energy remains on the right 
hand side. Thus verücal turbulent transport co'A'p of moist Stahe energy can be considered 
as a measure of convective achvity. Ah important point is that in Eq. (4-3) condensahon no 
longer appears. 
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Vertical integration of Eqs. (4-1) and (4-2) from the earth surface (po) to some pres
sure level p-p where verticai veiocity and verticai turbulent fluxes are assumed to be zero 
yields 

Po Po Po 
^j*<2i%> = ^ ( g ^ ' V ^ P = L ^ o + ^ + i j e R # (4-4) 
PT Pl PT 

Po _^ Po 
1 J = J + ̂ * ^ ̂ J) ̂  = Ly (Po - Ro) (4-5) 
PT PT 

where Po is the total precipitation (the verticai integral over c), ̂o and EQ are the supply of 
sensible heat from the earth surface and evaporation from the earth surface respechvely. 
From these expression it can be seen that precipitaüon amoünts can be determined as re
siduals from the budgets, if some estimates of radiation and surface heat and moisture flux
es are available. 
4.2.2 The observaüonal point of view 

The above budget formalism has been used extensively to investigate the effect of cu
mulus activity on its larger-scale environment. Observed estimates of the horizontal and 
verticai advection of thermodynamical and moisture qUanüües in combination with corre-
sponding local time tendencies can be used to evaluate the left hand side of Eqs. (4-1) 
and (4-2) in order to obtain verticai proßles of the apparent heat source and moisture sink 
(Reed and Recker, 1971; Yanai et al., 1973; Johnson, 1976; Thompson et al., 1979; and oth
ers). Most often upper air data from a sounding staüon network is used for this purpose and 
large-scale verticai moüon is evaiuated by some kinematic method. If it is assumed that the 
terms on the right hand side of Eqs. (4-1) and (4-2) are primariiy due to the cumulus activ
ity, theh verticai proßles of cloud mass ßuxes, verticai hansports and condensaüonal heat
ing can be diagnosed if a hypothetical cloud model is imposed (e.g,, Yanai et al., 1973; 
Ogura and Cho, 1973; Houze et al., 1980). From Qi, 62 and estimates of diabatic heahng 
by radiaüon, of surface sensible heat ßux and of surface evaporation the precipitahon from 
a verticai column can be diagnosed as a residual (Thompson et al., 1979; Pedigo and Vin
cent, 1990; Vincent et al., 1991). In fact two independent residuals can be calculated from 
the heat and moisture budgets (Eqs. (4-4) and (4-5)). Vincent et al. (1991) use a large data
set of global ECMWF analyses to compile a precipitation climatology of the tropical belt. 
Such precipitation ßelds can conshtute a valuable complement to satellite eshmates and the 
sparse surface observations in these regions. Shay-el and Alpert (1991) compute heat and 
moisture budgets äs residuals from initialized ECMWF analyses to diagnose diabatic heat
ing and net condensation rates over the Mediterranean and surrounding area. 

The Organization of tropical cloud Clusters, squall-type and non-squall-type, into iso
lated deep precipitating convecüve cells and wide-spread cloud shields with shatiform rain 
has well been documented in the GATE experiment (see review by Houze and Betts, 1981). 
The convective-scale cumulus towers contain non-hydrostatic buoyant updrafts aud nega-
tively buoyant downdrafts and produce heavy rainfall. The mesoscale up- and downdrafts 
of the shahform region are wide-spread, genüe and hydrostaüc, produce lighter but wide-
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spread precipitation and, in contrast to the convective updrafts which root in the boundary 
layer, are fed by mid-level convergence. Therefore, these two components make distmct 
contributions to the large-scale heat and moisture budget. 

A set of equahons for a spectral populahon of model ciouds that have both convec
hve and mesoscale verhcal circulahons was inhoduced by Houze et al. (1980) to diagnose 
the relative contributions of the various scales of up- and downdrafts to the large-scale ver
ticai motion. In addition to the synoptic approach which uses radiosonde data to specify the 
left hand side of the heat and moisture budget equations, characteristics of precipitation 
pattems derived from weather radar and raingauge data are used as input to these equahons 
in order to diagnose the mass transport spectrum, bulk mass and heat ßuxes and the heat 
budget of the cloud ensembie. The radar approach constitutes an independent observational 
evaluation of the budgets. The sensitivity of the Houze et al. (1980) cloud populahon model 
to various parameters has been examined in a series of follow-up studies. The mass and 
heat ßuxes associated with the convective-scale drafts are most sensihve to the dehnihon 
of the cloud size - entrainment rate relahonship assumed and the thermodynamic condi
tions at the updraft base (Cheng and Houze, 1980). The inclusion of mesoscale verticai air 
mohon significantly influences the massßux characteristics of the entire System: The cloud 
ensembie mass hux at low levels is reduced in the presence of a mesoscale downdraft 
(Leary and Houze, 1980). Total mass fluxes are more dependent on the inclusion of meso
scale circulahons than heat fluxes (Houze and Cheng, 1981). Oamache and Houze (1982) 
deßnitively confirmed the existence of the mesoscaie updraft in which about 25% to 40% 
of the condensate of the anvil cloud is produced by condensahon. Horizontal transfer of 
condensate from the convective region accounts for the remaining 60% to 75%. Compos-
ited ßelds of wind, verticai mohon and humidity and the use of radar and sateüite Informa
tion estabüshed this water budget for the convechve and stratiform regions from 
observahons (Gamache and Houze, 1983). An important component of this budget is the 1 
transfer of iee particles detrained or left aloft by the deep convective towers to the strah-
form cloud where they grow through deposition of water vapour Condensed in the meso
scale updraft (seeder-feeder mechanism between convechve and mesoscale components). 

Houze (1982) designed a conceptuai model which splits the n'g/:r hand side of the 
heat budget equation into terms associated with convechve and mesoscale updraft conden
sahon and downdraft evaporahon, heat fluxes by convechve and mesoscale up- and down
drafts, melhng of precipitaüon parücles in the anvü region and radiaüon. Eshmates of these 
terms are made by use of simple models for the drafts and hence verücal proßles of the con-
tribuüons of the convechve and mesoscale components of the cloud Clusters to the heat 
budget are derived. It turns out that heating is determined primarüy by the condensahon 
and evaporahon associated with the verhcal air motions in both regions. The Organization 
into a convechve and a shähform region has been found for a variety of mesoscale convec
tive Systems in tropical oceanic, tropical continental, subtropical oceanic and mid-latitude 
continental environments (Houze, 1989). The degree of Organization reaches from the 
"elassical" leading line, hailing shaüform squaü üne to chaotic arrangements (Houze et al., 
1990). 

Using radiosonde data Johnson and Young (1983) conßrmed the verücal structure of 
the apparent heat source and apparent moisture sink of the mesoscale component of meso-
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scale convective complexes suggested by the conceptuai model of Houze (1982). Using the 
mesoscale prohles of Johnson and Young (1983) and assuming that 20% of total precipita
hon are falling from the mesoscale fegiön, Johnson (1984) partitioned the heat and mois
ture budgets of Yanai et al. (1973) into convechve-scale and mesoscale contributions. This 
method can be understood as parhhoning the left hand side of Eqs. (4-1) and (4-2) into two 
parts without uhhzing assumpüons related to a cloud model. Parhtioned heat and moisture 
budgets from radiosonde data have also been presented recently (Gallus and Johnson, 
1991; Johnson and Bresch, 1991). 

Provided appropriate data quahty, consistent and simultaneous derivaüon of the ther
modynamic (temperatüre and pressure) and microphysical variable ßelds (e.g., water va
pour, cloud water and rain water) is possible through variational analysis of the whoie set 
of the governing momentum, thermodynamic and microphysical equahons with the wind 
ßeld specißed by dual-Doppler radar observahons (Hauser et al., 1988). Giveh the fact that 
many squali line Systems are almost steady State transiation Systems three-dimensional 
thermodynamic and water substance ßelds can even be derived fröm single-Doppler radar 
measurements (Roux and Sun, 1990). These methods have been deveioped and reßned by 
studying squali lines observed during COPT81 over continental tropical Africa. Model de
rived radar reßechvity ßelds, low-level temperatüre pertürbahöns and surface rainfall com
pare favöurably with observahons. The retrieved detailed kinematic, thermodynamic and 
microphysical ßelds can then be used tö determine apparent heat source and apparent mois
ture sink of the entire system as well as contributions of the system's components, i.e. the 
convechye-scale Ieading üne änd the mesoscale hailing strahform region, and of the phys
icai processes like latent heat release by water phase changes and verticai eddy hansports 
(Chong and Hauser, 1990). 

In summary, the partitioning of mesoscale convechve Systems into convechve-scale 
^ and mesoscale components with distinct dynamical features has turned out to be essential 

for diagnostic studies. The formal framework of apparent heat source and apparent mois
ture sink provides a useful concept for diagnosing the effects of convechve achvity on its 
environment. Quantitative diagnoshcs have been derived from radiosonde data, aircraft 

. data, conventional and Doppler radar data. Conceptuai ideas about cloud ensembie models 
in combination with observed input data allow for the derivation of cumulus-scale and 
mesoscale verticai mass, heat and moisture hansports. 

The ßndings of these diagnostic studies have implicatiöhs for the cumulus parame
terizahon probiem. Since the mesoscale circulation contributes signißcantly to total rainfall 
of mesoscale convechve Systems, the porhon being dependent on the geographical region 
and the Iife history of the system, a cumulus parameterization scheme should in fact be able 
to properly determine the conhibütions to total heating from the cumulus-scale and the 
mesoscale components of the convechve system (Johnson, 1984). A consequence of the 
mesoscale circulation features is warming, i.e. > 0, due to the mesoscale downdraft in 
the lower troposphere in contrast to the negative apparent heat source, i.e. <2i <0, dominat
ed by hydrometeor melting and evaporahon. If the parameterization scheme does not cor-
rectiy represent heating rates, resulting temperature ßelds can be in error (Johnson, 1986). 
In parallel to the diagnostic models of Yanai et al. (1973) and Ogura and Cho (1973) eariy 
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parameterization schemes using spectral cloud ensembles tend to represent only convec
tive-scale clouds (Arakawa and Schubert, 1974). 
4.2.3 The context of numerical weather prediction 

In principal, there are three different ways of using observational data to test cumulus 
parameterization schemes: the purely diagnostic approach, the semi-prognostic and the ful-
ly prognostic approach. 

Variants of the purely diagnostic approach have beeh described in the previous sub
section. In a ßrst approach observahons are used to calculate the left hand side of Eqs. (4-1) 
and (4-2). Verticai proßles of warming and drying, of verticai eddy ßuxes, of condensahon 
ahd evaporahon rates can be deduced through the cumulus parameterizahon on the right 
hand side of the budget equahons from 8i and 62 together with estimates of the surface 
heat and moisture ßuxes and the heating rate due to radiation. Since temperature and mois
ture tendencies have already been used for the determination of 81 and 82* this procedure 
is not capable of verifying the prognoshc value of a parameterization scheme. Observations 
can also be used to determine the components of the parameterization scheme (verticai tur
bulent mass and heat ßuxes, condensation and evaporahon) as done by Houze (1982). 81 
and 62 are then the result of the evaluation of the parameterization scheme and can be com
pared to independent observations. 

In the semi-prognostic approach (Lord, 1982), advection terms, surface ßuxes and ra
diative heating deduced from observations are used to make a one-step forecast which pro
vides instantaneous values of 81 and 82. This approach does not use a NWP model 
explicitly and is therefore free from errors other than those ofthe parameterizahon scheme 
or observahons. In contrast to the purely diagnostic approach, here calculated and observed 
81 and 82 are not constrained to agree. The semi-prognoshc study does not march in hme 
and absolute Statements about the validity of the parameterizahon scheme are therefore not 
possibie. This method has extensively been used e.g. by Krishnamurti et al. (1980,1983), 
Lord (1982), Kuo and Anthes (1984b), Bougeault (1985), Grell et al. (1991), among others. 
It is notewörthy that the semi-prognostic method tends to exaggerate the deßciencies of ad
justment schemes, since the one-üme-step procedure gives only the initial adaptahon proc
ess. . ' 

Both the purely diagnostic and the semi-prognostic approach assume that convection 
is by far the most important source term on the right hand side of the budget equations. 

Por the fully prognoshc approach the cumulus parameterizahon scheme is used with
in the framework of a complete predichon model. Observahons are used to dehne an initial 
condihon. Precipitahon rates, heat and moisture budgets can then be derived at each model 
time step of the model integration. The perf omiance of the parameterizahon scheme is as
sessed by comparison of instantaneous or hme averaged values of precipitahon, heat and 
moisture budgets to observations. It is difßcult or even impossible to isolate errors caused 
by the convechve parameterizahon scheme from errors caused by other components of the 
model (parameterizahon schemes of other physicai processes, imhalizahon, numericai 
methods). It has to be bome in mind that the different parameterizaüon schemes also inter-
act. 
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The so-called single column test (Betts and Miller, 1986; Tiedtke, 1989) combines 
features of the semi-prognostic and the fuüy prognoshc approaches. In this case, adiabätic 
tendencies, surface heat and moisture Kuxes and radiative heating is speciRed as in the 
semi-prognostic tests, but the numerical model is integrated in time, i.e. the cumulus para
meterizahon scheme is allowed to modify the temperature and moisture Held through heat
ing and moistening. The examination of the evolution of the verhcal thermodynamic 
structure in the column ("model sounding") is of particular interest, sihce it reßects the hme 
averaged effect of heating and moistening. These proRies as well as model derived appar
ent heat source and moisture sink can be compared to observations. 

The essence of the diagnostic procedure inhoduced in the present study is to calculate 
the value of each individual term in the thermodynamic ahd moisture equation right after 
the prognoshc step, This aüows to determine elassical heat and moisture budgets in a fuüy 
prognoshc mode on one hahd, on the other hand the influence of every process achve inthe 
model can be diagnosed. There is no a priori restriction to convectiveiy dominated situa
tions and no simplifying assumptions are required. Examination of the relahve importance 
of the physicai tendencies in the prognoshc equahons reveals which processes eontribute 
the most to the development of the model atmosphere. This way, the impact of changes to 
the parameterization of convection can be monitored and the interaction with other para
meterization schemes becomes apparent. 

An interesting aspect of estabiishing heat and moisture budgets of a NWP model is 
to partition 81/82 into conhibütions from subgrid-scale (i.e. cumulus parameterization) 
and grid-scale precipitahon formation processes (61%°""* and 81/2^)- Comparison with 
observed structures of 81/2̂ °"̂  and 81/2""̂  wouid be indicative of the correspondence be
tween observed convechve-scale and parameterized subgrid-scale processes on one hand 
and observed mesoscale and parameterized grid-scale processes on the other hand. E.g. it 
could be ßgured out whether the cumulus parameterization scheme has a simüar inßuence 
on the model atmosphere as the convective scale processes in a real convective system have 
on the real atmosphere, and analogously for the shatiform precipitation part. 
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4.3 Application to a NWP model 
Söme more formal considerations are necessary in order to properly elaborate the 

heat and moisture budgets of a NWP model. Applying the budget concept on a NWP model 
enables the comparison of model results with observations. In this section the appropriate 
formalism with respect to the Europa Modell (EM) of the Deutscher Wetterdienst (Majew
ski, 1991) is deveioped. The resulting diagnostic tool will later be applied to investigate as
pects of the convechve parameterizahon scheme embedded in this model. 
4.3.1 Heat and moisture budgets of a NWP modei 

For a NWP model the grid-scale properties of a meteorological variablen/can be de
ßned by the following äveraging Operator (Reynolds äveraging) 

(* + 0.5Ax) (y + 0.5Ay) 
^(*.y) = i j v%*<7y, (4-6) 

(A--0.3A*) (y-0.5Ay) 

where Ax and Ay are the äveraging intervais in the x and y directions and are taken to be the 
mesh size of the model (Anthes, 1977). ij? is a "running" mean in Space and varies contin
uously from point to point. The subgrid-scale deviation from iy is denoted by iy', so that 

V y) - (x. y) + y (x, y) and iy' = 0 by deßnihon. (4-7) 
Strict application of these deßnihons to the prognostic thermodynamic and moisture 

equahons formulated in temperature (7) and specißc water vapour mixing raho (<?y) yields 

^ = f + ^ - ^ = - V v T ( ^ ) + ^ ^ + ^ Cp 3r '3n Cp d i f ' ' Cp Cp Cp 

(4-8) 

- r j = ^ + ^ ^ ^ + ^ ^ =-^^'<?'v-^(^) (4-9) 

where a hybrid verhcal coordinate Tl has been used. The individual terms on the left hand 
side of the equahons stand for local hme tendency (also referred to as Eulerian tendency or 
storage term), horizontal advection, verhcal advection and the adiabätic energy conversion 
term am in the thermodynamic equahon (a=R?y/p, where R is the gas constant for dry air, 
71y is the Virtual temperature and p is pressure, co is the verhcal p-velocity). Note that the 
energy conversion term is not present in the thermodynamic equahon if potential tempera
ture, dry or moist Stahe energy is used as prognoshc variable (cf. Eq. (4-1)). On the right 
hand side we have horizontal convergence of horizontal eddy ßuxes, verhcal convergence 
of verticai eddy ßuxes, net (grid-scale) condensahon, and for the thermodynamic equahon 
the energy conversion of eddy verhcal ßuxes and radiaüve heaüng. Since the mean quan
tities iy süghtiy vary over the äveraging area, mixed terms of the form -V v'iy, e,g., are 
not exactly zero, but are most often neglected (Anthes, 1977). 

In diagnostic studies or investigations concenhaüng on the cumulus parameteriza
üon probiem, horizontal eddy ßux terms on the right hand side are generaüy ignored be-
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cause the covariances between the perturbations of the temperature and moisture held on 
one hand and the veiocity fluctuations oh the other hand are assumed td be smaü. Verücal 
eddy hansports, condensahon and energy conversion are then fuüy attributed to the cumu
lus achvity. In agreement with the observahonal hnding that mesoscale convective Systems 
consist of a cumulus-scale convechve part and a mesoscale shatiform part verücal hans
ports and net condensahon rates could be separated into parts corresponding to these dis-
ünct features. 

Addition of Eqs. (4-8) and (4-9) gives an equahon for total enthalpy %=Cp7/+Ly<7y: 
-dA -Oi-e2=g+v*VA+Tl^ -am =-V.v'7t" -^(ri'A') +a'o)'+OR (4-10) '9n 3n 

Most important is the eliminahon of the condensahon term in Eq. (4-10). In contrast 
to Eq. (4-3) the energy conversion terms are retained. 

Next, prognoshc equaüons for 7 and %y are written in a manner that conforms to a 
NWP model: 

61= 

c ^ + v * V r + i i ^ ) -ao)=P^ -g^- +^ 3T < 
p̂'3r cum "3f grid 

9y 
v̂ COND̂ gy rad 

(4-11) 

62. 

cum 

9?, 
"al -5! 

grid COND (4-12) 

The left hand sides correspond exacüy to Eqs. (4-8) and (4-9). Source terms on the 
right hand side are horizontal diffusiön, verücal diffusiön, local tendencies due to subgrid-
scale cumulus convechon, grid-scale parameterized cloud physics, grid-scale condensahon 
(SfJOND) and radiaüon in the thermodynamic equahon (limited area models also have a 
boundary relaxaüon term which is not indicated here). Por reasons which wül become ap
parent in the next subsecüon, the grid-scale condensahon rate is expliciüy written and not 
included in the cloud physics parameterizahon. Assuming that diffusiön and the other 
physicai processes do not modify the geopotenhal &eld direcüy it is often more convenient 
to formulate the source terms on the right hand side of the thermodynamic equahon in 
terms of a conserved quanüty Üke dry staüc energy (F). Comparison of the general budget 
equaüons (4-8) and (4-9) wim the NWP equations (4-11) and (4-12) suggests the foüowing 
correspondence between terms on the right hand side and their association With physicai 
processes: 
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1. ) Horizontal convergence of subgrid-scale horizontal eddy fluxes can be associated 
with horizontal diffusiön ih the NWP model. 

2. ) The cumulus parameterization scheme in general simulates verhcal eddy transports 
and condensahon which both modify the temperature and moisture structure. Only 
the bulk effect is hansmitted to the prognostic model equahons. Interference with the 
verhcal diffusiön scheme is probable. It is therefore argued that verhcal eddy flux di
vergence in the budget equations is partly represented by the parameterized convec
hon scheme and partly by the verhcal diffusiön scheme of the model. A strict 
Separation is impossible. 

3. ) If only subgrid-scale convection were achve, the effect of condensahon ön the tem
perature and moisture Reld wouid be fully represented by the convechve parameter
izahon term, The cloud physics term is reserved to represent precipitahon-forming 
processes on the grid scale, excluding phase transitions between water vapour ahd 
cloud water. In the budget equations the net condensahon rate should be split into 
contributions from cumulus convechon and shatiform condensahon as suggested by 
the circulation features of mesoscale convechve complexes. Cloud physics can also 
incorporate ice phase processes and a wealth of conversion rates which can be inho
duced into the budget equations by addihonal source terms (e.g., Houze, 1982; John
son and Young, 1983; Gallus and Johnson, 1991). 

4. ) The correspondence of the radiation term in the thermodynamic equahons is obvious. 
From these considerations it appears natural to partition the model budgets into sub

grid-scale contributions <2i%̂ "*" deRned by the cumulus parameterization tendencies and 
grid-scale contributions Qi/g^ deßned by the cloud physics processes and grid-scale con
densahon. 

Adding Eq. (4-12) to Eq. (4-11) yields a prognostic equation for total enthalpy (%) 
corresponding to the büdget equation (4-10): 

61-62= 
9Ä - - -3Ä w ^ 9Â  9A. 
^ +$.VA+^-äö)=FH-g P + P + P (4-13) 

On the right hand side, which is expressed in moist stahc energy (Ap), the grid-scale 
local tendency only represents ice phase processes, since conversion rates connected to the 
latent heat of vaporizahon (Ly) do hot affect the total enthalpy content of ah air parcel. For 
the same reason no grid-scale condensahon term occurs. In parallel with Eq. (4-10) and in 
conhast to Eq. (4-3) the ctco-term is present on the left hand side. It is worth noting that each 
term in Eqs. (4-11)- (4-13) has to be represented in a form which allows for linear combi
nation of two of the three variables 7 (s), <?y and A (Ap) in order to provide a physically cor
rect and consistent representation. 

Eq. (4-13) is the thermodynamic prognostic equation of EM. The associated prog
nostic moisture equahon is formulated in speciRc tota! water content (<?vJ, which is the sum 
of speciRc water vapour content f<?y) ahd speciRc cloud (liquid) water content (%), i.e. 
<7vc=<7v+<?c- The corresponding prognoshc equahon reads 
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9 f ^ + " ^ 9vc + '!^9vc ?̂v, +gy cum 3? 
(4-14) 

grid 
Again, condensation of wäter vapour and evaporation of cloud water do not change 

the total specißc water content and therefore the grid-scale condensation term is absent. 
A schematic representation of the grid-scale precipitation-forming processes used in 

EM is given in Fig. 3-1 and the corresponding thermodynamic and moisture tendencies for 
the prognostic (A, %yc)-equatiöns are given in Eqs. (3-5) and (3-6). We now write the grid-
scale tendencies for the prognostic equations of the budget variables and inciude the net 
condensahon rates to get the grid-scale partition of the apparent heat source and moisture 
sink: 

+L,,c= V 
r)grid_d3 

C" grid 

Ly (̂ DEP - ̂ EVAp) Ly (̂ DEP "** ̂ RtM + *̂ NUC " ̂ MELT^ ̂  Lv^cQ^D (4-15) 

"C )--Ly ( - Sr3EP + ̂ EVAP " ̂COND ) (4" ̂ 6) 
grid 

where the S-terms represent rates of deposihon (DEP), evaporation öf rain drops (EVAP), 
riming (RIM), nucleahon (NUC), melhng of frozen particles (MELT) and condensahon/ 
evaporahon of vapouf/cloüd water (COND). Ly and Lf are latent heats of vaporization and 
fusion. 

Given the convechve adjustment scheme of EM, the subgrid-scale partition of the ap
parent heat source and moisture sink are deßned by 

(27" = -c A7̂ "" (4-17) 

Q^ = ^(-Ly)A<?r (4-18) 
where t is the convective adjustment hme scale and A7/°"*" and A<?^ are the differences 
of the temperature and humidity structures between the reference state and the actual state, 
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4.3.2 A note on condensation rätes 
There exists a fundamental difference in handling condensation rates between prog

nostic Systems formulated in thermodynamic and moisture variabies which are unaffected 
by phase changes of water between vapour and liquid like A, Ap, 6g, <?yc and Systems which 
use variables like 71 g, 8, <?y, <?c- For convenience the hrst category is called (A, <jy J-systems 
and the second category (7; <yy)-systems. 

The prognoshc equahons of EM belong to the (A, ̂ J-family and therefore do not 
contain condensation terms (Eqs. (4-13) and (4-14)). The phase transition between water 
vapour and cloud Water is an internal process in the (A , <yyg)-system. During the integrahon 
of the (A, %yc)-equaüons a condensahon rate has never to be explicitly calculated. The com
mon meteorological variables temperature, specißc water vapour and cloud water content 
Can be diagnosed from A and ̂  with the use of the water vapour satüration criterion, i.e. 
assuming thät clouds only exist, when the air is saturated at the corresponding temperature. 
Hence the resulting temperature and humidity fieids are a priori balanced with respect to 
water vapour satüration. 

In conhast, integrahon of a (71 <7y)-set of equahons does not yield balanced tempera
ture and moisture fieids in general. Rather a Rrst guess pair of values (7/*"* \ <7y"* b is 
obtained by a prognoshc step (M+l denotes the hme level). Adjustment increments have 
then to be computed in order to get balanced Relds with respect to water vapour satüration 
(Haitiner and Wilhams, 1980): 

<?y"+' + 5<7y = 4 . t ' ( ^ ^ ' + o^F) = (r"+\p) and (4-19) 

(-Ly)5<?y = Cp57 (4-20) 
Subscript "s" denotes water vapour satüration. Thüs in a moist atmosphere, one is 

forced to calculate condensation rates as adjustment increments in a (7/, %y)-system in order 
to maintain a balanced state with respect to temperature and humidity. This adjustment pro
cedure does not allow the determination of the process (or processes) responsible for con
densahon, since the predicted Rrst guess values (T* " + \ <y* "+^) are already the result of 
aü processes achve in the model. In general, it is impossible to attribute a certain part of 
the overaü condensahon rate to, e.g., verhcal advection or convechve mixing. It is worth 
noting that the probiem cannot be circumvented by procedures Üke multiple execuhon of 
the prognoshc step, once using the fuü prognostic equation and then cycücaüy omitting 
one single term. Parhal condensahon rates calculated this Way do not sum up to the total 
condensahon rate. However, (71 <?y)-systems aüow for so-caüed "no latent heat" experi
ments, in which supersaturation is determined with respect to the Rrst guess temperature 
value y* " * I and condensate is removed, but the temperature Reld remains unaffected. 

The very elegant, impücit treatment pf condensahon in (A, <yyc)-systems renders 
budget considerations in terms of apparent heat source and apparent moisture sink, where 
condensahon piays a crucial role, more difRcult. Whilst computation of condensahon is 
necessary in a (71 (?y)-system, special measures häve to be taken to rehieve it from a 
(A, <?yc)-system. "No latent heat" runs for (A, <yyj-systems are not hivial at aü. 
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4.3.3 Formal aspects of heat and moisture budgets from EM 
Consideration of heat and moisture budgets of EM which is formulated as a (A, gyc)-

system ßrst necessitates the computation of cöndensation/evaporahon rates. This can be 
achieved with the following procedure: 
1. ) mtegrate EM for one time step. 
2. ) Diagnose (T" + ̂, ̂ +1) from (A"+\ . 
3. ) Insert (T" "**\̂ '**̂ ) mtome auxüiary(r. <?y)-set of prognoshc equations which has 

to be discretized idenhcally to the (A, ̂ yc)-set of EM. Thus the magnitude of each 
term in the (71 gj-eqüations is determined. 

4. ) Compute 3coND as a residual of the (71 <?y)-equations. 
The rationale for the above method is as follows: Integration of the prognostic EM 

equahons (4-13) and (4-14) for one timestepyieldsapairof values (A""^\q^b which, 
by eonstruchon, solves the discretized form of these equahons in ahumericaüy exact sense. 
The variables (7/"+\<y"'''i) are diagnosed from (A"*\<?"^) and are adjusted with re
spect tö water vapour satüration. They solve the Eqs, (4-11) and (4-12) in anumericaüy ex
act sense, if the same numerical discretization is used. The (71 <?y)-set of equahons can be 
conceived as a linear decomposition of the A-equaüon. Thus the condensahon rate ScOND 
can be computed as a residual from Eq. (4-11) and Eq. (4-12) independentiy, if all the other 
terms in the equahons are diagnoshcally calculated after the prognoshc step. Comparison 
of the ScoND-residuals from the 71 and the ̂ -equahon allows for an accuracy check of the 
calculation. 

This rather expensive method to rehieve condensahon rates from a (A, (^'System at 
the same hme provides a powerful and complete diagnostic tool for the examination of the 
evolution of the model atmosphere, since the amplitudes of all processes, including advec
tion, diffusiön and all physicai parameterizations are computed. In fact, as soon as an im-
plicit hme integrahon scheme is chosen for any term in the prognoshc equahon (most often 
used for verhcal advection and verhcal diffusiön), the diagnostic reconstruchon of the 
prognoshc equation is the only way of monitoring all processes, even in a (71 <?y)-system. 
Once -ScoND is computed, it could be subtracted from 7"** in order to get a "no latent heat 
value" T*"+ - in the (A, gyj-system. In prachce, the method is probably too costly in terms 
of Computer memory and hme to reconstruct the prognoshc equahons in the whoie integra
tion domain after each hme step in order tö carry out real "no latent heät" rüns. 

Since condensahon rates emerge as residuals of a highly complex numerical proce
dure, careful examination of the computational accuracy and the eorrecmess of the code are 
essential. In the (A, ̂ J-system or at grid points where no condensahon takes place vanish-
ing residuals have to be expeeted. But calculation of smail differences öf large numbers 
causes loss of signihcance in computational procedures and therefore non-vanishing resid
uals Wül result. Therefore, checking the signihcance of residuals in the above method is 
important. A convenient relation for teshng the significance of residuals is given by 

A/ v 1 ,max dVl. lexpression (iy) I) 
A(o.m.):=logio( , ^ u a l ( v ) [ ) > ^ (4-21) 
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where iA/J is the number of signißcant decimals deßned by the internal representation of 
ßöating point numbers (e.g., %=15 for the 48-bit manüssa in Cray machines). 
Expression (4-21) describes the difference in orders of magnitude (A(o.m.)) between the 
largest value or expression occurring in the \y-equahon and the residual obtained for that 
equahon, where \y Stands for %, ^ °r ̂?v- instance, if A is 0(5) and 5%=15 then resid
uals smaller than O(-10) are insignißcant. 

Diagnostic numericälly exact reconstruction of the model equations requires that the 
hme stepping procedure has strictly to be foüöWed. The hme stepping procedure of EM 
consists of four steps (n-1, n, n+1 denote the respective time levels, Ar is the time step): 
i ) Exphcit step (without boundary relaxation): 

= *̂  + /l (V )2Ar + ß (iy""\ iy^b2Ar + C(^'^2Ar (4-22) 
where 
A: horizontal advechon, horizontal diffusiön, geostrophic adjustment (momentum 
equahon) 
B: verhcal advechon, verhcal turbulent transport 
C: parameterized convechon, cloud physicai terms and radiation 

2. ) Semi-imphcitcorrechon: 

V = <x +(Av)gi (4-23) 

3. ) Boundary relaxahon: 

iy = (1 - ( ^ ) i y + a y + \ , where ̂  = ^ ^ A r ^ ^ 

iy""*" ̂  is the boundary value and p,R the boundary relaxahon coefßeient. 
4. ) Asselin hme ßlter: 

\y" = iy" + y (iy"* * - 2 + \y" * ^ ) , where y is the ßlter constant. (4-25) 
In parheular, the Semi-imphcitly corrected values after step 2 do not sahsfy the dis

cretized explicit equaüons. Running the model in an explicit mode, i.e. choosing a smaller 
üme step and omitting step 2, shows that postponed boundary relaxahon (step 3 after step 
1) and simuitaneous boundary relaxation are not idenücal. Simultaneous boundary relaxa
hon is deßned by including the boundary relaxahon term in the equations of step 1 (EUM 
scheme, Müller et al., 1987). A condensation rate, conceived as the adjustment increment 
to balance 7- and <?y-values with respect to water vapour satüration, can be attributed to the 
exphcit prediction step, the semi-implicit correction and the boundary relaxation step. 
Whether aü of them are signißcant contributions to the heat and moisture budgets wiü be 
answered by the experiments. 
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4.3.4 The complete diagnostic procedure 
Having solved the formal and technicai probiems to retrieve condensation rates from 

a (A, <?yc)-system we are now in the position to set up the complete diagnostic procedure to 
build heat and moisture budgets for events simulated by the numerical model. 

In general, potentially interesting (precipitation) Systems move through the model 
domain changing their shape continuously. In order to establish meaningful heat and mois
ture budgets from such Systems a tracking mechanism must be available. The following 
procedure has been implemented: 

For any time step during a model run a rectangular frame encompassing the meteor
ological system of interest can be deßned, within which aü quantities necessary for the 
computation of the budgets are calculated and stored. Before post-processing a grid point 
mask for each of these frames can be set up depicting the points selected for further evalu
ation. For this set of grid points verhcal interpolation (linear or sphne) from hybrid to pres
sure levels is applied prior to horizontal äveraging. 

In summary, the foüowing steps have to be carried out: 
1. ) First EM run: basic prediction (the operahonal forecast, e.g.). 
2. ) Selection of hme steps and subdomains containing the "event of interest" (a convec

tive complex, e.g.). 
3. ) Second EM run: diagnostic computation of all terms of the prognoshc equations at 

all grid points deßned by step 2. 
4. ) Deßnihon of grid point masks within the diagnosed subdomains: any selection crite

ria can be inhoduced to establish a mask, e.g. grid points with a certain minimum 
rainfall rate. 

5. ) Calculation of quantities deduced from the terms of the equahon grid point by grid 
point (e.g. budget quanhties from Eqs. (4-11), (4-12), (4-15), (4-16), (4-17), (4-18)). 

6. ) Verticai interpolation of aü quanhties at each grid point on pressure or height levels. 
7. ) Horizontal äveraging over the masked grid points on pressure or height levels. 

This procedure constitutes a versatile and powerful tool to monitor the evolution of 
the model atmosphere by determining the conhibütions of aü dynamical and physicai proc
esses in the prognoshc thermodynamic and moisture equahon. 
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Fig. 4-1: SOOhPa geopotential height field simulated by JUL91/EM3/EH 6 July 
1991 12UTC +6h.The isoüne interval is 4 geopotential decameters. 

4.4 Case studies of precipitation events: Scale and parameterization dependencies 
of physicai tendencies 
After the formal development and the discussion of some technicai aspects of the di

agnostic tool, results of its application to model simulations will be presented in this sec
tion. Emphasis is put on the scale and parameterizaüon dependency of the tendencies of 
convective activity and grid-scale precipitaüon-forming processes, but since the diagnosüc 
tool aüows the monitoring of the fuü prognoshc equaüons, the discussion is not conßned 
to heat and moisture budgets. We wül primarüy concentrate on the weather Situation of 6/7 
July 1991, aspects of which have already been discussed in the previous chapter. 

The present study contrasts in several aspects to most studies of convective Systems 
reported in the literature. No special analyses based on enhanced observaüonal networks 
and/or special observaüonal equipment as operated in Reld experiments are avaüable to ac
curately describe real atmospheric conditions for the cases presented. In sechon 3.4 it has 
been recognized that the numerical simulations of the JUL91 case were not parücularly 
successful and depended strongly on the convechve parameterizahon scheme used (see 
Fig. 3-10). Therefore, the main interest of this study is directed towards the investigation 
of the internal development of the model atmosphere in relation to its dependency on the 
particular parameterizaüon scheme used and, in addiüon, on horizontal grid distance. 
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Fig. 4-2: Wind held on the lowest model level simulated by 
JUL91/HM8/MX 6 July 199112UTC +6h. Arrows are piot
ted every second model grid point. 

4.4.1 Parameterization dependency of the verticai structure of partitioned heat änd 
moisture budgets: Aspects of the iife cycle 
First an examination is undertaken of the principal features of the Iife cycle of con

vective precipitation Systems simulated by the HM8 high-resolution model configuration. 
The experiments JUL91/HM8/MX and JUL91/HM8/EH are compared. Refer to Table 3-4 
and the associated references for the detailed specification of these model runs. 

The prevailing Q-pattem of the 500hPa geopotenhal height held on 6 July 1991 
18 UTC becomes apparent in Fig. 4-1. The Alps are located in the weak gradient region at 
the southern exit of the Q The surface wind held exhibits a rather complex pattern as re
vealed by the JUL91/HM8/MX run after +6 hours Simulation time (Fig. 4-2). Generally 
weak winds prevaii over the Alps. North of the Alps there is a distinct easterly flow in the 
boundary layer. A northerly airstream ftows from the Dutch coast to the Gulf of Lyon, lead
ing to strong horizontal shear with the easterly how over eastern France. In addition, strong 
verhcal shear exists between the northerly low-level and the southerly upper-level ftow 
(Fig. 4-1). 

Both high-resolution experiments, JUL91/HM8/MX and JUL91/HM8/EH, simulat
ed convective Systems during the evening of 6 July 1991, although the timing and posihon-
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Pig. 4-3: Window of the HM8 integration domain with an indieation 

of the local orography. The solid and dashed frames en-
compass the area where the convective system of the 
JUL91/HM8/MX and JUL91/HM8/EH runs occurred re
spectively. The second system moved through the domain. 
Frames are piotted at one hourly intervais. Grid point num-
bering is indicated on the axes. 

ing of the convechon was different for the two runs. In the MX experiment a convechve 
system occurred in the north-western part of the region outlined in Fig. 4-3 after about 
+8 hours of simulahon time. This system did not move appreciably but rather remained 
within the top-left frame in Fig. 4-3 for the next few hours. In the EH run convection de
veioped in a more southerly position soon after the start of the integration at 6 July 1991 
12UTC. This system moved northwards as time went on. The series of encompassing 
frames used to hack the system is displayed in Fig. 4-3 as well. The hrst and southern most 
frame corresponds to +2 hours simulahon hme, the last and northern most frame to 
+9 hours simulahon hme. 

The verticai thermodynamic structure of the model atmosphere at the early stage of 
the respective convective Systems is given by the soundings in Fig. 4-4, which represent 
area averages over the grid points of the hrst frames indicated in Fig. 4-3. There are several 
common features to be recognized: The atmosphere below 750hPa is dry. The mean sound
ing associated with the MX run exhibits a stable layer just below 825hPa. Solar heating at 
the surface established a well mixed layer up to about 900hPa. In conhast, the dry adiabätic 
lapse-rate extends from the surface up to about 800hPa in the EH experiment (in a different 
location of the integrahon domain!). In both simulations the sharp wind shear appears at 
825 hPa, turning from northerly directions below to southerly directions above. The MX at
mosphere has highest relative humidity between 500hPa and 600hPa where some clouds 
exist. This cloud layer is almost 200hPa lower in the EH case. Above the cloud layer the 
model atmosphere is very dry in both simulations. Above the level with maximum verticai 
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Fig. 4-4: Area average soundings in the early stage of the convective events in the exper
iments JUL91/HM8/MX (left) and JUL91/HM8/EH (right): Temperature (bold) 
and dew point soundings (thin) are piotted on a skew T-/og(p) diagram which 
contains lines of constant pressure, temperature, potential temperature (dry adi-
abats), equivalent potential temperature (pseudoadiabats) and lines of constant 
water vapour mixing ratio. Each füll barb of the wind flag represents 10ms'*. 

wind shear a deep layer with an unstable lapse-rate with respect to the pseudoadiabat is 
found in both experiments. 

In the early stage of convective activity, the apparent heat source and apparent mois
ture sink are dominated by the temperature and moisture tendencies produced by the con
vective parameterizahon scheme. Fig. 4-5 shows the "event-average" verticai budget 
profiies for the MX experiment at simulahon time +8h. The "event average" is calculated 
over all grid points within the tracking frame where the instantaneous precipitahon rate ex
ceeds 0.3kgm"̂ h'i which corresponds to the Rrst radar intensity level (cf. Table 3-6). At 
that hme only convechve rain precipitates (0.7kgm ̂ h"*) and convechve overtuming takes 
place in the layer between 775 hPa and 350hPa. In the convechon domain the apparent heat 
source (81) is almost completely determined by the subgrid-scale contribution. Only in the 
cloud layer around 550hPa grid-scale condensation adds a little bit of latent heating. Radi
ative cooling (not shown) reduces heating in this layer. Net heating prevails in the convec
tion domain except in the layer at the very bottom and at the top. It is noteworthy that with 
the adjustment type scheme of convechve parameterization contributions of convechve 
condensahon and verhcal eddy transport can not be distinguished. Below the base of the 
convechon domain cooling is mainiy due to evaporahon of convechve rain in the dry 
boundary layer (cf. Fig. 4-4). The apparent moisture sink exhibits drying in the lower part 
and moistening in the upper part of the convechon domain (Fig. 4-5). Again the Q2 prohle 
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Pig: 4-5: Early stage apparent heat source (left panel) and apparent 
moisture sink of JUL91/HM8/MX at Simulation time +8h 
(verißcation time 6 July 1991 20UTC). Solid: budget quan-
üties; long dashed: contributions from convective parame
terization; short dashes: grid-scale condensation rate. Note 
the different scaling. The convection domain extends from 
approximately 775hPa to 350hPa. 

is essentially determined by the contribution of the convechon scheme. Apparent heating 
and moistening rates of the order of lCPKday"* are very large values. But if they are nor
malized to 1 cm precipitahon per day, as is usually done in the literature, we get for the peak 
rate in the moisture budget about 10Kdaŷ /(cmday"*), which is weh within the ränge of 
published values. The point is that the basic values used to build the raho are much larger 
than those obtained from larger-scale studies. As noted by Kuo and Anthes (1984a) in their 
mesoscale observaüonal study, the amplitudes of the budget quanüües increase with de
creasing spaüal and temporal scale. In the present study instantaneous grid point values of 
a model with approximately 14km horizontal resoluhon and a hme step of 75 s are consid
ered. The resulting values can not be direcüy compared to values reported in the literature, 
which most often examine budgets averaged over several tens of kilometers and several 
hours duraüon. Therefore more emphasis wiü be put on the verhcal structures rather than 
on absolute values. 

Approximately the same amount of precipitahon as in the MX experiment is faüing 
after +2h simulahon hme in the JUL91/HM8/EH experiment (0.8kgm ̂ h"*). The convec
tion domain extends from 800hPa to 425 hPa. The main contribuüon to the apparent heat 
source and apparent moisture sink are also provided by the deveioping convechve activity 
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Fig. 4-6: Early stage apparent heat source (left panel) and apparent 
moisture sink of JUL91/HM8/EH at Simulation time +2h 
(verification time 6 July 199114UTC). Solid: budget quan
tities; long dashed: contributions from convective parame
terization; short dashes: verticai diffusiön of F and <?y re
spectively; unevenly dashed: storage term of the moisture 
budget. Convection domain: 800hPa to 425hPa. 

(Fig. 4-6). The verticai profile of Q i differs considerably from the one of the MX Simula
tion. A dipole structure with cooling ih the lower part and heating in the upper part of the 
convechon domain with much larger amplitudes is found in the EH case. At the base of the 
convechon domain verhcal eddy sensible heat transport compensates the strong convechve 
cooling to some extent. In addihon, weak grid-scale condensahon occurs in the cloud layer 
around 725hPa (not shown). Turbulent verhcal moisture transport considerably modifies 
the structure ofthe apparent moisture sink across the lower boundary of the convechon do
main. The loss of moisture by convechve overtuming at the bottom of the convechon do
main is partly compensated by the verücal eddy moisture hux which in tum dries the 
boundary layer. Thus the total moisture sink extends from near the surface to about 600hPa. 
Above, the troposphere is moistened. Ih conhast to the Eulerian tendency (or storage 
term, -Ly^(%y)) of the moisture budget equahon indicates moistening over the whoie 
depth of the troposphere. This case illustrates the two different points of view of the budget 
quantity and the local hme tendency at the grid point: Q2 describes the development of the 
air mass characteristics with a moisture sink in the lower troposphere, where the storage 
term indicates an increase of water Vapour content at the grid point, representative of the 
modihcation of the environmental moisture ßeld by the precipitaüon system. 
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Fig. 4-7: Mature stage apparent heat source (left panel) and apparent 
moisture sink of JUL91/HM8/MX at Simulation time +31h 
(verißcation time 7 July 199119UTC). Solid: budget quan
tities; long dashed: contributions from convective parame
terization; short dashes: grid-scale contributions. Convec
tion domain: 900hPa to 400hPa. 

Comparison of Fig. 4-5 and Fig. 4-6 indicates that the two deep-convection reference 
proßles used in the MX and EH schemes give raise to very different verticai structures of 
the "event-average" apparent heat source and moisture sink. 

For the characterization of mature convective Systems two events occurring in the 
late aftemoon of 7 July 1991 are chosen. The System in the top left position clearly visible 
in Fig. 3-lld is selected from the MX run. The EH system considered is the Cluster dis
played in Fig. 3-10c. Simulation times are +31h and +30h for the MX and the EH experi
ment respectively. As for the early stage only grid points with precipitation rates exceeding 
0.3kgm'2h'i were taken into account for the calculation of the event-average budgets. The 
associated ratios of convective to grid-scale precipitation are 1.0/3.5 and 1.0/4.9 where the 
total rainfaü in the MX experiment (10.8kgm ̂ h'*) is more than twice as intense as in the 
EH run. It is a weÜ known fact that simulations using the MX reference proßle produce 
more precipitation than those with the EH proßle (cf. Fig. 3-4 and Table 3-5). In both sim
ulations the convectiondomain reaches from 900hPa to about 400hPa and clouds exist be
tween 750hPa and 200hPa. The "event-average" soundings reßect the characteristics ofthe 
respective deep-cönvection reference proßles: the MX Simulation tends towards the "on-
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Fig. 4-8: Mature stage apparent heat source (left panel) and apparent 
moisture sink of JUL91/HM8/EH at Simulation time +30h 
(verification time 7 July 1991 18 UTC). Solid: budget quan
tities; long dashed: contributions from convective parame
terization; short dashes: grid-scale contributions. Convec
tion domain: 900hPato 400 hPa. 

ion-shape" sounding with a saturated atmosphere above 650hPa, whereas the EH run tends 
to maintain an unsaturated atmosphere in the Upper part of the convection domain. With 
respect to the temperature structure the early-stage soundings for the two Clusters discussed 
here were very similar to the one of the EH Simulation displayed in Fig. 4-4, but they were 
significantly moister in the upper part of the troposphere. The verticai grid-scale circulation 
exhibits a distmct feature in all Systems examined: in the mature to late stage of convective 
Systems a layer of downward motion is deveioped below 750hPa and upward motion is 
found above. In connection with the grid point storm probiem (cf. chapter 3) upward ve
locities can be very strong. In the MX run an "event-average" minimum of -227hPa/h was 
reached, a value which is not uncommon in hydrostatic high-resolution NWP models. 
Zhang et al. (1988) found "event-average" minima of -576hPa/h with their 12.5 km model 
and even values as large as -850hPa/h in the 25km Simulation without convective parame
terization scheme. Zhang and Fritsch (1988b, mesh size 25km) claim a value of -500hPa/h 
near 300hPa to be consistent with observations in a mesoscale convective complex. Values 
of this order of magnitude were diagnosed by Smull and Houze (1987) for major individual 
up- and downdrafts in the convective part of a mid-latitude squali line. 

In the mature stage verticai Qi and Q2 proßles are entirely dominated by the grid-
scale precipitahon-forming processes and condensation as displayed in Pig. 4-7 for the MX 
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Fig. 4r9: Contributions to apparent heat source (left panel) and mois
ture sink for JUL91/HM8/MX at Simulation time +31 h (ver
ification time 7 July 1991 19UTC) by parameterized con
vection (solid), microphysics parameterization (long 
dashed) and grid-scale condensation (short dashed). The 
0°C-level is at about 650hPa. 

experiment and in Fig. 4-8 for the EH experiment. Total heating is strongest at about the 
height of maximum upward motion. The general structure of the subgrid-scale apparent 
heat source is still the same as in the initial stage: In the MX case convective heating is 
present throughout the convection domain, in the EH case the lower part of the convection 
domain is cooled and the upper part heated. The convective parameterization scheme shh 
dries the lower part of the convection domain, but in the mature stage only weak moisten
ing of the upper part is possible, since the atmosphere has become much moister aloft dur
ing the development of the precipitating system, also via grid-scale verticai moisture 
advection. 

It is of interest to spht the grid-scale contributions to the budgets into the parts due to 
microphysics parameterization and grid-scale condensation. According to Eq. (4-16) only 
deposition/subhmation and evaporation of rainwater and grid-scale condensation affect 
the specific water vapour content. The respective contributions to the apparent moisture 
sink of the MX run are displayed in Fig. 4-9. Above 650hPa, which is approximately the 
height of the melting level, deposihon removes water vapour in favour of ice phase precip
itahon, below that level evaporation of falling precipitahon adds water vapour to the un
saturated atmosphere. Condensahon forced by the grid-scale upward mohon increases 
cloud water content in the layer between 750hPa and 200hPa. The maximum deposihon 
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rate is found at 500hPa where deposihon and condensation have approximately the same 
amphtude. Removal of water vapour by convechve processes takes place below 700hPa 
and is less important than moistening by the evaporahon of rain (cf. Pig. 4-7). 

Addihonal microphysical processes contribute to the grid-scale partition ofthe heat 
budget (cf. Eq. (4-15)): In addition to deposihon, nucleation and riming provide latent heat 
of freezing above the Ö°C-level. Comparison ofthe "event-average" microphysics prohle 
of the heat budget with that one of the moisture budget (Fig. 4-9) reveals that deposihon is 
by far the most important process in the negative temperature region. The pronounced cool
ing peak due to melting offrozen precipitahon particles in the layer below the melting level 
almost balances the latent heat release by grid-scale condensation in the same layer. Be
cause of this local compensation, the change from coohng to heahng in ( 2 i ^ is at a level 
about 50hPa higher up than the change from moistening to drying in (Fig- 4-7). Heat
ing by parameterized convechon piays a minor role compared to the grid-scale processes. 

Examinäüon of the remaining individual terms of the budget equahons (Eqs. (4-11) 
and (4-12)) enables the following insights to be gained: If the verhcal grid-scale circula
tion is weh deveioped (mature stage), verhcal temperature advechon and adiabätic energy 
conversion are by far the largest terms, but they cancei each other to a large extent. In the 
IUL91/HM8/MX +31h case the difference is about a factor 5 smaller than the original 
terms. TMs difference is balanced by the moist grid-scale processes (condensahon plus mi
crophysics): Strong upward mohon forces grid-scale condensation, cloud water is used to 
form precipitahon which grows in the ice phase by water vapour deposihon and riming. Ex
cept within the planetary boundary layer, the storage term, the horizontal änd verticai dif
fusiön terms and the radiative heating term are unimportant with respect to the above 
menhoned terms. Temperature increments due to the semi-imphcit correction step 
(Eq. (4-23)) and the lateral boundary relaxahon (Eq. (4-24)) and eventual associated con
densation adjustments are neghgiblein the situahons considered. In the water vapour equä-
tion there is no analogue to the adiabätic energy conversion term of the temperature 
equahon. This adiabätic term in fact is a compensation mechanism directly linked to the 
magnitude of upward mohon. In the water vapour equahon primariiy grid-scale condensa
hon and microphysics balance the verhcal moisture advechon. 

In the early stage of convective development, tendencies of parameterized convec
hon have about the same amphtude as the verticai advechon and adiabätic terms. At the 
bottom of the convechon domain verhcal turbulent hansports of heat and moisture are also 
important and they depend on the deep-convection reference prohle used. Horizontal ad
vechon and diffusiön as weh as radiation terms are smail ahd therefore the storage term in 
both the thermodynamic and moisture equahon can be of similar magmtude as the other 
dominaüng terms. 

In the early stage of the development of convective Systems heat and moisture budg
ets are largely dominated by the contributions Q̂""* and ofthe convechve parame
terizahon scheme, "Event averages" were calculated over a smail number (5 and 12 for the 
MX and EH case respecüvely) of grid points where only convechve precipitaüon was fall
ing ata rate exceeding 0.3kgm *̂ h The verücal structure ofthe apparent heat source and 
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apparent moisture sink depends crueially on the deep-convection reference proßle imposed 
in the convechve adjustment scheme. In this early stage grid-scale moisture processes and 
thus their latentheating effects play a minor role. The verhcal prohle of (2r from the MX 
Simulation indicating het heating throughout (with the exception ofthe lowest level) the 
depth of the convechon domain (775hPa to 350hPa) (Pig. 4-5) carries some resemblance 
with the shuctures proposed by Houze (1982) and observed by Chong and Hauser (1990). 
Cooling in the planetary boundary layer by evaporahon of convective rain also corresponds 
to the Rnding of Chong and Hauser (1990) for a continental environment with a deep sub
saturated layer near the earth surface. With the adjustment type scheme for the parameter
ization of convechon neither the contributions of condensation/evaporahon to convective 
heaüng/cooling and drying/moistening Can be distinguished nor is an ice phase included. 
The cooiing in the lower part of the convection domain in the EH case (Pig. 4-6) is a con
sequence of the specißc construction of the EH reference proßle and not a consequence öf 
evaporation. 

Both the MX and the EH simulations produce a verhcal structure of the apparent 
moisture sink with drying in the lower part and moistening in the Upper part of the convec
hon domain (Fig. 4-5 and Fig. 4-6). In conhast to the general assumption that the moisture 
sink extends throughout the troposphere, in the weather Situation discussed here the upper 
level moistening might be due to the very dry initial conditions in the Upper troposphere 
(cf. average initial soundings in Fig. 4-4). In the EH experiment verhcal diffusiön at the 
bottom of the convechon domain and in the boundary layer piays an important role. It sig
nißcantly modißes the total budget proßles (Fig. 4-6). 

From examination of the early stage itis seen that the MX deep-convection reference 
proßle being phenomenologically more realistic than its EH counterpart (see sechon 2.5, 
item f.)) produces verücal heating and moistening proßles more consistent with observa
tions. It has also been recognized that the MX experiment had a better, though not entirely 
saüsfactory overall Performance in the JUL91 case (cf. Fig. 3-10). Thus a realistic speci-
ßeahon of the deep-convection reference proßle (cf. sechon 2.4) in convective adjustment 
schemes appears to be an important ingredient for successful simulations. 

In the mature stage convechve and grid-scale precipitaüon is falling at the same grid 
points simultaneously as exemphßed by the MX experiment (see the top-left system in 
Fig. 3-lld), The grid-scale precipitation is much more intense (factor of 3.5). Again 
"event-average" quanhties are calculated over the group of grid points with rain rates larger 
than 0.3kgm'2h"i (19 and 30 grid points are taken into account for the MX and EH case 
respecüvely). As pointed out earlier, the mature system is too concentrated in space and in 
particular the lateral spread-ouf of the shatiform portionis not adequately simulated by the 
model (sechon 3.4 item c.)). 

In the mature stage grid-scale moisture processes, i.e. condensahon and microphys
ics parameterizahon, dominate the apparent heat source ahd apparent moisture sink 
(Fig. 4-7 and Fig. 4-8). In accordance with e.g. Chong and Hauser (1990) the heating and 
drying peaks of the "shatiform" processes are at higher levels than those ofthe convechve 
circulation. Melting of frozen precipitahon parüeles makes a very distinct contribution to 
the heat budget at and in the layer below the 0°C-level (Fig. 4-9). Cooling by melting com-
pensates heating by condensahon to a large extent. Evaporahon of grid-scale precipitation 
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in the dry sub-cloud layer still Ieads to net cooling and moistening in the lower part of the 
troposphere. Convechon is not very important at this stage though it is still achve. Micro
physics parameterizahon makes important contributions to the total heat and moisture 
budgets (Fig. 4-9). 

The development of a layer with downward mohon in the lower troposphere above 
the surface during the mature to late stage of the convective system resembles the circula
tion features of the mesoscale or shatiform part of convechve precipitahon Systems (Houze 
et al., 1980; Chong and Hauser, 1990). Again it has to be noted that verticai mohon asso
ciated with the convective circulation represented by the convechve parameterization 
scheme can not be isolated in the convechve adjustment scheme. The grid-point verhcal 
veiocity incorporates conhibütions from the convective and mesoscale component of the 
precipitation system which can not be separated within one grid eiement. It has been argued 
(e.g. Gallus and Johnson, 1991) that the horizontal eddy transport (i.e. horizontal diffusiön 
in the context of a NWP model) may not be negligible for the transfer of hydrometeors 
from the convechve to the mesoscale region. This transfer process wouid essentially take 
place within one grid eiement in a NWP model with a mesh width of about 15km and 
wouid therefore not appear in the horizontal diffusiön term. 

In agreement with the mesoscale observational budget study of Kuo and Anthes 
(1984a) the individual terms of the thermodynamic equahon have different Orders of mag
nitude, the contributions of verticai advechon and adiabätic energy conversion having larg
est amplitudes where grid-scale verticai motion is weh deveioped. Since there is no other 
term apart from verticai advection direcüy linked to verticai motion in the moisture equa
hon, individual terms may be of similar magnitude. In conhast, as discussed above, the 
storage term is the most important component of the apparent heat source and moisture sink 
in the early stage of development and it reßects the structure of the subgrid-scale processes. 
Significant modißcations due to verhcal diffusiön can appear (Pig. 4-6). 
4.4.2 Dependency of partitioned heat and moisture budgets on horizontal resoiution and 

adjustment hme scale 
The verhcal "event-average" shuctures of partitioned heat and moisture budgets of 

convective precipitation Systems simulated by HM8 and HM4 are examined. In addition, 
the adjustment hme scale of the HM4 simulahon is varied. It is worth noting that even smail 
changes, e.g. the doubling of the adjustment üme, can have an inßuence on the occurrence 
and the development of the precipitation event. In particular, the positioning and grouping 
of the grid points where convecüve precipitaüon is produced depends on the parameter set 
chosen. Differences between simulations with different mesh widths are even greater. For 
the present purpose, convecüve precipitaüon Systems which are as similar as possible with 
respect to position, stage of development and occurrence in the different model runs are se
lected for comparison. 

First, the early stage (+27 h) of the system examined at its mature stage (+31h) in the 
previous subsecüon (cf. Fig. 4-7 and Fig. 3-lld) is considered, i.e. JUL91/HM8/MX+27h. 
The adjustment üme for the HM8 simulaüon is 30 minutes. Analogous precipitation Sys
tems occur at +28 h in JUL91/HM4/MX runs, henceforth denoted as MX30 and MX60, 
with adjustment hme scales of 30 and 60 minutes respechvely. The convechve domains for 
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Fig. 4-10:Subgrid-scale contributions by convection Q̂*"" to the 
heat (left panel) and Q2̂""* ̂o the moisture budget in the ear
ly stage of a precipitation system in the following simula
tions (the scaling of the horizontal axes differs by a 
factor 4): 
soüd: JUL91/HM8/MX30 +27h 
dashed: JUL91/HM4/MX30 +28h 
short dashed: JUL91/HM4/MX60+28h 

all three Systems extend between about 750hPa and 300hPa. "Event-average" soundings 
exhibit a very dry atmosphere below 750hPa, a moist layer with clouds between 600hPa 
and 400hPa and subsaturation above. At this stage of development only convechve precip
itahon is falling. Grid-scale precipitahon-forming processes and condensahon are also ac
tive, but ail precipitahon is evaporated in the dry boundary layer before reaching the 
ground. "Event-average" contributions of the convective parameterization scheme to the 
heat and moisture budget are displayed in Pig. 4-10. The HM8/MX30 and HM4/MX30 
Systems have very similar verücal structures and amphtudes. Corresponding instantaneous 
convecüve precipitahon rates are 1.5kgm"̂ h"* and 1.3kgm ̂ h"*. Since the construchon of 
convecüve tendencies only takes staüc properües of the atmosphere into account and since 
the model atmospheres in the HM8 and HM4 case have very similar thermodynamic and 
humidity structures, this result is to be expeeted. Aceordingly, convecüve tendencies are 
inversely proportional to the adjustment hme scale (cf. Eqs. (4-17) and (4-18)). Therefore 
the HM4/MX60 simulahon produces only half the amphtudes of the HM4/MX30 run and 
a convective precipitahon rate of 0.7kgm*̂ h'*. The raüo between the maximum amphtudes 
of the two HM4 runs is 1.9/1.0 and 1.75/1.0 for the heat and moisture budget respecüvely. 
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Fig. 4-11:Q̂ *" (left panel) and ^ ̂  mature stage of a pre
cipitation system in the following simulations (the scaling 
of the horizontal axes dif fers by a factor 4): 
solid: JUL91/HM8/MX30 +31 h 
dashed: JUL91/HM4/MX30+32h 
Short dashed: JUL91/HM4/MX60 +32h 

It is more difßcult to ßnd corresponding mature stages of the precipitation Systems in 
the three simulations, since total precipitahon rates depend on the mesh width and convec
hve to grid-scale precipitahon rate ratios depend on both, the mesh width and the adjust
ment time scale. Simulation time +32h of the HM4 experiments has been found to best 
match the mature stage of the precipitahon system in the HM8 run at +31 h. From Table 3-5 
we have seen that in general the adjustment time scale does not signißcantly inßuence the 
total precipitaüon amount accumuiated over one day or more and averaged over a domain 
of several thousands square-kilometers. The only notable exception was the JUL91 case 
where reduced adjustment time scales increased convecüve as well as total precipitaüon. 
The same trend is found for the individual precipitahon Systems considered here with 
HM4/MX60 precipitating the least and HM8/MX30 raining the most. At +32 h the 
HM4/MX60 simulahon produced instantaneous convechve and grid-scale precipitaüon 
rates of 1.48kgm"̂ h* and 3.60kgm ̂ h * respecüvely. The corresponding values for the 
HM4/MX30 run are 1.66kgm̂ h"* and 4.30kgm̂ h"*, for the HM8/MX30 experiment at 
+31 h 2.40kgm'2h"l and 8.40kgm "^h* are found. The intensißed grid-scale precipitation is 
due to increasing amphtudes of the grid-scale contribuhons to the heat budget (Fig. 4-11). 
From Fig. 4-7 and Fig. 4-8 it is known that the structure of the grid-scale contribution to 
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the moisture budget in the mature stage does not differ principally from the structure of the 
heat budget, with the exception of the melting layer. Intensified grid-scale condensahon 
and microphysics are supported by enhanced verhcal velocities: Minimum verhcal veloc
ities were -147hPa/h at 425 hPa (HM4/MX60), -175hPa/h at 450hPa (HM4/MX30) and 
-227hPa/h at 425hPa (HM8/MX30) respechvely. As noted earlier, horizontal resoluhon 
has a strong impact on the magnitude of verhcal veiocity. Thus it appears natural that the 
amplitudes of grid-scale moist processes due to precipitahon Systems simulated at different 
mesh widths differ more than those due to different adjustment time scales at the same hor
izontal resoluhon (Fig. 4-11). In conhast, the convective adjustment scheme only "sees" 
the thermodynamic structure of the model atmosphere and does not take any dynamical 
features into account. Since the model soundings are similar in ah three simulations, the 
amplitudes of the convechve parameterizahon scheme primariiy depend on the adjustment 
time scale as seen in Fig. 4-11, at least for the maximum amphtudes at the bottom of the 
convection domain. Nevertheless, the different "histories" of the precipitating Systems in 
each model run have led to smaü differences which in turn can have a non-negligible im
pact on temperature and water vapour increments in a nearly saturated or saturated atmo
sphere. Therefore the inverse proportionaüty between adjustment hme scale and 
convechve increments is not so obvious and might be disturbed in the mature stage. 

4.5 Summary 
Generalizations, simphhcations and approximations have to be adopted in order to 

represent the wealth of dynamical and physicai processes and their interachon on various 
space and time scales going on in the real atmosphere. Comprehensive diagnosis of the in
ßuence of the explicit and parameterized processes on and the contributions to the devel
opment of the model atmosphere is an essential task in order to gain insight into the 
correspondence between modeüed and real atmospheric processes. The current chapter has 
been devoted to the formal and technicai development of such a diagnostic tool. Some ex
amples of its application within the framework of high-resoluhon versions of the Europa 
Modeü (EM) on case studies of convechve precipitation events have been given. 

Emphasis is put on the diagnosis of convection. Many observational studies have re
vealed the Organization of major convective Systems in two circulation regimes of different 
scale: A cumulus-scale component with associated vigorous up- and downdrafts producing 
heavy convecüve precipitahon and a mesoscale component with genüer verücal upward 
moüon in the upper and downward mohon in the lower part of the troposphere generating 
shatiform precipitation. These two components make dishnct contributions to the system's 
heat and moisture budgets. The most commoniy used framework to explore the effect of 
convection on its larger-scale environment inhoduced by Yanai et al. (1973) has therefore 
been extended in order to account for partiüoned heat and moisture budgets as weh as ice 
phase processes. 

The purely diagnosüc, the semi-implicit and the fuüy prognoshc approach as well as 
single column tests have been used for testing cumulus parameterizahon schemes in com
parison with observahons. Most often the fuüy prognoshc approach consists in the com
parison of results of mulhple model runs using variants of a parameterization scheme. With 
this procedure it is difficult, if not impossible, to isolate errors due to the scheme under con-
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sideraüon, since deßciencies of other model components or distorted interactions can also 
infiuence the model results. 

The diagnostic tool presented in this study allows for inspection of all processes ac
tive in the model simultaneously by determination of all individual terms of the prognostic 
model equations. It can be flexibly applied to subdomains containing events of interest 
moving through the model integration domain. Absolute and relative importance of the 
modelled processes can be estimated. 

A careful derivation of the budget formalism for a NWP model has been carried out 
idenüfying the correspondence between real ahd model-represehted processes. The pecu
iiarity of EM, i.e. the formulahon of the prognoshc equahons in terms of total enthalpy and 
total specißc water content, poses the formally and technically non-trivial probiem of re
trieving condensahon rates which are important contributions to heat and moisture budgets. 
The probiem has been solved by diagnostic reconstruction of the individual terms of a 
(7̂  %v)-set of equations which can be conceived as a linear decomposition of the prognoshc 
/:-equahon. Condensahon appears as a residual after each step forward in hme. 

Examination of convechve precipitahon events simulated by model versions with 
different deep-convection reference proßles for the convective adjustment scheme and at 
different horizontal resoluhon revealed the following insights: In the early stage of devel
opment of the precipitahon system tendencies provided by the cumulus parameterizahon 
schemes dominate. The verticai structure of "event-average" subgrid-scale conhibütions to 
the heat and moisture budget depends crueially oh the reference proßle used. In the mature 
stage the grid-scale preeipitahon-forming processes (microphysics parameterization) and 
grid-scale condensahon overwhelm the inßuence of the convechve parameterizahon 
scheme. Grid-scale moisture processes are strongly linked to verhcal veiocity which tends 
to increase with enhanced horizontal resoluhon. Tendencies from a convechve adjustment 
scheme are primariiy deßned by the stahc properties of the modei atmosphere and are 
therefore inversely proportional to the adjustment time scale. In conhast, verhcal circula
tion characteristics strongly determine the tendencies from grid-scale moisture processes 
which are therefore primariiy dependent on horizontal resoluhon. The fact that the convec
hve adjustment scheme does not inherently account for horizontal scale nor any dynamical 
features might be one of the causes of occasional inappropriate development of the model 
atmosphere in convectiveiy unstable regions (grid point storms). 

The relative importance of the individual processes ih the model has turned out to be 
the following: In the convechve weather situahons considered here, verticai circulation 
piays an important role. Therefore verticai advection tends to have large amphtudes in the 
middle to upper troposphere where verticai veiocity is largest. In the thermodynamic equa
hon this amplitude is offset to a large extent by the adiabahe energy conversion term. In the 
mature stage of development these two terms have by far the absolutely largest values. 
Grid-scale condensahon and microphysics tendencies are the second but most important 
processes and largely compensate the difference of the ßrst two terms. These two processes 
also balance the strong verticai advection in the moisture equahon where no other term di
recüy linked with verücal veiocity exists. In the early stage of development parameterized 
convection dominates the thermodynamic and moisture equation. Depending on the refer
ence proßle used, verhcal diffusiön can be signißcant in the boundary layer and the lowest 
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part of the convection domain. Local üme tendencies are largest in the boundary layer and 
in the very early stage of development, when they have to balance the convecüve tenden
cies. Horizontal advection, horizontal diffusiön and radiaüon are aiways of minor impor
tance in the cases examined. The semi-implicit correcüon and eventual associated 
condensaüon is also negligible. 

To conclude we return to the subdivision of major convecüve Systems into cumulüs-
scale and mesoscale components. In NWP models with mesh widths between 5 and 20km 
its appears necessary to parameterize the convecüve component. In contrast, the mesoscale 
circulations can be, at least parüy, simulated. The Rndings of this chapter suggest that the 
model indeed captures, to some extent, both components. The grid-scale circulaüon exhib
its some characterisücs of the mesoscale circulaüon. The dominance of grid-scale precipi
taüon and the split into upward and downward moüon branches in the mature stage are 
noteworthy in this respect. However, parameterized convecüon has a strong impact on the 
evoluüon of the precipitaüon Systems and its representaüon bas to be carefully accounted 
for. 
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5 Summary of main conclusions 
Starting from an up-to-date operational hydrostatic NWP model with a grid distance 

of about 60km experiments with reduced mesh widths of 30km and 15 km have been car
ried out to examine the capabilities and limitations of the various model conßgurations. 
Special attention has been paid to the Simulation of (convective) precipitation events. As
pects of primary interest are the dependency of the results on /:onzo?i?a/ rayo/Mf!OM and on 
CMMiM/ny para/ne?er;'za?ion. To assess the Simulation results in comparison to observations 
appropriate aafa and eva/Marion /nerTiody are required. Apower/M/ JfagA:ô n'c foo/ is needed 
for incisive analysis of model internal processes in order to gain insight into the causes of 
the specific Simulation results. 
a J -Sca/e aepeH#e%cy 

The ßrst important ßnding is that mesh width reduction of a hydrostatic model to a 
grid size of the order of 10km is a feasible approach to develop a meso-ß-scale model. The 
two principal results of the mesh width experiments are: 
1. ) High-resolution meso-ß-scale models have apotential to improve precipitation fore

casts in space and time. 
2. ) Precipitahon amoünts and intensities increase with increasing horizontal resoluhon. 

The more detailed representahon of external foreing on the ßner grid contributes to 
both these effects. Piner-scale orography, e.g., aüows for the development of more struc
tured and thus more reahstic horizontal and verücal circulation features. The systemahein
crease of precipitahon amoünts and intensihes is ßrsüy attributable to the increase of grid-
scale precipitahon, which is a consequence of the intensißed verhcal circulation, and sec-
ohdly to the increase of convechve precipitahon due to the required reduction of the adjust
ment hme scale in convechve adjustment schemes. 
&.) f arwnerefizaffoM aepenaency 

First it is recognized that 
3. ) Cumulus parameterization is needed for hydrostatic meso-ß-scale NWP models with 

a grid distance of the order of 10km. 
Unhl recenüy this issue was open to question for meso-ß-scale models. The parame

terizahon of convechon is needed for a hmely Initiation of convection, thus for the removal 
of instability and moisture prior to grid-scale saturahon and hence to control the occurrence 
of unhealthy overdeveloped grid-scale verhcal circulation features (grid point storms). 

The impact of the adjustment scheme for cumulus parameterizahon was investigated 
in more detail. It turns out that 
4 J Precipitahon simulahon is sensitive to detaüs of the parameterization of convechon 

(deep-convechon reference proßle and adjustment time scale). 
The deep-convection reference proßle is decisive in deßning the locaüon and inten

sity of convection. Furthermore 
5.) Deep-convecüon references proßles used in convective adjustment schemes crueial

ly determine the verticai structure of convechve heating and moistening. 
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A phenomenologically realistic representation of the post-convective atmosphere by 
the reference proßle proves to have a beneßcial impact on the model Simulation (cf. better 
Performance of the MX versus the EH Simulation of the JUL91 case). It is thus of interest 
that 
6. ) The thermodynamic structure of the convectiveiy adjusted atmosphere of the mid-

latitude continental environment can be inferred from observations and can be de
scribed by a set of a few parameters, as originally proposed by Betts (1986) for the 
tropics. 
Appropriate parameter values have been derived from a set of upper air ascents of the 

sounding Station Payeme in Switzerland. 

Espeeially in convectiveiy dominated weather situations rain gauge networks can 
suffer from a distinct sampling probiem. 
7. ) Area-coyering weather radar data are an important complement to surface rain gauge 

measurements. They provide valuable qualitative and quantitative information for 
comparison with model simulations. 
It is worth noting that most commoniy the verißcation of precipitahon simulated by 

operational NWP models exclusively rehes on rain gauge data and often considers only ac
cumuiated amoünts over tweive hours or more. To verify meso-ß-scale NWP models dense 
observational data in space and hme are needed. It has been recognized that 
8. ) Time sequences and the development of horizontal patterns of precipitaüon (parti

tioned into its convective and grid-scale part) are important aspects of the examina
tion of model results. 
Utilizing a convecüve adjustment scheme, convective precipitation dominates in the 

ßrst phase of the deveioping precipitation event and reaches its peak rate earlier than the 
grid-scale precipitaüon. This is a reahsüc feature. With a Kuo-type convechon scheme, 
convective and grid-scale precipitaüon develop much in parallel. Horizontal patterns also 
show the overconcentrated grid-scale precipitation in the mature and late stage of the Iife 
cycle of the simulated convecüve Systems. 

NWP model verihcahon is rendered more difßcult and rigorous at smaller scales, 
since 
9. ) High-resoluhon verihcahon results are more dependent on more or less arbitrary con

ditions such as the specißc number and arrangement of grid points included in the 
verißcation area. 

The diagnostic tool which has been deveioped allows for the inspection of ah proc
esses represented in the prediction model's prognostic equations for the thermodynamic 
and moisture variables. Investigahon of precipitating convecüve weather events at differ
ent stages of the Iife cycle provides the following insights: 
10. ) Heat and moisture budgets of simulated convechve precipitaüon Systems are largely 

determined by the contributions of parameterized convechon in the early stage of de-
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velopment and by grid-scale precipitation-forming processes (grid-scale condensa
tion and parameterized microphysics) in the mature stage. 
Thus in case ofa convective adjustment scheme the specißCahon ofthe deep-convec

tion reference prohle largely determines the verhcal structure of total heating and moisten
ing in the early stage. 
11. ) Heating / cooling and drying / moistening proßles due to grid-scale precipitaüon 

förming processes (grid-scale condensahon and cloud microphysics) look rather re
alistic. 
Condensahon, deposiüon of water vapour on ice, melüng of ice parücles änd evapo

ration of rain water have the largest thermodynamic impact. Despite the reasonable struc
tures of heat sources and moisture sinks, which carry resemblance with observed features, 
the iife cycle of convective precipitaüon Systems, in parücuiar the spatial deveiopment of 
the mesoscale (straüform) component, is not properly simulated. Improved cumulus para
meterization might help to eure this probiem. 

Since the adjustment type scheme for the parameterizaüon of convection takes only 
staüc properties ofthe model atmosphere into account and grid-scale precipitation intensity 
crueially depends on verticai circulation features, it turns out that 
12. ) The amphtudes of the convective tendencies occuning in the prognoshc model equa

hons primariiy depend on the adjustment hme (in convechve adjustment schemes). 
Tendencies dueto precipitaüon formation and non-convecüve condensation strongly 
depend on the mesh size. 

Finally it is concluded from the various aspects of the present study that the meso-ß-
scale model offers promising perspectives for operahonal NWP, though specißc improve
ments, particuiariy with respect to cumulus parameterization, are needed. 
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6 Final remarks 
Due to its importance on the global scale, much effort has been devoted to the inves

tigation of tropical convechon. In mid-lahtudes, well organized forms of major convechve 
Systems such as squali lines, mesoscale convechve complexes and superceü thunder
storms, primariiy over the North American Great Plains, have received the most attention. 
These Systems have served as prototypes for the design of many cumulus parameterizahon 
schemes. therefore it might be suspected that some characteristics of such parameteriza
tion schemes are specific to the Systems they are based on. For Central Europe, and in par
ticular for the Alpine region which is of special interest here, no systemahc invesügations 
of the nature of convechve Systems are available. Certainly some types of convechve Or
ganization hardly ever occur (squali lines) and other types are rareiy observed. Probably 
due to different environmental conditions, i.e. large-scale synophc Situation and complex 
lower boundary condihon (orography), more chaotic arrangements seem to prevaii. More 
statisticaUy signißcant informahon about the predominant characteristics of convechon in 
this region and in particular on the environmental conditions initiating it (trigger mecha
nism) wouid be very helpful for a more specißc adaptation of cumulus parameterization to 
local conditions. Since the "perfect" parameterizahon scheme, capable of representing all 
kinds of convection, does not (currently) exist, it appears justißable in a pragmahc ap
proach to impose "local characteristics" on such a scheme, although atmospheric convec
tion as a physicai process relies aiways on the basic principles of buoyancy and turbulence. 
Derivation of the adjustable parameters in the Betts representahon of the convectiveiy ad
justed atmosphere can be regarded as an example for this kind of approach. 

The examination of only a smail number of meteorological events might constitute a 
major limitation of the present investigations. Por instance it wouid be inappropriate to 
consider the simulated cases as a basis for an optimal tuning of the cumulus parameteriza
tion scheme. Observational and modelling case studies are intended to provide insights 
which wouid be difßcult, if not impossible, to be gained from a statishcal ensembie. But 
rigorous testing of a NWP model in a large number of weather situahons is essenhal to ex
plore the potential of the model. However, appropriate strategies and diagnostic tools as de
veioped here are indispensable to examine the modelt behaviour and to verify its results. 

In the context of operahonal weather foreeashng rigorous hme constraints have to be 
respected. The shorter the forecast ränge the less timeis available to produce the numerical 
prediction. Despite the steady increase of Computer power, computational efßciency of the 
numerical procedures and parameterizahon schemes implemented in NWP models will re
main an important requirement. Additional Computer resources can easily be offset by an 
extension of the forecast area, enhanced horizontal and verticai resoluhon or improved and 
more detailed representahon of atmospheric processes. Further sophishcation and in
creased complexity of cumulus parameterizaüon has to be expeeted, e.g. by mclusion of 
more detaüed microphysics with several precipitahon stages or the implementahon of 
prognostic approaches. Given the aforemenüoned constraints, more expensive schemes 
wül have to demonstrate their deßnite superiority to simpler schemes prior to their intro
duction into routine operaüon. 

Since the forecast ränge of meso-ß-scale limited area models is rather Short, say 24 
to 36 hours, a signißcant spin-up phase should be avoided. Particuiariy critical in this re-
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spect is the specification of the initial atmospheric moisture ßeld. The inclusion of infor
mation about clouds and eventually existing precipitation Systems and associated (verticai) 
circulaüon features should be included in the initial conditions. To put it differently, iniüai 
condiüons for the NWP model should be specißed in such a way, that the model is in the 
position to produce the correct cloud and precipitation patterns right from the beginning of 
the integration. 

Efforts in this direcüon have already been undertaken either by means of appropriate 
iniüalizaüon techniques (Donner, 1988) or by relaxation procedures. In the latter method 
supplementary foreings, e.g. latent heating rates of a convecüve precipitaüon system, char
acteristic of the process to be represented are imposed on the model equations. This method 
has proved to be potenüaüy successful in several preliminary case studies (Molinari, 1982; 
Ueno et al., 1987; Wang and Warner, 1988). A major probiem is the derivation of the in-
formaüon needed by the numerical model from the observaüons available. Radar data for 
instance indicate the locahon of precipitation is space, but do not allow for the derivation 
of the verücal structure of latent heating and cooling, moistening and drying. In fact it is 
necessary to speeify a three- or, even better, four-dimensional heaüng and moistening func
tion. In addiüon, the foreing function imposed must have a model compatible structure, that 
is to say correspond to circulation features which are consistent with the model dynamics 
(Koss, 1976; Davies, 1987). If this is not the case, the model will experience the foreing as 
a noisy perturbation and will try to get rid of it. Furthermore, even an "optimal" foreing 
wül only be successful if it is supported by the environmental conditions of the model at
mosphere, i.e. if the temperature and moisture ßeld and the pre-exishng verücal circulation 
support the development of a precipitation system. 

In order to meet these requirements aü available rouüne observaüons have to be ex-
ploited to provide optimaüy analysed meteorological ßelds and appropriate foreing func
tions. Sateüite data provides Information about cloud cover and precipitable water content. 
Rainfall rates are observed by Weather radar and surface rain gauge networks. Knowledge 
about the verticai heating proßles preferred by the model can be derived from either theo
retical considerations, diagnosüc smdies or ßrst guesses from a preliminary model integra
tion step (Turpeinen et al., 1990). 

It might be argued that the Swiss mesoscale routine observations provided by the 
weather radar network and the automahe surface Station network, both reporting at 10 min
utes intervais, in conjunetion with the understanding of the model precipitation generation 
mechanisms gained by the inveshgations carried out ih the work presented here offer an 
opportunity to envisage diabaüc initialization procedures for the NWP model under devel
opment. 
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